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ABSTRACT 

Land Surface Parameterization (LSP) schemes have evolved from simple tipping-bucket 

models to fully interactive models, including parameterizations which account for 

exchanges of momentum, energy, mass, and biogeochemistry. As the demand for greater 

realism has increased, so has the complexity of LSPs which now includes some 

parameters that may not be universally relevant to all regions of the globe. The 

performance of LSP schemes depends on the magnitude of structural, data-related (input 

and output), and parameter uncertainties in the model. Parameter estimation uncertainty 

can be reduced by calibrating LSPs against measurements available at field sites. Given 

the multiple outputs of the models, multi-objective optimization approaches are 

performed. Some of the parameter values used in LSPs have originally obtained from 

laboratory studies which analyzed plant behavior under a range of conditions in enclosed 

chambers. The research described in this dissertation takes advantage of currently 

available data from several eddy covariance flux towers located mainly in the Brazilian 

Amazon basin to estimate parameter values of a widely-used LSP scheme, version 3 of 

the Simple Biosphere model (SiB3). Background climatological data was used to assess 

the representativeness of the data collection period that might have affected model 

calibration. Variance-based sensitivity analysis was then used to investigate potential 

structural deficiencies in SiB3 and to reduce the dimensionality of the subsequent 

optimization by identifying those model parameters that merit calibration. Finally, some 

structural and conceptual aspects of SiB3 were tested inside Biosphere 2 Tropical Rain 
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Forest biome (B2-TRF) under meteorological conditions that resemble those predicted in 

future climate scenarios for the Amazon basin. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Context of Research 

In climate models, the exchanges of momentum, energy, and mass are described 

numerically by land surface parameterization (LSP) schemes. Over the last few decades, 

LSP schemes (or Land Surface Models – LSMs) have evolved from simple tipping-

bucket models (Manabe, 1969) to fully interactive models (Sellers et al., 1997; Pitman, 

2003). The improved realism in the schemes is at the expense of the need to specify a 

large number of parameters that are either directly measured (i.e., in field campaigns or 

laboratory experiments) or estimated (as educated guesses) by developers. An emerging 

problem is related to whether the relationships used in LSPs are universal and globally 

applicable. One plausible approach to evaluate this, is first to minimize uncertainty in 

model parameters by calibration, and then compare different model outputs when they 

are operating with optimal parameters. 

Manual calibration of LSP schemes can be time consuming and does not 

necessarily result in optimum parameter values. Moreover, such calibration relies on the 

subjective decisions of an expert and results may vary from one person to another. 

Consequently, automated parameter estimation techniques (initially developed for 

hydrological applications) have now become the preferred method for calibrating LSP 

schemes (e.g., Gupta et al., 1999). Calibration against plot-scale data can be used to 

derive parameters that ultimately improve General Circulation Models (GCM) 

simulations (Sen et al., 2001). Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is now an important aspect of 
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model calibration (Saltelli et al., 2006) because it contributes to understanding the 

structural characteristics of a model and can help to identify these model parameters that 

have little effect on model output that can therefore be set to nominal values. In addition, 

parameter estimation may be less than ideal if multi-output nature of a model is not 

recognized and the resulting model calibration one variable (Gupta et al., 1999). The goal 

of multi-objective calibration is to identify and constrain model parameters in such a way 

as to best reproduce the multiple model outputs simultaneously. It is important to 

recognize that in multi-objective optimization, it is not the uniqueness but rather the 

stability (i.e., convergence) of solutions that is desired. In general, application of multi-

objective parameterization in LSP schemes have yielded substantial improvement in 

model performance relative to both using default model parameters and parameters 

defined using single-criterion calibration (Gupta et al., 1999; Duan et al., 2006). 

The response of vegetation when making climate predictions is particularly 

important in the Amazon region because of its spatial extent (~5.4 million km2), because 

it makes a substantial contribution to regional and global hydrological cycles 

(Shuttleworth et al., 1988; Brubaker et al., 1993; Werth and Avissar, 2004), and because 

the region is a major participant in the global carbon budget (Malhi and Grace, 2000; 

Houghton et al., 2001, Malhi and Davidson, 2009). The accuracy of climate models 

depends on the performance of LSP schemes and the latter are in fact considered to be 

one of the main causes of uncertainty in current climate change predictions (Crossley et 

al., 2000). For this reason, the Large-scale Biosphere-atmosphere experiment in 

Amazonia (LBA, 1996; Keller et al., 2009] Data-Model Intercomparison Project (LBA-
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DMIP) seeks to improve in the description of land surface processes in this region by 

analyzing the performance of several LSPs relative to observations. 

It is important to recognize that the eddy covariance measurement method is most 

accurate in steady state atmospheric conditions over homogeneous vegetation on flat 

terrain, conditions that are not always met, resulting in poor energy balance closure 

(Baldocchi, 2003) and, in particular, likely poor measurement of respiration fluxes in low 

wind conditions at night (Aubinet et al., 2002). Some model parameters (those associated 

with the physiological component of the model) can be defined in controlled (i.e., 

temperature, humidity, CO2 concentration) conditions in leaf-size chambers or 

greenhouses but at a much smaller spatial scale than that of which they are used in 

GCMs. Fortunately, facilities such as the Biosphere 2 (B2) provide opportunity to 

conduct experiments at larger spatial scales that include contributions from a variety of 

different species. Meteorological conditions inside B2 Tropical Rain Forest (TRF) are 

controlled to allow ‘large chamber’ measurements of physiological and physical 

properties of the TRF ecosystem with practically non-existent unmeasured advection. 

 

1.2. Statement of the Objectives 

The main objective of the work presented in this doctoral dissertation is to 

improve the performance of LSP schemes for tropical rainforest ecosystems with focus 

on the Amazon basin, through a framework of model diagnosis which included parameter 

sensitivity analysis and optimization techniques applied at eight LBA eddy covariance 

flux tower sites, and analysis of specific model components in the controlled conditions 
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of B2. Chapter 2 summarizes the main results of this doctoral dissertation and is 

subdivided into two sections. Section 2.1 describes improvements to land surface 

modeling using data from the natural tropical ecosystems in the Amazon basin. Results 

associated with improving model performance using data from the artificial tropical 

rainforest ecosystem in B2 are described in Section 2.2. In practice, there is substantial 

overlap between these two sections because some model components that were tested in 

B2 were adopted into the calibration framework used with the Amazon basin data. The 

dissertation includes four papers that are reproduced in Appendices. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

 

2.1. Improving Land Surface Modeling Using Data from Natural Tropical Ecosystems in 

the Amazon Basin 

 Regardless of the calibration method used (manual, automatic, single-, multi-

objective) the calibration of hydrological and land surface models can be strongly 

influenced by the background climatological conditions in which they are made (Yapo et 

al., 1996). For example, if a calibration is made in a ‘drier-than-normal’ period, the 

parameters obtained may not apply in normal or wet conditions. Continuous and high-

quality data from eddy covariance flux towers in the Amazon have only been gathered in 

the last decade in the LBA experiment, and usually these data were only gathered for a 

few years and likely do not capture the full, multi-year variability in climatological 

records. Therefore, it is important to put the data collection during the LBA experiment 

into a climatological context and to test whether (or not) the short data collection period 

is representative of long-term climatology. The paper that investigated the 

representativeness of background meteorological conditions during the LBA period with 

respect to long-term climatology is included as Paper 1 in Appendix A and the main 

conclusions to the study are given in subsection 2.1.1. 

 The comprehensive analysis of SiB3 model diagnostics using all the LBA-DMIP 

flux tower sites is described in Papers 2 and 3 which are included as Appendix B and C, 

respectively. The approach included identification of the most sensitive parameters in 
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SiB3 at each site using a variance-based sensitivity analysis methodology (Saltelli et al., 

1999,2006), as described in Paper 2 in Appendix B. Parameter sensitivity analysis and 

evaluation were conducted using a multi-objective framework (Gupta et al., 1998; Gupta 

et al., 1999) in which uncertainties in simulated fluxes are compared with available 

measurements and minimized by analyzing parameters convergence for sensible and 

latent heat fluxes and net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE), simultaneously. In this 

study, a novel multi-criteria approach to defining parameter sensitivity was developed 

and applied at each site. The ultimate goal of the study was to define a set of “preferred” 

parameters to be calibrated using data from all the LBA-DMIP flux tower sites. The 

parameter sensitivity analysis is given in Paper 2 in Appendix B and the main 

conclusions are given in subsection 2.1.2. The estimation study is described in Paper 3  in 

Appendix C and the main conclusions given in subsection 2.1.3. 

 

2.1.1. Summary of Paper 1: Is the data collection period of the Large-Scale Biosphere-

Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia representative of long-term climatology?  

The LBA experiment sampled surface-atmosphere flux exchanges and related 

ecohydrometeorological processes at several flux tower sites in the Amazonian region 

between 1999 and 2006. This database is now being analyzed to investigate, for example, 

the carbon balance of the Amazon basin and the effect of land use change in the basin on 

climate. It is therefore important to establish whether the period during which these data 

were collected is representative of the long-term climatology for the region. This study 

analyzed long-term climate station data for stations located nearby the LBA eddy flux 
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tower sites. Measurements taken during the period of data collection were compared with 

the long-term station climatology using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and analysis 

of histogram from random samples from the long-term climatological record. The 

information provided during this study serves as reference against which field observers 

and modelers can explore whether the ambient climate at a given site is similar to or 

different from climatological records. The primary conclusions of this study are listed as 

follows: 

 

• Available long-term climate station data are very limited in the Amazon region 

 To undertaken this study it was necessary to identify climate stations nearby each 

of the eddy covariance flux towers in the region. However, reliable long-term 

climatological data in the region are scarce and very limited and only a handful of 

stations were found for each site studied. For example, in the case of Caxiuanã site only 

precipitation data were available for analysis and temperature analysis was not possible. 

On the other hand, at the Sinop site only temperature data were available. On average 

precipitation records were available for a much longer period than temperature records. 

 

• There is no significant difference between the LBA data collection period and the 

long-term climatology with respect to precipitation 

 Results from both KS test and random sampling (histogram) analysis suggest that 

on average, there is not a significantly difference between precipitation measured during 
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the LBA data collection period and the long-term climatology although some minor 

differences were observed for all sites on a monthly basis. 

 

• All sites show no difference in temperature collected during the LBA period and the 

long-term climatology, except Bananal Island region 

 Overall, both KS test and histogram analysis confirm that temperature during the 

LBA collection period is representative of long-term climatology for all sites, the 

exception being the site in the Bananal Island region which suggests slightly warmer 

conditions with an annual temperature increase of 0.8 oC. On a monthly basis, a few 

periods were also found to be significantly different from long-term climatology at other 

sites, specifically at the Sinop site which showed some monthly differences of up to 3 oC; 

during the wet season of 2003 in Manaus; and during the year 2002 in Jarú/Ji-Paraná 

region. In all cases the systematic difference was towards warmer temperatures. In the 

Sinop case, the most likely cause was land-use/land-cover change affecting regional 

climate, but some contribution from large-scale climate warming cannot be ruled out. 

 

• Slightly warmer conditions are observed in the Amazon region during the LBA data 

collection period, and no significant trend found for precipitation 

 When data from all sites are taken together, a tendency towards warmer 

conditions (approximately 0.3 oC warmer) was found during the LBA data collection 

period relative to long-term climatology, this being a crude measure of the regional 

climate during the LBA period. The Santarém region, however, had colder temperatures 
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than normal. This might be associated with regional characteristics, such as the 

enhancement of shallow cumulus due to the location of the Tapajós river, or more likely 

be caused by mesoscale circulations triggered by small-scale deforestation given that 

conditions associated with the river are not likely to have changed in the last few years. 

Contrary to results of the temperature analysis, there is no discernible regional trend in 

the rainfall records, other than a minor tendency towards increased magnitudes for high-

rainfall events. 

 

Statement of work contribution: The candidate was the leading author in this paper and 

responsible for acquiring, preparing and analyzing the climatological data using the 

methods described in the paper. Suggestions and comments were often made by Dr. 

Shuttleworth and Dr. Gonçalves throughout the research. The candidate wrote the 

majority of the article (including replying to reviewers and subsequent revisions) with 

supervision by Dr. Shuttleworth. 

 

2.1.2. Summary of Paper 2: Which aspects of plant and soil behavior matter most in land 

surface models of Amazonia? 

A comprehensive variance-based sensitivity analysis of SiB3 model parameters 

was conducted (using Sobol method) in the context of the LBA-DMIP, using data 

collected during the LBA experiment (1999-2006) at eight study sites which included 

four evergreen broadleaf forests, a deciduous broadleaf forest, a savanna biome, and two 

cropland/pastureland biomes. A novel approach that accounts for the multi-objective 
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nature of the problem was developed when screening parameter sensitivity indices. The 

primary goal was to identify the most influential SiB3 parameters common to all sites. 

The primary conclusions of this study are listed as follows: 

 

• Development and implementation of a novel multi-criteria variance-based sensitivity 

analysis approach gives satisfactory results 

This paper introduces a new multi-criteria screening approach based on Pareto 

ranking concept applied to the variance-based Sobol sensitivity analysis method. 

Previous Sobol-based studies that analyzed parameter sensitivity in the context of 

multiple objective functions have not explicitly recognized the Pareto-optimal nature of 

the parameter sensitivity problem. The new rank-based approach allows for the fact that 

parameters can be “equally” influential in a multiple-criteria sense, while having differing 

levels of influence on individual fluxes. The method removes the need for subjective 

selection of individual sensitivity thresholds on each flux. Instead, a rank number cutoff 

is selected, based on an objectively measurable index of performance, in this case, the 

linear correlation coefficient, which establishes the degree of variability to be explained 

by the analysis. The results obtained using this method were remarkably satisfactory and 

the new approach can be easily applied in other multi-objective problems in any research 

area. 
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• Only about half of the parameters (mainly associated with physiological and soil 

properties in SiB3) have influence on simulated energy fluxes (sensible and latent 

heat flux densities) and net ecosystem exchange of CO2 at all sites 

Only 20 (out of 42) parameters were found to be influential on surface fluxes of 

energy and carbon at all eight sites. Parameter associated with physiological (i.e., 

photosynthesis-conductance parameterization) and soil properties account for 70% of 

these parameters. The remaining 30% were evenly distributed among morphological, 

optical, and carbon components of the model, the latter being associated exclusively with 

parameterization of soil respiration. The analysis contributes to our understanding of 

structural characteristics of the model, and simplifies parameter estimation by identifying 

insensitive parameters that can be fixed to default values. In addition, this information 

regarding which aspects of plant and soil behavior matter most in land surface models in 

Amazonia is expected to be useful in the design of field campaigns that aim to 

characterize and measure such parameters. 

 

• Number of sensitive parameters is different for savanna and cropland/pastureland 

sites relative to evergreen and deciduous broadleaf forest sites 

Overall sensitivity of parameters in each biome type shows that the same 20 

parameters are identified as being sensitive for evergreen and deciduous broadleaf forests 

(as previously mentioned). These same parameters are also sensitive for savanna and 

cropland/pastureland sites but 7 additional parameters were found also to influence 

simulated energy and carbon fluxes at these sites. This result may indicate that model 
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calibration needs to be more extensive (i.e., more parameters need to be calibrated) for 

savanna and cropland/pastureland sites than for broadleaf and deciduous forest sites. 

 

• Parameter sensitivity is, on average, inversely related to magnitude of parameter 

interactions 

The degree of parameter interaction might be viewed as an indirect measure of 

physical realism of LSP schemes. In other words, models that are more physically 

realistic should presumably exhibit fewer undesirable (arguably unrealistic) parameter 

interactions. Our overall results suggest that parameters with high total order sensitivity 

contribute directly, almost exclusively; whereas parameters with low total order 

sensitivity tend to make contributions either mainly through interactions or through both 

direct and interaction effects. These results are contrary to what has been reported for 

another land surface model (Rosero et al., 2010).   

 

Statement of work contribution: The candidate was the leading author of this paper and 

responsible for acquiring, preparing and analyzing the input (i.e., meteorological forcing) 

and validation (i.e., surface fluxes) data from LBA-DMIP and individual principal 

investigators. The candidate was also directly involved in acquiring permission to use the 

land surface model from developers, and for setting it up within the sensitivity analysis 

software (as suggested by Dr. Gonçalves) that was freely available online. Suggestions 

and comments were often made by Dr. Shuttleworth and Dr. Gupta who participated in 

the research. Additional comments were provided by Dr. Zeng. Dr. Restrepo-Coupe 
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contributed indirectly to a new cloud fraction parameterization in the model by providing 

clear-sky solar radiation estimates. The candidate wrote the majority of the advanced 

draft, but revisions have been made by Dr. Shuttleworth and Dr. Gupta. 

 

2.1.3. Summary of Paper 3: Parameter estimation of a land surface model using a multi-

method genetic optimization algorithm: Assessing individual contributions from 

signal mean, signal variability, and timing to the total parameter uncertainty.  

About eight years of data (1999-2006) collected from a variety of sites located 

mainly in the Amazon basin under the LBA experiment are now currently being used to 

compare a large number of LSP schemes as part of the LBA-DMIP. These sites include 

four evergreen broadleaf forests, a deciduous broadleaf forest, a savanna biome, and two 

cropland/pastureland biomes. We use continuous hourly meteorological data from these 

sites obtained from the LBA-DMIP to drive the SiB3 model, and to conduct a 

comprehensive, multi-objective parameter estimation study in the region using 

AMALGAM (Vrugt and Robinson, 2007) (a recently developed multi-method genetic 

optimization algorithm). Twenty of the most influential parameters in SiB3 have 

calibrated model simulations compared with observations of sensible and latent heat 

fluxes and carbon (NEE) fluxes. The primary conclusions of this study are as follows: 

 

• At all sites (and for almost all parameters), a clear reduction in the parameter feasible 

space is observed after model optimization 
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Based on our criterion of convergence, 75% of all parameters successfully 

reached desirable convergence in this study, reinforcing the ability of AMALGAM to 

properly reduce the original parameter feasible space. Parameters that did not pass our 

convergence test still exhibited some clustering and in a few cases, multi-modal distributions 

spread across the feasible range were observed. 

 

• The optimized parameters yielded a remarkable improvement in model performance 

when simulating energy and carbon fluxes compared to when using default  

parameters at all studied sites 

Overall, there is substantial improvement of SiB3 in representing energy and 

carbon fluxes when the parameters associated with the optimized solution are used in 

comparison to when using the default parameter set. Improvements are about 29%, 13%, 

and 26% for sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and NEE, respectively. However, in 

almost all cases the percent reduction in error metric (i.e., root-mean-squared-error - 

RMSE) is different during the wet relative to during the dry season, with greater 

improvements in the dry season. 

 

• Weak relationships between model improvement and data availability and 

convergence of parameters was observed 

The relationship between model improvement and data availability had a slope of 

0.20 but only a small, positive correlation coefficient (r = 0.19), and a coefficient of 

determination (r2) equals to 0.04. We conclude that, at least in this study, an increase in 
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available observations does not necessarily give a pronounced reduction in uncertainty in 

modeled surface fluxes. The relationship between model improvement and degree of 

convergence of parameters was also tested and the results suggested only a weak 

relationship between model improvement and the number of parameters that reach 

convergence. The slope of the curve was 1.22, and the linear correlation coefficient and 

the coefficient of determination calculated were r = 0.18 and r2 = 0.03, respectively. 

Intuitively, it was expected that model improvement would be greater at sites that showed 

a large number of parameters had reached convergence. This is partially supported by the 

slope of the curve but the correlation coefficient (and coefficient of determination) 

indicates that this is a very weak relationship in mathematical terms. 

 

• Improvement in model performance is achieved by reducing the signal mean and 

signal variability components of parameter uncertainty but the timing (i.e., 

correlation) is little affected 

Potential uncertainties associated with parameter estimation were evaluated based 

on the decomposition of the mean-squared-error (MSE) into three distinct components 

respectively related to the signal mean, signal variability, and timing (i.e., linear 

correlation) (Gupta et al., 2009). A non-dimensional normalization of MSE was used to 

facilitate comparison for the third term. In most of the cases the observed reduction in 

uncertainty is mainly a consequence of decreasing the contribution of the first two 

statistical moments (i.e., signal mean and signal variability). However, the optimization 
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approach adopted in this study was not able to reduce the signal associated with timing 

significantly, and in some cases even an increase was observed. 

 

• Soil water stress curvature parameter shows different behavior for forest sites than for 

cropland/pastureland sites 

Results obtained after calibration of the soil water stress parameter indicate that 

forest species tend to be exposed to less stressful soil moisture conditions in comparison 

to cropland/pastureland sites, as might be expected. In the Santarém region, water stress 

conditions are more prone to occur at the cropland/pastureland site (K77), then at the 

selectively-logged forest site (K83), and then at the undisturbed forest site (K67). This 

result suggests that the variation of soil water stress curvature parameter may be related 

to the type of vegetation and that using a constant value among all sites is not adequate. 

Similar results were found in the Rondônia region. 

 

Statement of work contribution: The candidate was the leading author of this paper and 

responsible for acquiring, preparing and analyzing the input (i.e., meteorological forcing) 

and validation (i.e., surface fluxes) data from LBA-DMIP and individual principal 

investigators. The candidate was also directly involved in acquiring permission from the 

developers to use both the land surface model and the optimization algorithm. The 

candidate was responsible for implementing the land surface model into the optimization 

algorithm, and carrying out both preliminary testing and the full analysis of the results. 

Frequent suggestions and comments were made by Dr. Shuttleworth and Dr. Gupta who 
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also participated in the research. The candidate wrote the majority of the advanced draft 

currently under revision by both Dr. Gupta and Dr. Shuttleworth. 

 

2.2. Improving Land Surface Modeling Using Data from an Artificial Tropical 

Ecosystem: The Biosphere2 Tropical Rainforest Mesocosm 

 An important aspect of land surface modeling is the ability to properly simulate 

vegetation responses to environmental stresses that is likely to occur in the future. Some 

climate models predict irreversible Amazon tropical rainforest ‘die-back’ will occur in 

this century as a result of warmer and drier conditions over the region (Cox et al., 2000; 

Betts et al., 2004), although higher CO2 concentration may mitigate this problem 

partially. The B2-TRF facility provides a unique opportunity to directly measure the 

response of a tropical ecosystem under environmental conditions that can be controlled 

and changed across a wide range of combinations. CO2 enrichment and short-term 

drought experiments have been conducted inside B2-TRF, for example. One 

disadvantage of B2-TRF is that it contains just one TRF mesocosm and lack of repetition 

may pose challenges in ecological analysis. The study presented in Paper 4 (Appendix D) 

partially resolves the issue of lack of repetition by modifying and implementing the SiB3 

model to simulate the conditions encountered inside B2-TRF. In this way, a direct link 

between natural tropical ecosystems and the TRF mesocosm inside B2 was established 

through the use of a common framework of analysis (i.e., the SiB3 model). The main 

conclusions to this research are discussed in subsection 2.2.1. 
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2.2.1. Summary of Paper 3: Land surface modeling inside Biosphere2 Tropical Rainforest 

Biome. 

 Tropical rainforests contribute substantially to regional and global energy, water, 

and carbon exchanges between the land surface and the atmosphere, and better 

understanding of the mechanisms of vegetation response to different environmental 

stresses is needed. The B2 facility provides opportunity to link laboratory and plot-scale 

studies in a controllable environment. We compiled a consistent quality controlled time-

series of climate data from B2, and used it to drive the SiB3 model to test how well it 

represented the behavior of soils and vegetation inside the tropical rainforest biome of 

B2. The primary conclusions of this study are as follows: 

 

• Physical characteristics of B2 influence meteorological conditions inside the TRF, 

especially those related to radiation 

 Some of the meteorological variables observed inside B2-TRF differ substantially 

from those observed in natural ecosystems. In fact, given these differences, it is tempting 

to speculate whether B2-TRF can more realistically be considered an analog of the 

Amazon rainforest when exposed to the future climate predicted by climate models. Due 

to its closed characteristics, horizontal wind speeds are much lower (almost absent) inside 

the mesocosm. Fortunately, because the reference height used for meteorological 

variables is near the canopy top, the implausibility of using a logarithmic extrapolation of 

wind speed into the canopy had much less impact on modeled exchanges than might have 

been anticipated. The amount of shortwave radiation reaching the surface inside B2-TRF 
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is reduced to approximately half of that observed outside. This is because radiation is 

both absorbed by the glass and direct blocked by the space frame. In this manuscript, 

some assumptions are made with respect to shortwave radiation reduction and radiation 

partitioning, but it is shown that the ratio of diffuse to direct radiation is not altered inside 

B2-TRF. It was estimated that, on average, the (dirty) glass reduces the amount of solar 

radiation by about 48% and the space frame by a further 7%. Although these estimates 

are made for B2-TRF, the values are likely similar in the other mesocosms of B2. 

  

• Modified version of SiB3 is capable of representing the net ecosystem exchange of 

CO2
 from the vegetation inside B2-TRF 

 With the modifications described in the manuscript and when forced with quality-

controlled input data, SiB3 is capable of simulating the NEE flux in B2-TRF when 

compared to observed values over three years. The period of simulation included a few 

periods when short-term drought experiments were carried out. This result will help 

researchers at B2 to design and test hypothesis because it mitigates against the issue of a 

lack of repeatability in the experiments undertaken inside the mesocosm. More 

importantly, because SiB3 is widely used to simulate natural ecosystems, it provides a 

direct link between natural ecosystems and B2-TRF (i.e., a model), within which a wide 

range of different experiments can be performed and tested in both natural and artificial 

conditions at leaf- and plot-scales. 
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• When reliable NEE data are measured throughout the day, it is possible to separate 

contributions of soil respiration (nighttime) and net photosynthesis (daytime) 

individually and so improving model calibration 

 The eddy covariance measurement method is most accurate under steady 

atmospheric conditions over homogeneous vegetation on flat terrain - conditions which 

are not always met, and nighttime fluxes are particularly prone to error. Sealed from the 

outside world, B2-TRF can provide reliable measurements of NEE flux even under low 

wind conditions because the rate of exchange is calculated directly as the CO2 

concentration changes inside the mesocosm, much like a cuvette or a gas chamber. The 

result is that the contributions of soil respiration and net photosynthesis to NEE can be 

individually separated assuming one of these fluxes dominate over the others at specific 

periods during the day. At night, photosynthesis does not occur and soil respiration is 

greater than other components, hence it was possible to test different soil respiration 

parameterizations in the model successfully against nighttime NEE data. Although soil 

respiration still occurs during the day, the net photosynthesis component largely 

dominates NEE. Hence, parameters related to temperature stress on photosynthesis can 

be calibrated against daytime NEE observations. The results suggest that the calibration 

of soil respiration submodels in SiB3 which was undertaken at night is independent of 

parameters used in temperature stress functions that influence modeled photosynthesis in 

SiB3 which were calibrated during the day. 
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• Original soil respiration constraint in SiB3 (an annual carbon balance assumption) is 

inappropriate for simulated NEE inside B2-TRF 

 The original soil respiration formulation in SiB3 forces an annual carbon balance 

which is inappropriate when simulating B2-TRF vegetation (and perhaps inappropriate 

for natural ecosystems also). Seven different submodels of soil respiration were evaluated 

in addition to the original SiB3 formulation. All but three of these submodels provided 

very poor simulations of observed variations in ecosystem respiration (i.e., nighttime-

average NEE). Most of the unsuccessful submodels relate soil respiration to soil 

temperature in a single layer and were developed for the Amazon rainforest where 

variations in soil temperature are not large. The preferred representation of soil 

respiration was a modified version of the formulation originally used in SiB3 in which 

soil respiration is calculated as the sum of layer by layer contributions weighted by root 

fraction in each layer, all normalized to match the observed long-term carbon balance of 

B2-TRF (rather than being forced to assume a zero carbon balance as in the original 

form). However, comparison with measurements showed that none of the 

parameterizations gave outstanding results, which implies that improvement in 

understanding the processes associated with soil respiration and how they are controlled 

by biotic and abiotic conditions is much needed. 

 

• Tropical rainforest plant species may be more resilient to climate change than 

previously thought 
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 We found that for SiB3 to accurately simulate the observed behavior of plant 

photosynthetic assimilation in the high temperature environment of B2-TRF, the 

parameters describing temperature stress in SiB3 had to be adjusted so that plant species 

have relatively higher tolerance to high temperature environments. At the same time, we 

found that the overall photosynthetic capacity for plants in B2-TRF had to be adjusted 

downwards. The latter result may be associated with a reduction in leaf nitrogen 

concentration in this space frame shaded, lower radiation environment, or it may 

represent an intrinsic trade-off for the simultaneously increased thermal tolerance. This 

result suggests either that individual tropical rainforest species can acclimate to higher 

temperatures than previously thought; or that the plants in B2-TRF have shifted their 

composition to allow the aggregate community to function at higher temperatures, and 

plants in natural ecosystems could also. Given that environmental conditions in B2-TRF 

(warmer, drier, with higher CO2 concentration) are broadly comparable to those for 

forecast by climate models, it is tempting to speculate that the Amazon rainforest may be 

more resilient to climate change than hitherto thought. 

 

Statement of work contribution: Data acquisition from different sources and preparation 

(including extensive quality control and gap-filling of the forcing data); model set up, 

modifications, and calibration; and analysis of this paper were primarily conducted by the 

candidate with advice from Dr. Shuttleworth, Dr. Zeng, and Dr. Saleska. The candidate 

also helped to install the meteorological sensors and to acquire relevant data from June 

2009 used in the paper. The research was made possible due by the efforts of those listed 
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in the Acknowledgements section in the paper. The candidate was the lead author and 

contributed primarily to writing the manuscript preparation with advice from Dr. 

Shuttleworth and added comments and suggestions from other co-authors. 

 

2.3. Summary and Conclusions of this Doctoral Research Program 

 The research conducted in this doctoral dissertation provided a substantial 

increase in understanding land surface modeling characteristics, especially those 

associated structural aspects and parameter uncertainty of the model used. The 

dissertation presents a comprehensive parameter estimation framework applied to the 

widely-used SiB model (in its third generation) using eight eddy covariance flux towers 

located mainly in the Amazon basin. The results showed that reduced parameter 

uncertainty after calibration resulted in a remarkable improvement in simulated energy 

and carbon fluxes compared to observations. A novel sensitivity analysis screening 

approach which takes full account of the multi-objective nature of the optimization 

problem was also developed, and this can be applied to any other sensitivity analysis 

problem with multi-objective characteristics. Some characteristics of the SiB3 model 

were further explored under controlled meteorological conditions inside B2-TRF which 

resembles future climatic characteristics predicted for the Amazon basin. The results of 

model simulations when calibrated against data from B2-TRF suggested that tropical 

rainforests appear to be more resilient to an increase in temperature and have the ability 

to acclimate under these conditions. The primary conclusions of this study can be 

summarized as follows: 
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1. The LBA data collection period shows no significant difference from long-term 

climatology in terms of temperature and precipitation records obtained from 

weather stations located nearby each of the sites. Hence, the LBA data collection 

period is representative of the long-term climatology of the Amazon region. 

2.  Only about half of the total number of parameters found in SiB3 (20 out of 42 

parameters) are found to be sensitive to surface fluxes of energy (sensible and 

latent heat) and NEE for all the analyzed LBA sites taken together. These 

parameters are mainly associated with plant physiological and soil property 

aspects of SiB3 model. 

3. Uncertainties in simulated fluxes of energy and carbon associated with parameter 

selection are significantly reduced after appropriate model calibration using a 

multimethod genetic optimization algorithm (AMALGAM) with improvements 

are observed at diurnal and seasonal time scales. 

4. Decomposition of mean-square-error associated with parameter uncertainties 

reveals that, after calibration, AMALGAM is only capable of reducing two 

components of the error significantly, those associated with signal mean and 

variability, respectively. The approach is unable to further reduce a third 

component, that associated with timing of the simulated fluxes. This shows that 

further improvement of the optimization algorithms is still needed if information 

from each component of the error is to be individually used. 

5. Soil respiration is a major component of NEE flux and contributes substantially to 

the carbon exchanges between land and atmosphere. A newly proposed 
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parameterization of soil respiration shows superior performance in SiB3 

simulated carbon fluxes inside the highly-controlled environment of B2-TRF in 

comparison with other parameterization (including the original SiB3 

parameterization). However, no submodel gives outstanding results, which 

indicates that further research is needed to better characterize this process in LSP 

schemes. 

6. In order to appropriately simulate the conditions observed inside B2-TRF, 

parameters associated with the temperature stress function in SiB3 need to be 

modified, indicating that plant species appear to be more tolerant to higher 

temperatures. This implies that tropical rainforest species can either acclimate to 

higher temperatures or that plant communities (including that in B2-TRF) can 

alter to allow the biome to continue functioning at higher temperatures. In either 

case, this suggests the Amazon rainforest may be more resilient to climate change 

than previously thought. 
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Abstract 

A comprehensive parameter sensitivity analysis of the Simple Biosphere model (SiB3) was 

conducted, in the context of the LBA Data-Model Intercomparison Project (LBA-DMIP), using 

data collected during the Large-scale Biosphere-atmosphere experiment in Amazonia (LBA: 

1999-2006); the eight study sites include four evergreen broadleaf forests, a deciduous broadleaf 

forest, a savanna biome, and two cropland/pastureland biomes. Our primary goal was to identify 

the most influential SiB3 parameters common to all sites. The new approach gives emphasis to 

multiple-criteria aspects and provides a more objective basis than current methods. Model 

evaluation was conducted against hourly sensible and latent heat fluxes and net ecosystem 

exchange of CO2. A novel multi-criteria implementation of the variance-based Sobol sensitivity 

analysis approach was used to determine the influence of each parameter (and of parameter 

interactions) based on their percentage contributions to model output variances. The analysis 

contributes to our understanding of structural characteristics of the model, and simplifies 

parameter estimation by identifying insensitive parameters that can be fixed to default values. By 

identifying the common set of parameters that most influence model behaviour, we gain an 

understanding of which aspects of plant behaviour and soil characteristics are most important in 

land surface models for Amazonia; it also helps define priorities for future field studies.  
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1. Introduction and Background 

 The influence of the Amazon region on global climate is unquestionable [Nobre et al., 

1991; Cox et al., 2004; Betts et al., 2004; Nobre et al., 2009] and therefore an understanding of 

ecological and hydrometeorological interactions in this region is of great importance. Because of 

its spatial extent (~5.4 million km2), the Amazon basin contributes substantially to regional and 

global hydrological cycles [Salati, 1987; Shuttleworth et al., 1988a; Brubaker et al., 1993; Eltahir 

and Bras, 1994; Werth and Avissar, 2004] and is also a major participant in the global carbon 

budget [Malhi and Grace, 2000; Houghton et al., 2001, Malhi and Davidson, 2009]. 

In General Circulation Models (GCMs) the soil-vegetation-atmosphere interface is 

described by Land Surface Parameterization schemes (LSPs) [Sellers et al., 1997; Pitman, 2003]. 

One important component of the Large-scale Biosphere-atmosphere experiment in Amazonia 

[LBA, 1996; Avissar and Nobre, 2002; Keller et al., 2004, Keller et al., 2009] is the Data-Model 

Intercomparison Project [LBA-DMIP; de Gonçalves et al., 2010], which seeks improvement in 

the description of land surface processes in this region by analyzing the performance of several 

LSPs relative to observations.  

Automated parameter estimation techniques (initially developed for hydrological 

applications) have now become the preferred method for calibrating LSP schemes [e.g., Gupta et 

al., 1999; Houser et al., 2001; Rosolem et al., 2005]. Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is an important 

aspect of model calibration [Saltelli et al., 1999; Bastidas et al., 1999,2006; Demarty et al., 2004; 

Hall et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Werkhoven et al., 2008; Prihodko et al., 2008; Rosero 

et al., 2010] because it contributes to understanding of structural characteristics of a model and 

can help to identify model parameters having little effect on model output (that can therefore be 

set to default values). An approach commonly used to study parameter sensitivity of LSP’s 

[Bastidas et al., 1999,2006; Demarty et al., 2004; Rosolem et al., 2005; Prihodko et al., 2008] is 
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Regionalized Sensitivity Analysis (RSA), which uses Monte Carlo sampling to partition the 

parameter space into behavioral and non-behavioral regions [Hornberger and Spear, 1981]. 

However, RSA does not quantify the extent to which a parameter affects the variance of model 

output. Further, it relies on subjective analysis to partition between behavioural and non-

behavioural solutions [Bastidas et al., 1999,2006; Demarty et al., 2004]; the metric used for 

partitioning is sometimes graphical [Wagener et al., 2007] and sometimes statistical, in the latter 

case with thresholds pre-defined by the user [Bastidas et al., 1999; Prihodko et al., 2008]. 

In contrast, variance-based methods, such as Sobol analysis [Saltelli et al., 

1999,2002,2006], decompose model output variance explicitly into relative contributions from 

individual parameters and from parameter interactions. Although the Sobol approach has large 

computational requirements, it has proved robust in hydrological modeling applications [Tang et 

al., 2007a,b; Yatheendradas et al., 2008; van Werkhoven et al., 2008] and has successfully been 

applied to land surface modeling [Rosero et al., 2010], However, although parameter 

optimization in hydrological [Vrugt et al., 2003a,b] and land surface models [Gupta et al., 1999; 

Houser et al., 2001; Rosolem et al., 2005; Prihodko et al., 2008] is recognized to be inherently 

multi-criteria in nature [Gupta et al., 1998], previous Sobol studies have only partially embraced 

the multi-criteria aspects of the problem [Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Werkhoven et al., 2008; 

Rosero et al., 2010]. Such studies have employed several objective functions (model performance 

criteria), but the ultimate analysis of Sobol indices was carried out for each objective function 

individually. Examination of single-criteria sensitivities makes it difficult to decide whether a 

parameter should be included in a multi-criteria calibration scheme, because the latter can show 

varying sensitivities for different criteria [Liu et al., 2004]; a ‘globally sensitive parameter’ is not 

necessarily individually sensitive to all individual criteria. The need to define sensitivity 

thresholds also introduces substantial subjectivity in those approaches. 
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In this paper we present a full multiple-criteria implementation of the Sobol SA method. 

Instead of depending on independent user-selected thresholds (usually chosen to be 1%) for 

contribution of each parameter to the total variance [Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Wekhoven et al., 

2008], we implement a more consistent approach based on multi-criteria (Pareto) ranking. The 

approach is used to analyze parameter sensitivity of the Simple Biosphere 3 model [Baker et al., 

2003,2008] in regards to sensible and latent heat fluxes and net ecosystem exchange of CO2, 

using data from eight Brazilian flux tower sites located mainly in the Amazon basin. Our primary 

objective is to identify which are the most influential SiB3 parameters common to all sites. By 

identifying this common set of influential parameters we gain a better understanding of which 

aspects of plant and soil behaviour are most important in land surface models for Amazonia. The 

results will help define data measurement priorities for future field studies. Further, the new 

approach is generally applicable to other modelling problems where multi-criteria analysis is 

important. 

This paper is organized as follows: Description of LBA-DMIP sites and data sets, SiB3 

model, and the Sobol variance-based sensitivity analysis method are described in Section 2. 

Section 3 presents the results of our analysis. The most important points from our study are 

highlighted in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 5. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. LBA Sites and Data 

Continuous hourly meteorological forcing data from eight sites in Brazil were provided 

by the LBA-DMIP project [de Gonçalves et al., 2010], and validation data comprising sensible 

and latent heat fluxes (i.e., H and LE, respectively) and Net Ecosystem Exchange of CO2 (NEE) 

were obtained from the principal investigators responsible for each site. The sites are part of 
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Brasilflux, the eddy covariance flux tower network in Brazil [Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2010] and 

include four evergreen broadleaf forests (EBF), a deciduous broadleaf forest (DBF), a savanna 

biome (SAV), and two cropland/pasture biomes (CROP) following IGBP classification [de 

Gonçalves et al., 2010]. The sites are in the Reserva Biológica do Cuieiras (Cueiras Biological 

Reserve) near Manaus, Amazonas (the K34 EBF tower); the Floresta Nacional do Tapajós 

(Tapajós National Forest) near Santarém, Pará (the K67 and K83 EBF towers, and the K77 CROP 

tower); the Reserva Jarú (Jarú Reserve) (the RJA EBF tower) and Fazenda Nossa Senhora (Nossa 

Senhora Farm) (FNS CROP tower) both located near Ji-Paraná, Rondônia; the Ilha do Bananal 

(Bananal Island) site (the BAN seasonally flooded DBF tower) in Tocantins state; and the 

Reserva Pé-de-Gigante (Pé-de-Gigante Reserve) in São Paulo state (PDG SAV tower). The BAN 

and PDG sites are located outside the Amazon river basin. 

Manaus K34 is the most western of the Central Amazonian sites and is located 60 km 

north of the city of Manaus [Araújo et al., 2002]; it has a dry season from July through 

September. The Santarém (K67 and K83) forest experimental sites are near the confluence of the 

Tapajós and Amazon rivers [Saleska et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2004]. K67 is in an undisturbed 

primary forest, but at K83 site about 15% of the trees with diameter at breast height greater than 

35 cm were selectively logged over a 700-ha area during three months starting September 2001 

[Miller et al., 2007; Figueira et al., 2008]. Santarém K77 site is in a previously forested area that 

had been converted to pasture (grassland) into which rice crops were introduced in November 

2001 followed by other crops [Sakai et al., 2003]. The dry season is from July through November 

in the Santarém region. The Rondônian sites include the Reserva Jarú (RJA), a dry forest located 

approximately 100 km north of the city of Ji-Paraná, and Fazenda Nossa Senhora da Aparecida 

(FNS), a cleared forest located about 30 km northwest of Ji-Paraná [von Randow et al., 2004]. 

The dry season in Rondônia sites is from June through August. The Bananal Island site (BAN) is 
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a seasonally flooded (forest-savanna) ecotone located in the state of Tocantins [Borma et al., 

2009] with a 5-month dry season period from May through September. Reserva Pé-de-Gigante in 

São Paulo state (PDG savanna tower) is a tropical woodland savanna (cerrado) located outside the 

Amazon basin [da Rocha et al., 2002]. It has the longest dry season period of all the sites studied, 

i.e., 6 months, from April through September. 

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the field sites. Data are available for three 

consecutive years for most sites but the period of collection varies from site to site. Manaus K34 

and Santarém K77 sites have longer datasets of six and five years, respectively, whereas at the 

Pé-de-Gigante (PDG) site there are three years of data but no flux data in the first year. The data 

collection period for all sites is between 1999 and 2005. Dry seasons are here defined for all sites 

following Rosolem et al. [2008] but in the case of the PDG following da Rocha et al. [2009]. At 

all sites the dry season is characterized by higher temperatures and an increase in downward 

shortwave radiation, the exception being PDG site whose seasonal variations are characteristic of 

extra-tropical sites with a winter dry season when both temperature and downward shortwave 

radiation are less [da Rocha et al., 2009]. For further climatological information, refer to Rosolem 

et al. [2008] and da Rocha et al. [2009].  

To reduce uncertainties in the measurements simple quality control procedures were 

applied to the validation data (fluxes). A visual inspection was first made to remove unrealistic 

outliers in the fluxes measured at each site. Hourly NEE values were then calculated by adding 

the eddy flux ( ) and storage ( ) observations [Wofsy et al., 1993], except at the PDG and 

FNS sites where no storage measurements were made and NEE was necessarily set equal to eddy 

flux alone. At sites where carbon storage measurements were made there were sometimes periods 

with missing data and when this occurred, the missing value of  at a given hour of the day 

was estimated to be the monthly-average hourly value of  at the same hour or, if the hourly 
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average value of  for that month could not be calculated (i.e., there were no measurements 

available for that month), the equivalent hourly value in the mean annual diurnal cycle was used. 

Nighttime NEE values were also filtered for reliability at some sites based on thresholds of 

friction velocity (u*). For the Manaus K34 site, nighttime NEE observations were considered 

unreliable when u* < 0.15 m s-1 and at Tapajós sites (K67 and K83) nighttime NEE were 

considered unreliable when u* < 0.22 m s-1 [Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2010]. 

 

2.2. Simple Biosphere 3 (SiB3) Land Surface Model 

The land surface parameterization scheme used in this study is a slightly modified 

version of the third generation Simple Biosphere land surface model [SiB3; Baker et al., 2003]. 

The model is driven by meteorological data (air temperature and specific humidity, horizontal 

wind speed, barometric surface pressure, downward longwave and shortwave radiation, and 

rainfall (all in SI units), and calculates different aspects of the biosphere-atmosphere interactions 

(e.g., momentum, heat, water exchange, and biogeochemistry) at the interface between the land 

surface and the atmosphere in GCMs [Randall et al., 1996]. The third generation of SiB3 

improves on previous versions [Sellers et al., 1986,1996a,b] and includes a new prognostic 

representation of canopy air space properties [Vidale and Stöckli, 2005], a user-determined 

number of soil layers, soil representation based on the Community Land Model [CLM; Dai et al., 

2003], and a new soil water stress parameterization [Baker et al., 2008]. In this study an offline 

version of SiB3 was used. 

 

2.2.1. Additional Modifications in SiB3 

(a) Soil Respiration Parameterization 
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The original version of SiB3 uses a soil respiration parameterization, which assumes that 

carbon storage of terrestrial ecosystems is in steady state on an annual basis, i.e., that an annual 

carbon balance is maintained, with the annual sum of respiration loss equal to the annual sum of 

canopy net carbon assimilation. This assumption is implemented by calculating individual 

monthly scaling factors of relative soil respiration and applying these to the canopy net 

assimilation term [Denning et al., 1996]. One implication of this strong constraint is that offline 

simulations using SiB3 are not able to assess sources and sinks of CO2 for periods longer than a 

year [Denning et al., 1996]. Whether tropical rainforests in the Amazon act as a net carbon sink 

or source [Malhi et al., 2009b; Houghton et al., 2009] cannot therefore be evaluated using this 

soil respiration parameterization because they are explicitly assumed to be carbon neutral. 

Prihodko et al. [2008] attributed the cause of observed biases in nighttime NEE at a temperate 

site in Wisconsin to use of this soil respiration parameterization. 

Rosolem et al. [2010a] tested several different alternative soil respiration sub-models in 

SiB3 using data from within the tropical rainforest biome of the Biosphere 2 enclosed facility. 

Rosolem's suggested re-formulation of soil respiration performed better than all the other sub-

models tested, including the original “carbon neutral” parameterization, and was therefore 

adopted for use in this study. The Rosolem et al. [2010a] parameterization is a revision of the 

original formulation but with normalization to observed nighttime values of NEE. In it Rs is 

calculated from:  

 (1),

where the relative intensity of soil respiration ( ) is calculated from the soil moisture fraction 

and the soil temperature (in Kelvin) for each soil layer at each time step, as follows:  
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and 

0.8 0.2 (3)

with 

  (4)

Thus, the total soil respiration Rs is calculated as the sum of the layer by layer contributions  

 weighted by the root fraction  in the i-th layer, and then normalized to the 

observed long-term carbon balance using a reference soil respiration rate, . In the above 

equations , , and  are SiB3 parameters while  is the modeled percentage volumetric 

soil moisture in each soil layer. Please see Denning et al. [1996], Raich et al. [1991], and 

Rosolem et al. [2010a] for further information on the representation of soil respiration in SiB3. 

 

 (b) Cloud fraction 

As discussed in Rosolem et al. [2010a], the original SiB3 model included a simple 

empirical formula to calculate effective cloud cover from measured solar radiation. This 

performed poorly when simulating NEE in the Biosphere2 tropical rainforest biome because it 

systematically overestimated cloud cover. The poor estimation of cloud cover affects the 

partitioning of direct and diffuse radiation which influences on how SiB3 calculates the incident 

Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR) photon flux density. Since it may also do so for Amazon 

sites, a more realistic, physically-based estimate of cloud fraction (C) was implemented based on 

the methodology proposed by Deardorff [1978] and discussed in Crawford and Duchon [1999]. 
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Following the approach proposed by Rosolem et al. [2010a], this new formulation calculates 

cloud fraction as:  

1 1  (5)

where s is the ratio of the measured solar irradiance (SWdown) to the clear-sky irradiance 

(fmSccosθ), i.e., the total amount of solar radiation incident at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) 

reduced by a fraction fm. The clear-sky irradiance is calculated from Sc, the solar constant 

(assumed to be 1,367 W m-2), θ , the solar zenith angle calculated for the latitude and longitude of 

each LBA-DMIP site (Table 1), and fm, the fraction of the solar radiation at the TOA which 

reaches the ground in clear sky conditions. The value of fm can be estimated by comparing the 

amount of SWdown on a clear-sky day with the solar radiation at the TOA, thus:  

 (6)

Because clear sky days are rare at the Amazonian sites, the empirical formula given by Crawford 

and Duchon [1999] based on the results of Paltridge and Platt (1976) and Meyers and Dale 

(1983) was used to calculate the clear-sky value of  for all sites, and the reduction factor 

( ) estimated on a monthly-average basis. On average  varies between 0.68 to 0.80 with 

maximum values in March and September-October and minimum values in June (data not 

shown). 

 

 (c) Systematic Bias in Nighttime NEE 

The eddy covariance measurement method is most accurate under steady state 

atmospheric conditions over homogeneous vegetation on flat terrain [Baldocchi, 2003], 

conditions that are not always met, and nighttime fluxes are particularly prone to error [Aubinet et 

al., 2002]. Based on the recovery ratio calculated from observations for each site separately, the 
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performance of the eddy covariance system may differ between night and day (see Appendix A). 

Although the recovery ratio is calculated from energy fluxes, the (large) loss in the total energy 

flux at night is likely also to be reflected in a similar loss in the measured carbon exchange. To 

allow for the possibility that the efficiency with which nighttime carbon fluxes are measured may 

be different to that with which daytime carbon fluxes are measured, in this study we included a 

coefficient in SiB3 which is used to multiply the nighttime simulated net ecosystem exchange at 

each time step, and we included this new parameter (α) among the parameters to be analyzed to 

determine its sensitivity in model simulations. Note that α  differs from  because the 

reference soil respiration rate is applied to the calculated soil respiration during both day and 

night, whereas α  can be thought of as a “correction coefficient” that accounts for the possibility 

that the eddy covariance technique may not perform as well at night as it does during the day, and 

simulated nighttime NEE therefore needs to be re-scaled to account for this. We did not need to 

apply this multiplier to measured energy fluxes because their magnitudes at night are typically 

several orders of magnitude less than during the day.  

 

2.2.2. Time-Varying Inputs and Parameters 

We used phenological information, such as leaf area index (LAI) and the fraction of the 

absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), derived for all sites from a prognostic 

phenology model [Stöckli et al., 2008] that assimilates data from Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) LAI/FPAR data products at monthly time-scales. The monthly 

values of LAI were provided by the LBA-DMIP project while monthly FPAR estimates were 

provided by Dr. Reto Stöckli (unpublished data).  Additional time-varying inputs required by 

SiB3 (e.g., green fraction of vegetation) were acquired from the global version of the 1982-2001 

European Fourier-Adjusted and Interpolated Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (EFAI-
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NDVI) derived from the 20 year long NASA/NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) Pathfinder NDVI data. These data are available with 10-day temporal and 

0.1 degree spatial resolution and global area coverage from 

http://www.iac.ethz.ch/staff/stockli/efaindvi_page/efaindvi.html. Biophysical land surface time-

varying inputs were derived from the EFAI-NDVI by applying simple empirical relationships 

between satellite radiometry and vegetation physiology. For a complete description of the 

methodology please see Stöckli and Vidale [2004]. The mean monthly climatology for 1982-2000 

was used to give these time-varying inputs. 

With the modifications describe above, the revised SiB3 model has 42 parameters (see 

Table 2). Parameters ranges highlighted in bold are specified in the form of a multiplier as 

opposed to a parameter value. This is to maintain consistency in generating parameter values 

within the feasible parameter ranges for parameters that are determined from values of other 

parameters. A similar approach was applied to SiB2.5 by Prihodko et al. [2008]. For those cases 

we are testing the sensitivity of the multiplier rather than that of the actual parameter. Seven such 

relationships exist, as follows:  

1 · 2 (7)

0 · 2 (8)

_ · 2 (9)

2 · 1 (10)

· (11)

· (12)

⁄ (13)
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where the ‘M’ terms indicate the multipliers applied in each case. This approach guarantees that 

parameters are treated as being independent of each other, a necessary assumption for Sobol 

analysis. 

The feasible parameter ranges (specified in terms of minimum and maximum parameter 

values) given in Table 2 were selected to encompass values for a broad range of biome types 

(Table 1). They were defined following Prihodko et al. [2008], and recognizing the ranges 

proposed by the Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS) Vegetation Parameters table for the 

same biome types used in this study (available at 

http://ldas.gsfc.nasa.gov/gldas/GLDASmapveg.php). 

 

2.3. Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis 

2.3.1 Overview of the Sobol Method 

The Sobol approach provides an analysis of the contributions to the variance of a selected 

entity in response to changes in the values of the variables that control that entity. Its use in SA 

has been described by Saltelli et al. [1999,2006] and Hall et al. [2005]. Here we apply the 

approach to define which of the model parameters in SiB3 is most important to calibrate in order 

to  minimize the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between model calculated and observed 

values of H, LE, and NEE at each of the LBA-DMIP field sites. We are therefore interested in 

using the Sobol approach to define the parameter-related contributions to the variance of the 

RMSE for modelled H, LE, and NEE relative to observed values. The RMSE is defined by:  

∑ , ,  (14)

where Fs,t and Fo,t are the simulated and observed hourly fluxes of energy H, LE or NEE 

calculated over the entire time-series. 
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Assume a model formulation represented by:  

, (15)

where y is the vector of output variables (in this case of the RSME defined above), x is the vector 

of measured input variables, and θ is the vector of model parameters that must be specified. SA 

investigates the potential contribution that individual uncertainties in x and θ, or a combination of 

both, can make to the uncertainty in y. The focus of this study is to evaluate the contributions 

associated with θ, i.e., only the parameters to be estimated, hence a simplified version of 

Equation 15 can be written:  

, , , (16)

The basic idea behind the variance-based Sobol SA approach is to decompose the function f(θ1, 

…, θk) into terms of increasing dimensionality, each dimension representing the different degrees 

of interactions among parameters, thus:  

, , , , , , , , , ,  (17)

The total variance, V(y) in y can therefore be decomposed into:  

, , ,  (18) 

where Vi is the portion of the total output variance contributed by the i-th component of the 

parameter vector θ, Vij is the portion contributed by interactions between parameters θi and θj, 

and so on.  

In the Sobol approach the sensitivity index Si, represents the fractional contribution of the 

i-th parameter to the total output variance V(Y). Therefore the first order (sometimes called “main 

effect”), second order, and total order indices are defined as:  
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first order:  (19) 

second order:  (20) 

total order: : 1 ~  (21) 

Because the average variance V~i, results from all of the parameters except for θi (which is fixed), 

the total contribution of parameter θi to the total variance (through both direct and indirect 

effects) is defined by the total order index STi, given in Eq. (21). Occasionally numerical errors 

due to truncation may yield slightly negative indices [Tang et al., 2007b] that can be set to zero 

without impacting the analysis. 

Thus, in summary, the output of the Sobol method is two matrices, one specifies the total 

variance while the other is used to assess individual parameter (first order) sensitivity and 

parameter interactions for pre-defined combinations of parameters. Please see Saltelli et al. 

[1999,2006] and Hall et al. [2005] for further information. The software is available at 

http://simlab.jrc.ec.europa.eu/. Because model performance must be assessed at a sufficiently 

large number of randomly selected parameter locations in the feasible parameter space, the main 

disadvantage of the Sobol method is its large computational requirement. In this study we applied 

the method to each of the LBA-DMIP sites individually, running ~45,000 simulations per site, 

this sample size being selected based on experimental trials of the Sobol method with a land 

surface model of comparable complexity [Rosero et al., 2010]. 

2.3.2 Multi-criteria Analysis of Indices  

In traditional applications of Sobol analysis, a cutoff value must be imposed on individual 

indices to define index values considered to be ‘sensitive’. In hydrological studies this threshold 

has usually been set at ~1% of the total variance observed [Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Werkhoven 

et al., 2008]. While this is a simple and obvious approach, it does not properly recognize the 
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multi-criteria characteristics of the problem. Although the Tang et al. [2007a,b], van Werkhoven 

et al. [2008], and Rosero et al. [2010] studies investigate the individual results of a Sobol SA for 

each selected criterion, they do not explore whether a parameter should be considered sensitive in 

a fully multiple-criteria sense for the set of all objective functions taken together. 

We therefore develop and implement a multiple-criteria screening approach based on the 

Pareto Ranking concept [Goldberg, 1989]. This new approach first defines groups of parameters 

for which simultaneous optimization is justified regardless of whether they show extremely high 

sensitivity to any of the individual objective functions or influence all of the objective functions 

simultaneously but to lesser degree, and assigns a “rank” to each group according to their relative 

sensitivity as defined from the Sobol approach. Having made this ranking of parameter groups, 

we then introduce a method for identifying how many of these groups of parameters with 

specified Pareto Rank can be considered “sensitive” by investigating their cumulative 

contributions to variance. Ultimately we select the number of parameter ranks considered 

“sensitive” by defining a cutoff criterion based on fractional contribution to variance. Because 

progressive contributions to variance are investigated for parameters that have been specified 

from their multiple-criteria sensitivity rather than their sensitivity to individual objective 

functions, subjectivity in assigning individual cutoff values to separate objective functions is thus 

avoided when defining sensitive parameters. 

The approach is described below; to simplify the explanation we illustrate the case of 

only two objective functions (F1 and F2) and 20 hypothetical parameters, where sensitivity is 

assessed in terms of their associated total order indices (STi), although more objectives are easily 

handled.  

1) Assign a Pareto Rank Number to each Parameter  
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 For each of the Npar parameters whose sensitivity is indicated at each LBA-DMIP field 

site by the Sobol total order indices, assign a Pareto Rank [see, for example, Gupta et al., 1998] 

based on simultaneous consideration of the values of ST1 and ST2 for F1 and F2, respectively. 

Figure 1a illustrates this process for a hypothetical example; the colour coding on the figure 

indicates the points belonging to a particular Pareto Rank (for clarity all points with same Pareto 

rank are also linked together by a surrounding dotted line), while the number inside the circle 

identifies the parameter that each point represents. Note that points corresponding to ST1 and ST2 

for a parameter which is assigned Rank-1 (called Pareto-optimal) are those for which there is no 

other point in the upper right quadrant to it corresponding to ST1 and ST2 for another parameter. 

Rank-2 points are identified as those that are Pareto-optimal once Rank-1 points have been 

removed from consideration while Rank-3 points are identified as those that are Pareto-optimal 

once Rank-1 and Rank-2 points have been removed from consideration, and so on. In this way, 

each parameter is assigned a specific Pareto rank number and groups of parameters defined from 

these. 

2) Define Parameters in a Control Sequence and in Equivalent Sequences for Rank-to-n 

Sensitivity Groups. 

 Create a “Control” sequence of NC combinations of randomly sampled values for all 

model parameters using Latin Hypercube Sampling [LHS; McKay et al., 1979], which divides 

each parameter range into disjoint intervals of equal probability and samples one value randomly 

from each interval. In this study we used NC = 1000 based on previous studies [Tang et al., 

2007a,b] but tested the effect of using a larger sample size (NC = 2000 and NC = 4000) and found 

no significant impact. We then define groups of parameters that have been assigned rank number 

up to and including Pareto Rank n (for n = 1, 2, ..., N). This results in the definition of N “Rank-

to-n Sensitivity parameter groups” in which the number of parameters increases with the 
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inclusion of successive ranks. For each of these N groups, create a sequence of NC combinations 

of parameters in which all the parameters defined to be in the particular Rank-to-n Sensitivity 

parameter group are set equal to their equivalent value in the Control sequence (from 1 to NC), 

but the remaining parameters are fixed to their default values. At this point we have one sequence 

of NC combinations of randomly sampled values for all model parameters (the Control sequence), 

and N sequences of NC combinations of model parameters (one for each Rank-to-n Sensitivity 

parameter group) in which some of the parameters (those in the relevant Rank-to-n Sensitivity 

parameter group) have the same sequence of randomly sampled values as in the Control set but 

the remainder have default parameter values.   

3) Select a Pareto Rank threshold  

 Define the minimum Pareto Rank necessary to account for most of the variability in all of 

the objective functions, as follows. Compute the value of the RMSE of the several objective 

functions (in this study for H, LE, and NEE) using the NC combinations of model parameters in 

the Control set and also using the NC combinations of model parameters corresponding to the N 

Rank-to-n Sensitivity parameter groups defined as above. The objective function computed using 

one parameter combination in the sequence for each Rank-to-n Sensitivity parameter group is 

associated with the objective function computed using the parameter combination in the Control 

sequence from which it was in part derived. Compute the linear correlation coefficient, Rn, 

between the values of objective function associated in this way.  Plot the values of Rn on the y-

axis against the number of parameters that are included when n = 1, 2, ..., N when defining the 

successive Rank-to-n Sensitivity parameter groups, and find the value of n (and corresponding 

number of parameters) for which the linear correlation coefficient Rn (in this study for H, LE, and 

NEE) are no longer increasing significantly. 
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The results are illustrated via a hypothetical example for the case of only one objective 

function in Figure 1b. The Rank-to-n Sensitivity parameter groups with a low value for ‘n’ plot 

closer to the origin because such groups include fewer parameters that contribute only partly to 

the variability of the objective function: consequently the value for Rn is relatively low. As the 

number of ranks included increases, the number of parameters whose sensitivity is included also 

increases and Rn will therefore also increase, as illustrated in Figure 1b.  When ‘n’ increases to 

the point that all the parameters are included, the Rank-to-n Sensitivity parameter group becomes 

identical to the Control and Rn=1. Rn will increase, but at a decreasing rate as more ranks (and 

hence more parameters with less sensitivity) are added, and will essentially cease increasing when 

the parameters that explain most of the variance have been included.  

In the case of multiple objective functions, there will be several ‘rank lines’ on the plot 

just described and it is necessary to select the Pareto rank for which all of the corresponding 

values of Rn for these objective functions are larger than some threshold deemed relevant for the 

application of interest. In this study a cutoff of 0.95 was applied to the three rank lines for the 

RMSE of H, LE, and NEE. However, having made this choice, we verified its suitability by 

visual inspection of the model performance for all three fluxes. 

2.4. A Note Regarding Soil Moisture Initialization 

To maintain consistency in model simulations during this study, careful soil moisture 

initialization was carried out for each of the individually generated parameter sets. Testing 

showed there to be very little difference between the modelled soil moisture initialization when 

using data for a single year repeatedly (end-to-beginning), and when using the entire time-series 

of forcing data repeatedly. Consequently, for computational efficiency, a spin-up procedure was 

adopted that repeatedly used a single year selected from the available forcing dataset, this year 

being selected basis on climatological analysis to be most similar to the year prior to the period 
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for which the forcing data were available. This was done by examining monthly precipitation and 

temperature data from the climatological weather stations located nearby each of the LBA-DMIP 

sites [Rosolem et al., 2008]. The years found to be most suitable for soil moisture initialization at 

each site were 1999 for FNS, 2001 for K83 and RJA, 2002 for K34, and 2004 for K67, K77, and 

BAN. The PDG site was unique in that forcing data were available for use in spin up during the 

year prior to when flux data became available. Consistent with recommended LBA-DMIP 

protocol [de Gonçalves et al., 2010], the forcing data for the spin-up year selected at each site was 

repeated applied until the difference in SiB3 total column soil moisture changed by less than 

0.1% between successive years.  

 

3. Results 

(a) Total parameter sensitivity and its contribution through indirect effects 

The values of the Sobol total order indices (STi) calculated for each SiB3 parameter at 

each site are summarized in Figure 2. Each column corresponds to one of 42 parameters used in 

SiB3, and the columns (parameters) are grouped by model features they control – from left to 

right the groups are morphological, optical, physiological, soil, and carbon-related; this last group 

is mainly related to the parameterization of soil respiration, and includes the new parameter 

α  that accounts for possible systematic bias in nighttime carbon fluxes (section 2.2(b)). The rows 

correspond to each of the eight sites, and are grouped by the three objective functions – from top 

to bottom, the groups are NEE, LE, and H. Each cell is colour coded to indicate the magnitude of 

STi computed for each combination of parameter and objective function at each site. Larger values 

of STi indicate greater contribution by parameter i to the total variance - and hence greater 

sensitivity of the modelled response to this parameter. Consistent with the literature, a minimum 
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threshold of STi > 0.01 was used so that colours are only shown for parameters/sites that 

contribute at least 1% to the total variance. 

Visual examination of these results indicates that the modelled fluxes (NEE, LE, and H) 

show significant sensitivity to only about 20 of the parameters used in SiB3; of course the level of 

sensitivity varies from site to site. Similar results were reported for SiB2.5 at a temperate site 

[Prihodko et al., 2008] and for SiB2 at the K83 site [Rosolem et al., 2005] using the RSA 

approach. The fact that so many of the parameters of SiB show lack of sensitivity in this and 

other studies suggests that the model may be over parameterized [Saltelli et al., 2006] with 

respect to the simulation of energy and carbon fluxes. 

Of the sensitive parameters, canopy height (z2) shows a stronger influence on the 

modelled fluxes at the SAV and CROP sites (PDG, K77, and FNS) than at EBF and DBF; this is 

also the case for the multiplier to surface roughness length (z0d). At the CROP sites, this result 

may be an artifact of the fact that a large feasible range was selected for z2 even though croplands 

and pasturelands do not usually have tall canopies. On the other hand, vegetation cover (vcovr) 

appears to have greater influence on the modelled fluxes at the forest rather than at the CROP 

sites. 

 In general the physiological and soil property parameter groups dominate the list of 

parameters in terms of influence; this includes parameters such as: 

i. vmax0; the maximum Rubisco enzyme capacity at canopy top. This parameter is slightly 

more sensitive at non-forested sites; 

ii. gradm and binter; the slope and intercept coefficients in the Ball-Berry-Collatz equation 

[Collatz et al., 1991,1992]. The former (latter) is slightly more sensitive at non-forested 

(forested) sites; and 
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iii. hlti and hhti; the low and high temperature half-inhibition points for internal temperature 

stress functions in SiB3. The latter is more sensitive at EBF sites. 

Although the sensitivity of soil properties is not high, several soil parameters have a 

significant influence on the modelled fluxes: 

a. bee; the Clapp and Hornberger [Clapp and Hornberger, 1978] coefficient. It is slightly 

more sensitive at CROP sites; 

b. phsat and poros; the soil water potential at saturation and soil porosity. They are slightly 

more sensitive at the BAN, PDG, and K77 sites. 

The parameter scalez, which controls the exponential distribution of soil layers in the 

model, also shows sensitivity, especially for energy fluxes. Note that although the kroot multiplier 

does not show sensitivity at any of the sites, it is a multiplier of scalez (see Equation 13) and will 

thereby alter the root distribution in SiB3; hence the low sensitivity of kroot  should not be 

interpreted to mean that root distribution in SiB3 does not influence the fluxes.  

Not unexpectedly, the carbon-related parameters (those related to soil respiration and 

possible systematic bias in nighttime NEE flux) show sensitivity only when computing carbon 

fluxes. Based on our cutoff (parameters must contribute at least 1% to the total variance), almost 

all carbon-related parameters are sensitive at all sites. A surprising exception is the parameter 

associated with potential systematic bias in observed nighttime carbon fluxes (α), which shows no 

sensitivity at the EBF forest sites. Most carbon-related parameters make very low contributions to 

the total variance of NEE, but respref, which scales the relative soil respiration rates in the new 

sub-model of soil respiration (Equation 1) shows remarkably high sensitivity especially at non-

EBF sites; this higher sensitivity could again be an artifact of a selecting a large parameter range 

for respref. 
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A strength of Sobol is its ability to enable evaluation of the indirect effects that can arise 

through parameter interactions. Figure 3 summarizes the difference STi - Si between indirect and 

direct effects contributions, which can be compared with STi, the total effect shown in Figure 2. 

This figure is further re-scaled (by subtracting Si from STi - Si) so positive values (yellow and red 

shades) correspond to cases where the indirect influences (through parameter interactions) 

dominate the direct effects, and negative values (green and blue shades) correspond to cases 

where direct effects are larger than indirect effects; where both contributions are roughly equal 

the difference is close to zero (gray). Results are shown only for cases where total sensitivity 

exceeded the cutoff value of 1% of the total variance - i.e. for combinations indicated as sensitive 

(coloured) in Figure 2. Taking Figures 2 and 3 together, an interesting pattern emerges that seems 

broadly true for all sites and objective functions; parameters with low total order sensitivity (in 

Figure 2) tend to make their contributions either mainly through interactions or through both 

direct and interaction effects, whereas parameters with high total order sensitivity (z2 for CROP; 

vcovr for EBF, DBF, and SAV; hhti for EBF and DBF; bee for CROP; and respref) have mainly 

a direct influence and in most cases (except hhti) contribute almost exclusively through a direct 

effect. Nevertheless, for a few highly sensitive parameters (vmax0, gradm, hhti, poros, scalez, for 

SAV and CROP sites) the parameter interaction effects dominate. 

Rosero et al. [2010] suggest that models that are more physically realistic should exhibit 

fewer undesirable (unrealistic) parameter interactions, so that the degree of parameter interaction 

may (to some extent) be viewed as an indirect measure of physical realism of LSP schemes. By 

SA of the Noah model, they showed that parameter interactions were responsible for most of the 

variance in that model’s predicted fluxes, and attributed that to over-parameterization. Our SiB3 

model results differ in that (with a few exceptions) most of the flux variance originates from 

direct contributions of the sensitive parameters. Nonetheless, a substantial number of (less 
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influential) parameters do show some degree of interaction and, because so many of its 

parameters show little sensitivity, SiB3 may also be over-parameterized with respect to the 

dynamics of energy and carbon fluxes. 

    

(b) Evaluating parameter sensitivity in a multiple criteria context   

While previous applications of Sobol have investigated parameter sensitivity for 

individual fluxes separately [Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Werkhoven et al., 2008; and Rosero et al., 

2010], here we demonstrate an extension of the Sobol methodology to the multi-criteria context, 

in which the relative influence of parameters on several fluxes can be investigated 

simultaneously. When using several model performance criteria (evaluating sensitivity to 

multiple fluxes), it is common to encounter the situation in which different parameters have 

different degrees of sensitivity to each criterion; one parameter may be highly sensitive to 

criterion ‘A’ and insensitive to the other criteria, while a second parameter may be highly 

sensitive to, say, criterion ‘B’ but insensitive to criterion A, and so on. In such situations, how 

should these parameters be ranked for sensitivity relative to each other?  The multiple-criteria 

Pareto ranking approach presented in Section 2.3.2 provides a meaningful solution to this 

problem. 

Figure 4 presents the results of the analysis for each LBA-DMIP site and for each 

measured flux. The rank lines are shown as red, blue, and green solid lines (H, LE, and NEE 

respectively), and each Rank-n point is plotted as a filled circle. The number of parameters 

(Npar) associated with each rank is shown in the x-axis. For example, the plot for K34 site shows 

that there is only one parameter for Rank 1, six for Rank < 2, seven for Rank < 3, 12 for Rank < 

4, and so on. The limit, where R = 1 when Npar = 42 is indicated by a black asterisk. As 

expected, increasing Rank-n cases result in progressively increasing linear correlation coefficient 
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R for all fluxes at EBF sites, and to some degree also at the BAN site. The rate and pattern of 

increase is somewhat different for each flux at the PDG and CROP sites, and especially at the 

K77 site. Note that the Rank-1 point at K77 indicates that the related parameters influence mainly 

the NEE flux (the green line has largest R); as more ranks (and hence parameters) are included 

the influence on H and LE fluxes increases, while NEE actually shows a reduction in its 

correlation coefficient. (This behaviour also occurs when using larger sample sizes, i.e., Nc of  

2000 and 4000; not shown). From these plots we can determine the multi-criteria rank that must 

be selected to identify the parameters that explain most of the flux variability for all fluxes 

considered simultaneously; note that above Rank < 6 cases the individual correlation coefficients 

are very close to 1.0. 

The relative importance of the parameters showing sensitivity is shown in Figure 5. Each 

row represents one of the sites (except for the top row labelled ‘ALL BIOMES’ which is discussed 

next); they are arranged as three groups based on biome type (EBF, DBF+SAV, and CROP). 

Remember, from section 2.3.2 that the Rank-1 parameters have the strongest influence (in a 

multiple-criteria sense) on the modelled outputs, the Rank-2 parameters have the next strongest 

influence, and so on. The colour shading indicates the strength of influence of a parameter, coded 

in terms of its rank number (darker colours indicate lower rank numbers and hence stronger 

influence). From this figure, specific conclusions can be derived for each site; for example, 

interesting behaviour is found for site K77 where the Rank-1 parameters are hhti and respref, 

whose combined influence is primarily on NEE (Figure 2). However, rather than investigating 

individual sites, we will focus our attention on the overall sensitivity of parameters in each biome 

type. We notice that: 

a) The same 20 parameters are identified to be sensitive for EBF (K34, K67, K83, and RJA) 

and DBF (BAN) biomes. Among these parameters, the majority is associated with 
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physiological (vmax0, effcon, gradm, binter, trop, shti, hlti, and hhti) and soil properties 

(bee, phsat, satco, poros, wssp, and scalez) in SiB3, although the latter group shows 

lower sensitivity (i.e., higher ranks) than the first. 

b) While these parameters are generally sensitive in all the biomes, additional parameters 

(z0d, soref1, trdm, respcp, wsat, zm, and alpha) are found to show relative sensitivity in 

the SAV (PDG) and CROP (K77 and FNS) biomes.  

From these findings, we can infer that model calibration will need to be more extensive 

(more parameters to be calibrated) for the non-broadleaf forest sites than at the broadleaf forest 

sites. However, whether or not SiB3 is “more over-parameterized” for forest sites than non-forest 

sites (with respect to energy and carbon fluxes) is a question that will need further investigation. 

Another observation is that the degree of parameter sensitivity differs among biome 

types. For instance, two morphological parameters (canopy top z2, and vegetation cover fraction 

vcovr) show slight differences; z2 is more sensitive (has lower ranks) at non-broadleaf forest sites 

(PDG, K77, and FNS), whereas vcovr is more sensitive at EBF sites (especially CROP sites). In 

other words, calibrating canopy top may be more important to improving SiB3 model 

performance at CROP sites than at EBF sites, while the opposite may be true for vegetation cover 

fraction. Similarly, soil reflectance at visible wavelength (soref1) is found to be important for 

non-EBF sites, the intercept of the Ball-Berry equation (binter; sometimes called the minimum 

stomatal conductance) is slightly more important at broadleaf forest sites (EBF and DBF), and 

leaf respiration parameters (trdm and respcp) are more important at SAV and CROP than at EBF 

and DBF sites. 

Looking at the revised soil respiration formulation (Equations 1-4), which contains four 

parameters, the reference soil respiration rate (respref), a scaling factor in the formulation, is by 

far the most important parameter; and it is so regardless of biome type. The optimum percent of 
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soil moisture for soil respiration (wopt) is also important for all sites but at a lower degree of 

sensitivity. The two remaining parameters (wsat and zm) are only mildly sensitive at non-EBF 

sites and are insensitive at EBF sites.  

Finally, the parameter that accounts for systematic biases in nighttime NEE is seen to be 

only mildly sensitive at SAV and CROP sites. This is surprising given the known issues 

associated with nighttime assessment of CO2 exchange in tall canopy vegetation [Aubinet et al., 

2002; Baldocchi, 2003]. However, this parameter is found to be sensitive for vegetation types that 

usually contain short canopies (such as CROP). 

 

(c) Identifying a common set of influential parameters among all Amazonian sites 

To identify the most influential SiB3 parameters regardless of site we next examine the 

‘degree of influence’ of each parameter when representing the combine behaviour of all the 

biome groups defined above (i.e., EBF, DBF+SAV, and CROP). First, to equally weight the 

contribution of each biome group (there are twice as many EBF sites as DBF+SAV and CROP 

sites), we compute the average rank number of each parameter for each biome subgroup. Then we 

compute the overall average rank from the three ranks derived for each biome subgroup to give 

the overall average rank for all biomes. We take the nearest integer value and call this the 

'influential rank' to differentiate it from the original ranks analyzed in Figure 4. Note that using 

this approach high sensitivity parameters for an individual biome do not necessarily have a high 

influential rank. The canopy roughness length parameter (z0d) shows sensitivity especially at 

CROP sites, but its overall rank is lower when averaged with the biome-average rank for EBF 

and DSB+SAV. The original parameter sensitivity rank for each study site separately and the 

influential rank for all biomes are shown in Figure 5. In this figure ranks and influential rank are 
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plotted up to Rank 6 and influential rank is labelled ALL BIOMES. This analysis indicates 26 

parameters are influential overall. 

The next step is to analyze the overall sensitivity of parameters across all biomes using 

these influential ranks following an approach analogous to that used to analyze individual 

parameter sensitivities (the original rank analysis illustrated in Figure 4). To do this we next 

define parameter groupings corresponding to influential rank 1 to 6. Grouped in descending order 

of influential rank, these are (hhti); (gradm, hlti, respref); (z2, vcovr, tran21, vmax0, binter, bee, 

scalez); (trop, phsat, poros, wopt); (ref21, effcon, shti, satco, wssp); and (z0d, trdm, respcp, wsat, 

zm, alpha)]. We then define escalating groups of parameters by cumulative merging these groups 

starting with the group with highest influential rank and successively adding groups with lower 

influential ranks (i.e. for the merged influential group 'n' we include all parameters with 

influential rank from 1 to n). We now allow the associated parameters merged influential group to 

vary randomly while keeping the remaining parameters fixed at default values and for each 

influential compute the linear correlation coefficient relative to the 'control' case in which all 

parameters are allowed to vary randomly.  

The results are shown in Figure 6 for all eight sites using the same color coding as in 

Figure 4. Notice that now the number of parameters associated with each influential group 

(plotted on the x-axis) is the same for all sites. On the basis of the results shown in this figure we 

conclude that including parameters with influential rank less than or equal to 5 (for which Npar is 

20) represents most of the variation at all sites. The group of parameters with influential rank up 

to and including 5 show correlation coefficients greater than 0.95 except for NEE at K77 and H at 

FNS and including parameters with influential rank 6 (z0d, trdm, respcp, wsat, zm, alpha) give 

only minor improvement. In summary, based on the analysis just described 20 parameters are 

considered to be the most influential for all sites regardless of biome type. Physiological 
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parameters (vmax0, effcon, gradm, binter, trop, shti, hlti, and hhti) and soil property parameters 

(bee, phsat, satco, poros, wssp, and scalez) account for 14 of these, the remaining 6 being evenly 

distributed between morphological (z2 and vcovr), optical (tran21 and ref21), and carbon (wopt 

and respref) parameters.  

Among the parameters influential for all biomes, 86% (6 out of 7 parameters) associated 

with soil are influential, 57% (8 out of 14 parameters) associated with physiology are influential, 

40% (2 out of 5 parameters) associated with carbon are influential, 33% (2 out of 6 parameters) 

associated with morphology are influential, and 20% (2 out of 10 parameters) optical properties 

are influential. This is consistent with finding for individual sites that the soil properties and 

physiology parameters are most important to SiB3 model performance when modeling H, LE and 

NEE with, on the basis of the results given in Figure 5, physiological parameters tending to be 

relatively more sensitivity than soil properties. It also supports the suggestion that, at least for the 

data used in this study the SiB3 model may be over-parameterized since it includes parameters 

(e.g., optical parameters) that have little or no influence on the simulation of energy and carbon 

fluxes. 

 

4. Discussion 

We have developed a novel rank-based multiple criteria implementation of the Sobol 

sensitivity analysis approach and applied it to the problem of identifying the most influential 

parameters in the SiB3 model for a network of flux towers in Brazil. The approach implements a 

fully multi-criteria approach to evaluating parameter sensitivity, which is more objective than 

previously used methods. In addition to identifying the parameters most influential in the 

computation of energy and carbon fluxes, the method also identifies whether the influence of a 

parameter comes from direct or indirect effects, or a combination of the two. While the method is 
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both powerful and simple to apply, it does require large numbers of model simulations; this study 

used 456,256 model simulation runs, corresponding to approximately two million simulated 

years. 

For the eight Amazon sites examined, we found 20 of the SiB3 parameters (~48%) to be 

influential; this is similar to the RSA-based finding of Rosolem et al. [2005] that 19 of 44 SiB2 

parameters (43%) are influential at the K83 site, and Prihodko et al. [2008] that ~50% of SiB2.5 

parameters are influential at the WLEF tall-tower site in Park Falls, Wisconsin. The latter study 

also reported all the parameters (except wopt) common to SiB2 and SiB2.5 to be influential when 

calculating H, LE, and NEE fluxes. From a survey of all such studies, it appears that only about 

30-70% of the parameters used in land surface models are influential [Bastidas et al., 1999,2006; 

Demarty et al., 2004; Rosolem et al., 2005; Rosero et al., 2010]. Arguably this suggests that LSP 

schemes may be over-parameterized, at least in regards to the task of simulating energy, water, 

and carbon flux dynamics.  

For SiB3, we find the majority of influential parameters (~70%) to be associated with 

either physiological or soil properties; optical properties have little influence on surface fluxes. 

All soil respiration parameters are influential at non-EBF sites, but only two are influential at 

EBF sites - respref (the scaling factor) and wopt (that defines optimum soil moisture for soil 

respiration) thereby confirming the importance of soil moisture on soil respiration. This agrees 

with Baker et al. [2008] who found wopt to be influential on carbon flux in the original version of 

SiB3; they report that calibrating wopt substantially improved the modelled seasonal cycle of 

NEE at the K83 site. It is not surprising that a good assessment of effective total soil depth 

(calculated indirectly from scalez) in SiB3 is important at all sites, a result supported by Baker et 

al. [2008] who found that allowing deeper soil columns substantially improved the performance 

of SiB3 at the K83 site. However it is, perhaps, surprising that the parameter associated with 
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possible systematic biases in nighttime NEE observations is not influential for tall canopy 

vegetation. The process of computing nighttime CO2 exchange in SiB3 is entirely devoted to the 

parameterization of leaf and soil respiration. None of these respiration components are directly 

controlled by variation of wind speed, hence both respiration terms exhibit a much less 

pronounced variation during nighttime compared to measurements. In fact, these two respiration 

terms are mainly driven by canopy temperature (leaf respiration) and soil temperature and soil 

moisture (soil respiration). We believe that because simulated fluxes are derived from distinct 

processes which do not account for the direct randomness observed in the measurements, the 

sensitivity of the parameter α is somewhat undermined at EBF sites. 

Previous Sobol-based studies [Tang et al., 2007a,b; van Werkhoven et al., 2008; Rosero 

et al., 2010] that studied parameter sensitivity in the context of multiple objective functions have 

not explicitly recognized the Pareto-optimal nature of the parameter sensitivity problem. We 

present a rank-based approach that allows for the fact that parameters can be “equally” influential 

in a multiple-criteria sense, while having differing levels of influence on individual fluxes. The 

method removes the need for subjective selection of individual sensitivity thresholds on each 

flux. Instead, a rank number cutoff must be selected, based on an objectively measurable index of 

performance (the linear correlation coefficient), which establishes the degree of variability to be 

explained by the analysis. In this study, we used a linear correlation coefficient threshold of 0.95, 

based on which parameters with Pareto-ranking up to 6 were found to explain most of the 

variability observed in our three objective functions for individual sites. When combining the 

information for all sites taken together, the influential rank up to 5 were found to explain most of 

the variability to the three objective functions. 

Based on this approach, we were able to identify the 20 most influential parameters 

regardless of biome type. This grouping (which may not have universal relevance outside of the 
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Amazon study region) will be used to constrain the dimensionality of the parameter space in a 

related investigation to calibrate SiB3 model parameters [Rosolem et al., 2010b]. 

  

5. Summary and Conclusions 

We have developed and implemented a novel multi-criteria variance-based sensitivity 

analysis approach to identify the most influential model parameters in a modified version of 

SiB3, for a study region consisting of eight flux tower sites from the Brazilian eddy flux tower 

network, located mainly in the Amazon basin. Our multi-criteria rank-based approach provides a 

relatively objective way to establish the parameters that are most influential in determining the 

dynamics of model output response. Twenty parameters were found to be influential at all sites, 

40% associated with physiological properties and 30% with soil properties. The remaining 30% 

were evenly distributed between the morphological, optical, and carbon components of the 

model, the latter being associated exclusively with parameterization of soil respiration. This 

information, regarding which aspects of plant behavior matter most in land surface models of 

Amazonia, is expected to be useful in the design of field campaigns that aim to characterize and 

measure these parameters. It can also be used to enhance the efficiency of future parameter 

optimization studies. 
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Appendix A: Recovery Ratio 

The performance of eddy covariance instrumentation can be assessed [Shuttleworth et al., 

1988b] by computing the recovery ratio, which is the ratio of the sum of directly measured 

sensible and latent heat with the available energy measured as the net radiation less soil heat flux, 

thus:  

∑
∑  (A1)

where H and LE are the sensible and latent heat fluxes measured with the eddy covariance 

system, respectively; Rn is the net radiation; and G is the soil heat flux density, all in W m-2. This 

ratio should be very close to unity within errors associated with the fact that energy storage terms 

are not accounted for, these being errors more significant at forested sites. 

The average hourly and integrated monthly values of recovery ratio were calculated when 

all the required observations were available in the dataset, except at some sites where the soil heat 

flux was not measured when it was set equal to 0.3% of net radiation. To avoid numerical 

instabilities in the calculations (especially at night) values of recovery ratio outside the range 0-

1.5 were not used. The error bars in hourly averages shown in Figure A1a are the standard error. 

The monthly recovery ratio shown in Figure A1b is calculated from integrated values of 

measured energy fluxes. For almost all sites the performance of the eddy covariance technique 

when measuring surface energy fluxes is poor at night when recovery ratio is typically ~0.2 

(Figure A1a). During the day it is typically ~0.8. Monthly values are typically 0.8-0.9 (Figure 

A1b). For some sites, there is a seasonal variation in the recovery ratio. At forest sites there is a 

tendency towards higher values in the dry-to-wet transition whereas the value is higher in wet-to-

dry transition at the two agricultural sites. Site specific and regional characteristics in diurnal and 

monthly variations in recovery ratio merits further attention but that is beyond the scope of the 

present study. 
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sensitivity analysis method. Parameter interactions indices are calculated as the 
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Figure 6: As in Figure 4 but with correlation coefficient calculated for influential rank groups for 

all biomes rather than rank for each site separately. 

Figure A1: (a) Mean diurnal and (b) monthly variation of Recovery Ratio calculated for each 

LBA-MIP sites. Vertical bars in (a) represent the standard error. 
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Abstract 

 We conduct a comprehensive multi-objective parameter estimation study for the third 

generation Simple Biosphere model (SiB3), for a variety of sites located mainly in the Amazon 

basin, using the AMALGAM multi-method genetic optimization algorithm. The investigation is 

part of the Large-scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Data-Model Intercomparison Project (LBA-DMIP) 

in which eight years of data (1999-2006) from eight study sites are being used to compare a large 

number of land surface parameterization schemes (LSPs). The sites include four evergreen 

broadleaf forests, a deciduous broadleaf forest, a savanna biome, and two cropland/pastureland 

biomes. We calibrate 20 of the most influential SiB3 parameters and evaluate simulations of 

energy (sensible and latent heat fluxes) and carbon (net ecosystem exchange of CO2) fluxes 

against observations. Calibration results in a substantial reduction in Root Mean Squared Error 

(RMSE) compared with default parameter sets. The amount of improvement is found to vary with 

seasonality (wet and dry seasons). Increases in daytime net carbon assimilation in the dry season 

at forest sites are well captured after calibration and compare more closely with observations. A 

decomposition of the total prediction uncertainty into mean, variability, and shape/timing 

components shows that calibration reduces the first two uncertainty components significantly at 

all sites, but adjustments to the parameters do not bring about significant improvements in timing 

and shape (dynamical properties) of the flux time series. The decomposition provides a 

meaningful way to better evaluate model performance against observations, and suggests that an 

interactive implementation can help achieve deeper insight into shortcomings in model structure 

and behavior. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

 Over the past four decades, Land Surface Parameterization schemes (LSPs, also known 

as Land Surface Models – LSMs) have evolved from simple bucket models [Manabe 1969] to 

include detailed parameterizations of momentum, energy, mass, and biogeochemistry [Sellers et 

al. 1997; Pitman 2003]. These schemes are coupled to General Circulation Models (GCMs) to 

represent effects of the land surface on simulations of the Earths’ climate [Sato et al., 1989]. 

However, as LSPs become more detailed and realistic, an increasing number of parameters (that 

are either directly or indirectly measurable) must be specified for every location on the Earth. It 

has been suggested that these parameters can be assigned typical values for different soil and 

vegetation types, based on field campaigns [e.g., Sellers et al., 1989], laboratory experiments 

[e.g., Clapp and Hornberger, 1978, Cosby et al., 1984], or educated guesses made by model 

developers [e.g., Sellers et al., 1986; Sellers et al., 1996a]. Such “suggested” values (commonly 

referred to as “default” parameter sets for a given model) are usually provided as look-up tables 

categorized by vegetation and soil type, so that they can be applied globally [e.g., Sellers et al., 

1996a,b]. 

 Since the uncertainty in GCM climate change predictions is strongly tied (through 

feedbacks of momentum, energy, mass, and biogeochemistry) to the uncertainty in their 

representations of the land surface [Crossley et al. 2000], the assumption that default values are 

satisfactory is under question [e.g., da Rocha et al. 1996a; Sen et al. 2001]. In the Amazon region, 

for example, the response of vegetation to climate predictions is of critical importance due to (a) 

its huge spatial extent (~5.4 million km2), (b) its substantial contributions to regional and global 

hydrological cycles [Salati 1987; Shuttleworth et al. 1988; Brubaker et al. 1993; Eltahir and Bras 

1994; Werth and Avissar 2004], and (c) its major role in the global carbon budget [Malhi and 

Grace 2000; Houghton et al. 2001, Malhi and Davidson 2009]. Therefore, an important 
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component of the Large-scale Biosphere-atmosphere experiment in Amazonia [LBA 1996; 

Avissar and Nobre 2002; Keller et al. 2004, Keller et al. 2009] is the ongoing Data-Model 

Intercomparison Project [LBA-DMIP; de Gonçalves et al. 2010], which seeks to improve the 

description of land surface processes in this region by analyzing the performance of several LSPs 

relative to observations. 

 A major problem with the assumption that universal relationships underlying default 

parameter values are valid for any location around the globe is that model parameters are (at the 

scales of application) at best ‘effective’ values, and not direct physical quantities [Wagener and 

Gupta 2005]. When evaluating model performance at any location, it therefore makes sense to 

first minimize any uncertainty in model performance arising from uncertainty in the parameter 

estimates; this can be done by a suitable calibration procedure. Subsequently the importance of 

precision in parameter specification can be assessed by comparing the model outputs from the 

‘default’ and ‘calibrated’ models [Jakeman et al. 2006]. In this regard, Lettenmaier et al. [1996] 

reported that in an intercomparison of various LSP schemes, those whose parameters were 

calibrated locally performed better than those without any parameter calibration. 

In performing a model calibration, the procedure used must be carefully designed, 

particularly since attention must be given to the multi-output nature of these models; i.e., one 

must be careful to avoid biasing the model evaluation towards the calibration variable [Gupta et 

al. 1999]. Studies have shown that single-criterion parameter estimation can be of limited value 

when applied to LSP schemes, because good performance in any one variables will not 

necessarily guarantee  good performance in any other [Gupta et al. 1999; Gulden et al. 2007; 

Abramowitz et al. 2008]. Consequently multi-criteria approaches to calibration have been 

developed that seek to properly constrain model parameters to values that simultaneously 

reproduce the behaviours of multiple output fluxes. In this regard, it is not so much the 
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uniqueness of the parameter estimates as it is their stability (i.e., convergence of the solutions) 

that is desired [Xue and Pan 2008]. Hence, an important characteristic of multi-criteria 

approaches is that they do not, in general, achieve a unique solution (single parameter set) to the 

optimization problem. Instead, a set of ‘Pareto optimal’ solutions is commonly found, which has 

the property that moving from one solution to another in the set results in the improvement of at 

least one criterion while causing deterioration in at least one other [Gupta et al. 1999]. The use of 

multi-criteria parameter estimates in LSP schemes has been generally shown to result in 

substantial improvements in model performance, when compared with both default solutions and 

solutions calculated using single-criterion approaches [Gupta et al. 1999; Jackson et al. 2003; Xia 

et al. 2004a; Rosolem et al. 2005; Duan et al. 2006; Santarem et al. 2007; Xue and Pan 2008]. 

Further, parameter estimates based on calibrations conducted at point-based hydrometeorological 

study sites have been shown to improve climate models and GCM simulations [Sen et al. 2001]. 

This paper presents a complete multiple-criteria analysis of parameter optimization 

conducted with a slightly modified version of the Simple Biosphere 3 [Baker et al. 2003; Baker et 

al. 2008] land surface model. The optimization approach used was the recently developed 

powerful multi-method algorithm called AMALGAM (A Multi-Algorithm Genetically Adaptive 

Multiobjective method; Vrugt and Robinson [2007]). Optimization was used to derive parameter 

estimates for which errors in simulation of sensible and latent heat fluxes and net ecosystem 

exchange of CO2 are minimized at eight Brazilian flux tower sites located mainly in the Amazon 

basin.  

In doing so, our primary objective was to identify a preferred set of parameters for each 

site individually. Selection of the parameters to be calibrated was based on multi-criteria 

variance-based sensitivity analysis reported in Rosolem et al. [2010a]. Our secondary objective 

was to examine the sources of model performance uncertainties related to signal mean, 
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variability, and timing in comparison with observed fluxes based on framework developed by 

Gupta et al. [2009]. 

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data obtained from eight eddy 

covariance flux towers located mainly in the Amazon, the land surface model used, the multi-

objective optimization algorithm used, and the decomposition of model performance uncertainty. 

Results are discussed in Section 3, followed by a discussion of major findings in Section 4. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. LBA Sites and Data 

Meteorological and validation data for eight sites in Brazil, corresponding (according to 

IGBP classification) to four evergreen broadleaf forests (EBF), a deciduous broadleaf forest 

(DBF), a savanna biome (SAV), and two cropland/pasture biomes (CROP) were obtained from 

the LBA-DMIP [de Gonçalves et al., 2010]. Validation data consisting of sensible and latent heat 

fluxes (H and LE) and Net Ecosystem Exchange of CO2 (NEE) were obtained directly from the 

principal investigators of each site. Quality control was applied to the fluxes to account for 

missing CO2 storage and friction velocity filtering in some sites, as described in Rosolem et al. 

[2010a]. 

The sites are the Reserva Biológica do Cuieiras (Cueiras Biological Reserve) near 

Manaus (Amazonas state) (K34 EBF tower), the Floresta Nacional do Tapajós (Tapajós National 

Forest), near Santarém (Pará state) (K67 and K83 EBF towers, and K77 CROP tower), the 

Reserva Jarú (Jarú Reserve) (RJA EBF tower) and Fazenda Nossa Senhora (Nossa Senhora Farm) 

(FNS CROP tower), located near Ji-Paraná (Rondônia state); the Ilha do Bananal (Bananal 

Island) site (BAN seasonally flooded DBF tower) in the Tocantins state; and the Reserva Pé-de-

Gigante (Pé-de-Gigante Reserve) in São Paulo state (PDG SAV tower). The BAN and PDG sites 
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are located outside of the Amazon basin. Table 1 summarizes some main characteristics of these 

sites. For additional information, please see Rosolem et al. [2010a]. 

 

2.2. Simple Biosphere 3 (SiB3) Land Surface Model 

We employ a slightly modified version of the Simple Biosphere 3 land surface model 

originally described in [Baker et al. 2003; Baker et al. 2008]. Additional modifications to the 

original SiB3 version include a new soil respiration parameterization, and a more realistic and 

physically-based estimate of cloud fraction; both of these are described in Rosolem et al. [2010a] 

and are based on original work from Rosolem et al. [2010b]. The model is driven by 

meteorological data and evaluates different aspects of biosphere-atmosphere interactions, 

including momentum, heat, and water exchanges and biogeochemistry. 

Model initialization (spin-up) was applied to each individual parameter set generated by 

the optimization algorithm. As discussed in Rosolem et al. [2010a], the years 1999 for FNS, 2001 

for K83 and RJA, 2002 for K34, and 2004 for K67, K77, and BAN show the most similarity to 

the year preceding each forcing data period (Table 1) and were used for spin-up. For PDG the 

actual forcing data is available for 2001 and was therefore used as the spin-up year. For each site, 

spin-up is done using the selected year repeatedly until the difference in total column soil 

moisture from one repeated year to the next is less than 0.1% as suggested by LBA-DMIP 

protocol [de Gonçalves et al. 2010].  

Time-varying inputs including leaf area index (LAI), fraction of the absorbed 

photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR)  were derived from a prognostic phenology model 

[Stöckli et al. 2008], obtained directly with Dr. Stöckli (unpublished data); and other relevant 

time-varying parameters (e.g., fraction of green vegetation, etc) were acquired from the global 

version of the 1982-2001 European Fourier-Adjusted and Interpolated Normalized Difference 
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Vegetation Index (EFAI-NDVI) derived from the 20 year long NASA/NOAA Advanced Very 

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Pathfinder NDVI data, respectively. Parameters 

determined by Rosolem et al. [2010a] to be ‘insensitive’ were fixed to their default values (Table 

2). 

 

2.3. Multi-Algorithm Genetically Adaptive Multiobjective optimization 

The need to simultaneously match model-generated simulations of three surface fluxes 

(i.e., H, LE, and NEE) to observational data results in a multiple-criteria optimization problem, 

characterized by a ‘Pareto-optimal’ set of solutions rather than a unique solution as in single-

objective studies [Gupta et al. 1998; Vrugt et al. 2003]. This set of optimal solutions has the 

property that when moving from one Pareto-optimal solution to another, it is impossible to 

improve all of the criteria simultaneously, and any individual criterion can only be further 

improved by allowing a deterioration in one or more of the others. The metrics (criteria) selected 

to evaluate model performance are the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) values in matching of 

H, LE, and NEE simulations to observations (smaller RMSE indicates smaller average size of the 

simulation error, and hence better model performance); the RMSE criterion has been widely used 

in land surface model calibration [Xia et al. 2002; Leplastrier et al. 2002; Rosolem et al. 2005; 

Rosero et al. 2009]. It is defined as: 

∑ , ,  (1)

where, Fs,t and Fo,t are respectively the simulated and observed hourly fluxes of energy (H or LE) 

or NEE, calculated over the entire time-series . 

To solve the multi-criteria minimization problem we use the AMALGAM method [Vrugt 

and Robinson 2007], a novel and powerful global optimization algorithm that implements two 
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highly desirable principles of evolutionary search: (1) simultaneous multi-operator search, and (2) 

self-adaptive offspring creation. Further, it implements a population-based elitism search 

procedure to enhance convergence to a well-distributed set of Pareto solutions. The algorithm is 

initialized with an initial parent population of size n using Latin Hypercube Sampling [LHS; 

McKay et al. 1979]. Each parent is assigned a multi-criteria Pareto-rank using the Fast Non-

dominated Sorting algorithm [Deb et al. 2002]. Search of the parameter space then proceeds by 

using k operators to recursively create each subsequent generation of the offspring population 

(also of size n, to replace the previous parent population).  

The novel multi-operator strategy is a sophisticated development of complex-sharing 

strategies introduced in the Shuffled Complex Evolution [SCE; Duan et al 1992] and Multi-

Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis [MOSCEM; Vrugt et al 2003] algorithms. In 

multi-operator search, several different evolutionary search methods (operators) are used to 

generate offspring having improved values of the criteria, and only some weighted fraction of the 

individuals contributed by each method is selected for inclusion in the next generation. The 

number of offspring points contributed by a given operator is determined based on the fitness of 

that method (adaptive offspring creation) - i.e., its demonstrated ability to provide better solutions 

during the search. To ensure population-based elitism, the parent and offspring populations are 

combined and a revised population of n offspring is selected based on Pareto-rank and crowding 

distance [Deb et al. 2002]. The entire procedure is iterated to convergence.  

In this study, we use a population of size n = 100, and number of operators (search 

strategies) k = 4, based on previous optimization studies using the AMALGAM approach [Vrugt 

and Robinson 2007; Vrugt et al. 2008; Wohling and Vrugt 2008; Wohling et al. 2008]. We set the 

maximum number of generations, s = 440, so that the total number of simulations (i.e., s x n = 

44,000) is similar to the total number of model runs performed by Rosolem et al. [2010a] in their 
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sensitivity analysis study. Note that this is larger than the typical ~20,000 simulations used in 

previous LSP parameter estimation studies [McCabe et al. 2005; Gulden et al. 2007; Abramowitz 

et al. 2008]. The four search operators used by AMALGAM are Nondominated Sorting Genetic 

Algorithm II [NSGA-II; Deb et al. 2002], Particle Swarm Optimization [PSO; Kennedy and 

Eberhart, 1995; Scheerlinck et al., 2009], Adaptive Metropolis Search [AMS; Metropolis et al., 

1953; Haario et al., 2001], and Differential Evolution [DE; Storn and Price, 1997]; see the 

Supplemental Material of Vrugt and Robinson [2007] for details. To avoid the possibility of an 

operator becoming inactive, the minimum subsample size to be provided by each operator was set 

to five, as suggested by the developers.  

Before attempting to solve the multi-criteria optimization problem, it is useful to reduce 

the problem dimensionality (and hence difficulty and cost) by excluding parameters having little 

influence on the solution. In Rosolem et al. [2010a], we demonstrate via Sobol sensitivity analysis 

that there is a common set of 20 SiB3 parameters that are influential across all of the study sites 

[Table 3]. Of these, 40% are associated with physiological properties (vmax0, effcon, gradm, 

binter, trop, shti, hlti, and hhti), 30% with soil properties (bee, phsat, satco, poros, wssp, and 

scalez), and the remaining 30% are evenly distributed among morphological (z2 and vcovr), 

optical (tran21 and ref21), and carbon components associated exclusively to the soil respiration 

parameterization of the model (wopt and respref). This number compares well with the range of 

10 to 30 LSP parameters usually calibrated in previous studies [Gupta et al. 1999; Houser et al. 

2001; Liu et al. 2003; Xia et al. 2004a; Hogue et al. 2005; Abramowitz et al. 2008; Rosero et al. 

2009].  

The feasible range assigned to each of the 20 influential parameters selected for 

calibration is indicated in Table 3; these ranges are defined commonly for all sites, except where 

site-specific characteristics must be accommodated (z2, vcovr, poros, and scalez). Note that for 
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the parameters highlighted in bold in Tables 2 and 3, optimization is actually conducted on a 

parameter multiplier. This is because, to maintain consistency, the values of some parameters are 

based on the values of other parameters via a multiplier (see also application to SiB2.5 by 

Prihodko et al. [2008]). Six such relationships exist: 

 

1 · 2 (2)

0 · 2 (3)

_ · 2 (4)

·  (5)

·  (6)

⁄  (7)

 

where the individual ‘R’ terms correspond to the multipliers applied in each case. Of the six 

multipliers involved in these relationships, only R5 for parameter hhti is actually optimized in this 

study (the others are set to a fixed value shown in Table 2). But since parameters z1, z0d, zp_disp, 

trdm, and kroot, depend on optimized quantities (parameters z2, trop, and scalez) the nominal 

values of the former will necessarily change as the latter are modified during optimization (even 

though their multipliers have been classified as ‘insensitive’, and are therefore fixed a priori). 

Nonetheless, for simplicity, we will only refer in the results to the parameters classified as 

‘sensitive’ and selected for calibration. 

Once the AMALGAM search is terminated (after 44,000 model runs) the entire set of 

solutions visited during the search is compiled and ranked again to determine the set of Rank-1 

points (constituting the approximate estimate of the Pareto-frontier for the multi-criteria 

problem); note that this generates a final solution set larger than the algorithm population size of 
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100 individuals. On average, this provided us with 890 Pareto-optimal solutions, ranging from 

550 at K77 to 1178 at RJA. As mentioned before, all members of this Pareto-optimal set are 

considered equally ‘good’ in a multiple-objective sense, and if a single ‘representative’ solution is 

required (for further analysis) this point must be selected either subjectively [Houser et al. 2001] 

or by drawing upon additional information [Boyle et al. 2000]. In this study, we select a 

‘compromise’ solution (from the Pareto set), for which the average normalized RMSE of the 

errors in matching all three fluxes is a minimum; normalization of each criterion is achieved by 

re-scaling such that its values (over the entire population) vary from zero and one. This 

compromise solution is selected as a ‘representative’ solution because it provides a balanced 

(equally weighted) reproduction of all three fluxes. The analysis presented in this study will be 

for this single preferred parameter set, determined separately for each site.  

 

2.4. Assessing sources of uncertainty: The Mean-Squared Error (MSE) decomposition 

By analyzing the results generated by the calibrated SiB3 model we can assess whether 

the model performance has improved or not. However, although the RMSE metric gives us an 

overall (average) measure of performance, it does not tell us anything per se about potential 

sources of uncertainty in the fluxes simulated by the model. Fortunately, “mean-squared” metrics 

such as MSE (and its functional equivalent RMSE) can be decomposed into components related 

to different signals associated with model performance [Gupta et al. 2009]; here we will examine 

MSE rather than RMSE since the former provides a mathematically more convenient basis for 

discussion.  Gupta et al. [2009] presented decomposition of MSE as follows: 

 

MSE Δ Δ 2 · · · 1    (8) 
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where ∆  and ∆ .  In this formulation ,  and ,  represent the 

first two statistical moments (mean and standard deviation) of the simulated and observed flux 

time series respectively, and r is the linear cross-correlation coefficient between those two series. 

Note that the first two terms on the right-hand-side of Equation 8 represent the (squared) errors in 

matching the signal mean and signal standard deviation (first two moments of the data probability 

density function), while the third term represents the ability of the model to reproduce timing and 

shape (dynamical properties of the time series). For the convenience of our analysis, we will 

define the following non-dimensional version of the MSE metric (MSEnd) obtained by dividing 

both sides of Equation 8 by the quantity 2 · · : 

 

· ·
∆
· ·

∆
· ·

1   (9) 

 

so that the signal mean and signal variability terms are normalized in such a way that their 

relative contributions to the MSE can be compared with the relative contribution of (1 - r), 

thereby indicating the contribution of each term to the overall uncertainty in simulation of that 

flux. By examining MSE, and its components before and after model calibration, we can assess 

the kinds of behavioral improvements (or lack thereof) achieved by the model. 

 

3. Results 

(a) Parameter estimation and convergence 

The calibrated parameter estimates obtained for each LBA-DMIP site are summarized in 

Figure 1 and Table 4. Parameters are listed from left to right (along the x-axis) in decreasing 

order of influence. Parameters are grouped based on their influential ranks derived by Rosolem et 

al. [2010a]. These groups (five total) are denoted by ‘I1’, ‘I2’, and so on, at the top of each 
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subplot. The lower the influential rank, the higher the sensitivity of a given parameter. In 

addition, the y-axis range for each parameter is normalized such that zero (one) is the minimum 

(maximum) parameter value allowed (see Table 3). Different levels of shading are used to 

indicate the fraction of the set of Pareto-optimal solution points located in each region of the 

feasible parameter space (darker shading indicates greater fraction of solutions in that region). 

The two solid lines indicate the default parameter set (blue) and the ‘representative’ calibrated 

parameter set (red) for that site (see also Table 4). 

For almost all parameters (and at all sites), calibration results in a clear reduction in 

parameter uncertainty, although the width of the final uncertainty range varies among parameters. 

As a basis for assessing parameter ‘convergence’, we define success as two-thirds of the Pareto-

optimal points falling within one-third of the feasible range for all parameters. On average, 

convergence was achieved in 75% of the cases (parameter/site combinations). Figure 1 indicates 

the proportions of converged to not-converged parameters (cvg and no-cvg, respectively) for each 

site, at the top of each subplot. Further, the parameters considered to have ‘converged’ are 

bolded, while the ones considered not to have converged are shown as italic, although care must 

be applied here since our definition of convergence is admittedly subjective.  

At RJA, based on our definition of convergence, failure occurs for only the two low-

influence parameters trop and shti whereas at PDG sites only 11 parameters have converged. 

Some of the parameters show relatively tight convergence at almost all the sites (the proportion of 

converged to not-converged for each parameter is shown in the extreme right column of Table 4). 

On average, convergence values for each of the influential groups (i.e., I1 to I5) are 88%, 71%, 

77%, 78%, and 70%, respectively. 

Because some of the parameters calibrated in this study are measurable in situ or 

estimated by other means for some of the sites, we can compare our results to those values. 
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However, these parameters only correspond to influential ranks that are less than or equal to 

three, based on the influential ranks derived by Rosolem et al. [2010a]. Further, previous studies 

have applied other LSP schemes (including earlier versions of SiB) to Amazon studies and 

performed some degree of manual or automated calibration of their parameters. A comparison 

with such values is reported below: 

Canopy-top Height (Influential 3):  Our calibrated value for canopy-top height (z2) agrees well 

with in situ observations at RJA [Culf et al., 1996; Meir et al., 1996; Kruijt et al., 1996; and Fisch 

et al., 1996], and FNS (Andreae et al., 2002; and Zanchi et al., 2009). At the remaining sites, the 

calibrated value is slightly lower than field observations [Culf et al., 1996; and Wright et al., 

1996a for K34; Rice et al., 2004 for K67; Miller et al., 2004 for K83; Borma et al., 2009 for 

BAN]. The calibrated value at PDG lies at the lower end of the range observed by da Rocha et al. 

[2002]. At K83 the calibrated value lies within the range obtained after calibration by Rosolem et 

al. [2005]. 

Vegetation Cover Fraction (Influential 3): The vegetation cover fraction parameter (vcovr) shows 

an interesting pattern of relatively low values (compared with the default) at EBF and DBF sites, 

but relatively high values at the SAV and CROP sites. The value obtained for K34 agrees well 

with observations [Wright et al., 1996b]. At the K83 site, the reduction in vegetation fraction to 

85% is consistent with the effect of selective logging reported by Miller et al. [2004], Miller et al. 

[2007], and Figueira et al. [2008]. Although the value for vcovr is slightly below observed values 

at RJA, Sen et al. [2001] found an optimal range of between 0.80 and 0.90, using a multi-

objective approach to calibrate the second generation Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

(BATS2). At FNS the value of vcovr is high relative to previously estimates [Wright et al., 

1996a,b]. 
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Maximum Rubisco capacity at canopy top (Influential 3): With the exception of sites K83, K77, 

and PDG, calibrated values for vmax0 are generally higher than the default value originally 

proposed by Sellers et al. [1996b]. However, Rosolem et al. [2005] found vmax0 to be between 

83 and 101 μmol m-2 s-1 after calibration of SiB2, which is slightly higher than the value obtained 

in this study. Previous SiB2 calibrations at RJA by da Rocha et al. [1996b] and Sen et al. [2000] 

reported lower calibrated values (~80 μmol m-2 s-1) than found here (120 μmol m-2 s-1). Mercado 

et al. [2009] obtained similar values at K34 and RJA sites (128 and 118 μmol m-2 s-1 

respectively), and slightly lower values at K67 (100 μmol m-2 s-1) based on calibration of a sunlit 

and shaded canopy gas exchange model using eddy correlation measurements of carbon and 

energy fluxes. 

Factor to determine exponential distribution of soil depths (Influential 3): Parameter scalez is 

related to how SiB3 defines each one of the ten soil layers following an exponential distribution, 

based on the Community Land Model [Dai et al., 2003]. In SiB3, scalez was originally defined as 

a constant with default value (0.025) that allows soil to extend to depths of about 3.4 m; that 

value may not be realistic at some of the sites analyzed here. However, this parameter has only 

convergence at half of the sites (RJA, BAN, PDG, and K77), and neither of the sites where the 

importance of an effective deeper soil depth has been previously proposed [K67 and K83; 

Nepstad et al., 1994; Bruno et al., 2006; Baker et al., 2008] shows convergence. Despite 

uncertainties associated with lack of convergence, all sites except for BAN, suggest optimal 

values that are larger (i.e., deeper) than the default. The solution at K83 (scalez = 0.071) 

corresponds to a total soil column of 9.8 m, and is very similar to the value previously calibrated 

for the original version of SiB3 at the same site [scalez = 0.073 corresponding to 10 m; Baker et 

al., 2008] and for the SiB2 model [total soil depth of about 12 m; Rosolem et al. 2005]. At FNS, 

the effective soil depth (6.9 m) is consistent with in situ observations [7 m; Zanchi et al., 2009], 
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although Hodnett et al., [1996] report a much lower value (3.8 m) illustrating the difficulty of 

characterizing soil heterogeneity, even at a relatively small (plot) scales. Of course, we should 

also remember that parameter values in models are sometimes effective quantities for the site and 

may not necessarily agree well with specific local measurements. Amongst the sites with 

available in situ observations, RJA is the only location at which our results show convergence, 

thereby allowing us to draw concrete conclusions. At that location, estimated total soil depth (3.8 

m computed from scalez = 0.028) shows remarkably good agreement with observations varying 

between 3.8m [Hodnett et al., 1996] and 4.0m [Meir et al., 1996], but differs with Sen et al. 

[2001] who estimated the soil as being about twice as deep via a multi-criteria optimization of 

BATS2. 

Porosity (Influential 4): The saturated soil water content, i.e. porosity (poros), is the only 

parameter for which convergence was achieved at all the sites. Our estimates appear to be within 

or very close to values reported by in situ observation. For example, our estimate is slightly 

higher than in situ observations at K34 [Hodnett et al., 1996] and K83 [Bruno et al., 2006]. 

Rosolem et al. [2005] found this parameter to be within 0.40 to 0.57 m3 m-3 after calibration at 

K83. Our estimate is within expected range of field measurements at RJA and FNS [Hodnett et 

al., 1996; Wright et al., 1996b]; and at BAN (Borma at al., 2009). A much lower poros value 

(0.33 m3 m-3) was found for BATS2 when calibrated for RJA [Sen et al., 2001]. Note that soils 

cannot be considered to be complete homogeneous at the plot scales examined here, and hence 

variance among values should be expected. It is important to mention that our choice for default 

parameters was taken from an empirical model [Cosby et al., 1984], which derives soil properties, 

such as porosity, from fractions of sand and clay observed at a given site; so in fact we have used 

the fractions of sand and clay reported for all sites in the LBA-DMIP protocol [de Gonçalves et 
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al., 2010] in deriving the default values, assuming that this would be a common practice in 

producing a default set of parameters. 

Soil Water Stress Curvature (Influential 5): The soil water stress on photosynthesis has recently 

been modified in SiB3 to relax the direct coupling to root fraction in each soil layer [Equation 2 

in Baker et al., 2008] by inclusion of a soil water stress curvature parameter (wssp). Reasonable 

values for wssp are between 0 and 1, where a value of 1 corresponds to a linear stress curve 

between wilt point and field capacity so that some stress is already observed when soil moisture 

conditions are below field capacity. Smaller values of wssp produce much steeper transitions of 

this curve close to wilt point, implying that little or no stress is observed over much of the range 

between wilt point and field capacity, and that stress conditions increase abruptly only when soil 

moisture values are near the wilt point. This parameter has convergence at almost all sites. It is 

interesting to note that the estimate at K83 is very similar to that proposed by Baker et al. [2008] 

using the original version of SiB3. It is reasonable to expect that forest species will tend to be 

exposed to less stressful conditions than at cropland/pastureland sites. Indeed, our estimates 

concur with this pattern, with EBF and DBF biomes showing relatively lower values than SAV 

and, especially, CROP biomes. In the same region (Santarém), our estimate for the undisturbed 

forest site (K67) is much lower than that obtained at the selectively logged forest site (K83). In 

addition, both estimates are lower than the one obtained at a nearby cropland/pastureland site 

(K77). Similar results are observed at the two Rondonian sites where the forest site (RJA) also 

shows relatively lower values than the cropland/pastureland site (FNS). We speculate that this 

may indirectly indicate that sites where any sort of disturbance has occurred are more prone to 

soil water stress conditions. 

 

(b) Seasonal aspects of diurnal variation of surface fluxes 
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Figure 2, 3, and 4 show the diurnal variation of H, LE, and NEE fluxes, respectively, at 

all eight sites. Most of the sites have a pronounced rainfall seasonality that affects the amount of 

solar energy that reaches the surface. We therefore also show results broken out for wet and dry 

seasons. Observations are shown as open black circles, and fluxes simulated using the default and 

calibrated parameter sets are shown as solid blue and red lines respectively. Error bars and related 

shaded areas represent one standard deviation. These default (blue) and calibrated (red) RMSE 

values are reported above the subplot for each period. The percentage of available measurements 

in each period is shown in the bottom left of each subplot. Each individual site code name is 

shown in the y-axis as a subscript of the specific flux. 

Overall, calibration has substantially improved the representation of these fluxes. Model 

improvement, reported in terms of percent difference in RMSE, is about 29% (H), 13% (LE), and 

26% (NEE), similar to that reported by Rosolem et al. [2005] at the K83 site. Remember that we 

did not calibrate SiB3 parameters differently for the two seasons; calibration was performerd with 

all available measurements being used regardless of season. However, in almost all cases, the 

percent reduction in RMSE is greater for the dry season. 

Sensible and Latent Heat: Default simulations overestimate observed H flux (underestimate LE 

flux) at forest sites (Figure 2), a tendency that has been observed in current and previous versions 

of SiB model [Rosolem et al., 2005; Ian Baker, pers. comm.]. Calibration brings about an 

appropriate reduction of H flux, and a corresponding increase in LE flux (Figure 3). At the K77 

site (CROP), where default parameters underestimate H flux, the opposite pattern occurs. Overall, 

the largest improvement in H flux is observed at BAN (57% reduction in RMSE), with a larger 

reduction in the dry season (64%).  The smallest improvement occurs at K34 (9%) with only 4% 

improvement in the dry season. FNS has the largest improvement in LE flux (34% overall, 37% 
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wet, 21% dry). However, PDG shows little improvement in LE flux (1% overall, -1% wet, 12% 

dry).  

Net Ecosystem Exchange: Again, calibration results in improved overall model performance, with 

certain aspects of NEE flux seasonality being captured at almost all sites (Figure 4). Clear 

improvement in nighttime NEE is generally observed, which may reflect either (i) the new 

parameterization for soil respiration Rosolem et al. [2010a,b], (ii) improved calibration of the 

model, or (iii) a combination of both. Increases in daytime carbon assimilation (negative NEE) in 

the dry season at forest sites are well captured after calibration and compare more closely with 

observations. The increase in dry season daytime carbon assimilation observed at BAN 

corresponds to a model improvement of about 31%. At SAV and CROP sites, the default 

parameters tend to overestimate the magnitude of daytime carbon assimilation (larger negative 

NEE), whereas calibration results in diurnal variation of NEE that is much more similar to 

observations. The PDG site shows largest improvement in RMSE (50% overall, 60% dry), even 

though only 11 parameters have successfully achieved convergence. Again K34 shows little 

improvement compared to other sites (11% overall, 13% dry).  

To test whether degree of improvement is correlated to amount of observations available 

in each period, we group all pairs of percent model improvement and percentage of available 

measurements for each case (72 combinations based on Figures 2, 3, and 4). Linear regression 

reveals only a small and positive correlation (r = 0.19), with very small coefficient of 

determination (R2= 0.04), suggesting that more data may not necessarily lead to significant 

reductions in uncertainty related to surface fluxes. Of course, we are assessing volume of data 

rather than quality [Gupta and Sorooshian 1995]. Although we have not attempted to categorize 

different levels of quality for the surface flux data, we do believe that a tangible correlation exists 

between data quality and model improvement - the more reliable the dataset, the more 
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information it will provide, thereby facilitating better convergence conditions and resulting in 

improved model performance. 

To test the relationship between model improvement and degree of parameter 

convergence, we group the percent model improvement values (calculated with the entire 

available data) with the number of parameters that have reached convergence (24 possible 

combinations). While model improvement tends to be greater at sites where more parameters 

have converged (slope of the curve = 1.22), the linear correlation coefficient (r = 0.18) and 

coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.03) indicate a weak relationship at best. Further, assuming a 

common level of data quality for wet and dry seasons, one might expect improvement to be 

correlated with number of data points available, yet our results do not support this expectation. 

 

(c) Sources of Uncertainty: Decomposition of Mean-Squared Error 

“Mean-squared” quantities (e.g., RMSE or MSE) are measures of dispersion of the 

model residual around zero, and are used when calibrating models to improve simulations of 

energy, water, and carbon fluxes [Gupta et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2005; Rosolem et al. 2005]. The 

decomposed components of MSE proposed by Gupta et al. [2009] allow us to assess the changes 

in mean level, standard deviation and cross-correlation associated with each fluxes, thereby 

gaining insight into the nature of the model performance improvement. As discussed in 

subsection 2.4, we use the non-dimensionalized MSE (i.e., MSEnd) to compare performance 

changes between the default and calibrated solutions. 

The stacked bars in Figure 5 show the contributions of each component of MSEnd for 

default parameters (bars pointing down) and calibrated parameters (bars pointing up); the top 

panel shows H, middle panel shows LE, and the bottom panel shows NEE. Note that the y-axis 

scales differ among the fluxes. Blue, yellow and red are used to indicate the errors in matching of 
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the mean, standard deviation, and cross-correlation components, respectively. The larger the size 

of a bar, the larger is the size of that kind of error (uncertainty). Overall, calibration results in a 

reduction of total model uncertainty relative to the default parameter set. This reduction is more 

pronounced for H and NEE, and slightly less pronounced for LE, perhaps because the actual 

magnitude of uncertainty is smallest for the latter. This last fact may be related to the substantial 

progress that has been made in parameterizing water vapor exchange and evapotranspiration 

processes. 

Smaller default parameter set errors (smaller bars) for energy flux (H and LE) are seen at 

the primary EBF (K34, K67) and CROP (K77, FNS) sites. We speculate that this may be due to 

the fact that the vast majority of early LSP studies, in the 1980’s and early 1990’s, focused 

primarily on primary forests and croplands and pasturelands, as to assess impacts of potential 

forest-to-pasture conversion under deforestation scenarios in the Amazon. At disturbed or dry 

forests, or at flooded ecotone and savanna, the models are seemingly not yet able to represent the 

processes quite as well. For carbon fluxes, however, although explicit accounting for carbon 

processes in SiB-type models (with addition of new photosynthesis-conductance 

parameterizations) occurred only in the mid-1990’s, lower magnitudes are still observed at 

primary EBF sites. 

Sensible Heat Flux: Prior to calibration, the average errors in signal mean, signal standard 

deviation, and cross-correlation for H flux across all sites are 0.03 (9%), 0.03 (23%), and 0.18 

(68%), respectively. Calibration reduces the signal mean and standard deviation errors to almost 

zero, with a very small increase in cross-correlation error (to 0.19); now the cross-correlation 

term accounts for fully 95% of the remaining error. This tendency is observed at all sites. Site-to-

site differences are more apparent prior to calibration, reinforcing the fact that calibration has 

resulted in consistent and efficient improvements to the model. Overall, calibration is able to 
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“remove” the blue and yellow components (mean and variability errors) from the stack but is 

unable to substantially reduce the size of the red bar (although most of the sites do show some 

minor reduction), meaning that adjustments to the parameters do not bring about significant 

improvements in timing and shape (dynamical properties) of the flux time series. It is interesting 

to note that, at some sites, the sizes of individual components vary with season; for instance, K83 

shows much larger mean and variability errors in the wet season, whereas the opposite occurs at 

BAN and K77 sites. This representation of error components may therefore provide an important 

approach for future studies, in which the calibration procedure can be directed to reduce specific 

components of model error during specific seasons. 

Latent heat Flux: For LE, we observed an overall reduction in all error components. Calibration 

reduces the average error in signal mean, signal variability and cross-correlation from (0.01, 0.02, 

and 0.15) to (~0.0, 0.01, and 0.12) respectively. Of course, percent improvements are therefore 

not as pronounced as for H. After calibration, the signal mean, variability, and cross-correlation 

contributions to total error go from (6%, 12%, 82%) to (2%, 9%, and 89%). In a few cases the 

changes in one of these components is substantial. For example, K67 and K83 sites show a 

significant reduction in the variability term, while at one site (FNS) error contribution of the 

signal mean remains large even after calibration. At most sites, error in signal variability is the 

second largest contributor to uncertainty. Again, distinct differences in seasonal response are seen 

at all sites. 

Net Ecosystem Exchange of CO2: Similar to LE, calibration substantially reduces the error 

components for NEE flux. Errors in signal mean, variability, and cross-correlation term reduce 

from (0.05, 0.04, and 0.31) to (~0.0, 0.02, and 0.23); percent errors drop substantially for the 

signal mean (from 11% to 1%) and increase for the correlation term (from 80% to 90%) with 

little change for the variability term (9% to 10%). Clear examples of this pattern are seen for K83 
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(ALL and DRY cases), PDG (WET case), K77 and FNS (both for all cases). Whereas in the case 

of H, the variability term is the second most component for the default case (after the cross-

correlation error), here the signal mean is the second most important contributor and this term 

tends to be relatively larger during the dry season (this is observed more easily at K83, PDG, and 

K77 sites). This suggests that current parameterizations are still unable to properly represent the 

average (longer-term) levels of NEE at these sites. 

 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Multi-criteria calibration of the SiB3 model to H, LE and NEE data was used to estimate 

parameter values for eight LBA-DMIP study sites using the AMALGAM optimization algorithm; 

the 20 most influential parameters were optimized. In general we found that: 

a) Parameter Optimization: For each optimization run we used a parent population of 100 points, 

and ran 440 successive iterations, resulting in investigation of somewhere on the order of 44,000 

parameter sets per site. Based on past studies, the number of parameters calibrated and the sample 

size appears to be appropriate and acceptable. From the results, a sub-sample of Pareto optimal 

solutions was identified; this number varied between 500 and 1200 points across sites. Parameter 

convergence (as defined earlier) occurred for approximately 75% of the site/parameter 

combinations. Parameters that did not pass our convergence test still exhibited some clustering; in 

only in a few cases, multi-modal distributions spread across the feasible range were observed. 

Successful performance of the AMALGAM method becomes particularly apparent when 

analyzing the “edge-hitting” parameters (ones that optimize to one of the edges of the feasible 

parameter space). When this occurs, it can be related to either poor choice of the feasible 

parameter space or inadequacy of the optimization algorithm. In addition, given the limited 

number of years of available data, we have calibrated SiB3 in a diagnostic mode (i.e., the 
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calibration period encompasses all of available data), and not left a period aside for predictive 

assessment (i.e., an evaluation period). 

b) Flux Simulations: Overall, calibration results in remarkable agreement between simulated and 

observed fluxes after calibration (here using a subjectively chosen preferred solution from the 

Pareto-optimal set). All sites showed improvements in surface energy and carbon flux 

simulations. Whereas the default parameter sets (commonly used in GCM simulations) are unable 

to reproduce the diurnal variation of energy fluxes for the tropical rainforest sites, and have a 

tendency to overestimate (underestimate) sensible (latent) heat flux densities [Rosolem et al., 

2005], calibration has improved these simulated two fluxes and removed bias and variability 

errors (errors in signal mean and standard deviation). Of course, this is a direct consequence of 

constraining those fluxes to conditions observed in situ rather than relying on global look-up 

tables. However, for a robust evaluations and comparisons of land surface models (whether 

comparing different models, or the same model with different degrees of complexity) it seems 

clear that the default solution will not generally provide an appropriate basis for comparison. By 

analogy, instruments employed in the field (e.g., soil moisture probes) usually contain a universal 

calibration formula, but are re-calibrated for in situ conditions prior to analysis [e.g., Bruno et al., 

2006]. We must adopt a similar idea in the modelling community also. 

c) Parameter Estimates: When comparing default and calibrated parameter values, some 

interesting points emerge.  

(i). Canopy Top Height: There is a systematic tendency for canopy top height (z2) to 

calibrate near the lower bound of the feasible parameter space at all sites. This may 

suggest that because the model is a (simplified) conceptual representation of the real 

system, the ‘effective parameter’ nature of canopy top height [Wagener and Gupta 

2005; Gupta et al. 1999] is unable to represent the broader characteristics of all 
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vegetation species at a given site. This is also a reason why the feasible parameter 

space may need to be selected subjectively for each location. For instance, the 

optimized value of z2 for PDG indicates that an effective canopy height of 5m is 

preferred over higher values. Of course, taken together with the “edge-hitting” issue 

mentioned earlier these results may point to model structural deficiencies, and/or 

inability of AMALGAM to properly sample the feasible parameter space (though the 

latter seems less likely). 

(ii). Soil Depth: The need for deeper soils in evergreen broadleaf forest sites (at Manaus, 

and especially at Santarém) to properly simulate surface fluxes of energy and carbon, 

suggested by others [Nepstad et al., 1994; Bruno et al., 2006; Saleska et al., 2003; 

Baker et al., 2008], is supported by our results also - the original total soil depth of 

about 3 meters does not support the variation of observed fluxes at these sites. 

However, lack of parameter convergence limits the strength of this inference. Note that 

although the rooting distribution parameter (kroot) in SiB3 is not explicitly calibrated, 

its value will likely be changed given the fact that kroot is computed based on 

parameter scalez (see equation 7). 

(iii). Soil Water Stress Curvature: This parameter (wssp) indicates, as expected, that forest 

species will tend to be exposed to less stressful conditions in comparison to 

cropland/pastureland sites. We found that calibrated wssp suggests lower water stress 

conditions at an undisturbed forest (K67 site) than at a selectively-logged forest (K83 

site). Meanwhile water stress condition at the latter was less pronounced than at the 

nearby cropland/pastureland (K77 site), suggesting that variations in wssp may be 

related to type of vegetation. Similar findings were also observed at two Rondonian 
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sites, a forest (RJA) and a cropland/pastureland (FNS). Consequently a constant value 

among all sites may not be appropriate.  

d) Diurnal Cycles: Even though optimization was carried out using all the data, our diurnal cycle 

analysis of wet and dry seasons indicates that degree of improvement in surface fluxes generally 

differs by season (on the order of 10% for wet and 30% for dry). The order of magnitude is 

similar to what was reported by [Rosolem et al., 2005] for SiB2 at K83 using entire available 

data. Calibrated solutions successfully reproduce the average seasonality of all fluxes at all sites 

on a monthly-basis (figure not shown). At the Santarém forest sites, seasonally averaged net sink 

and source period simulations using the default parameters are completely out of phase with 

observations; see also Baker et al. [2008] using the original SiB3 model (prior to their proposed 

modifications), and Saleska et al. [2003] using other land surface and ecosystem models. 

Calibration resulted in successful simulation of net uptake of carbon dioxide during the dry 

season and net release during the wet season (figure not shown). 

e) Net Carbon Exchange: The current version of SiB3 is slightly different from the version 

adopted by Baker et al. [2008]. Our version contains two new parameterizations related to 

determination of cloud fraction, and a new soil respiration approach that avoids the annual carbon 

balance constraint originally implemented in SiB3. Further, our version does not contain the 

hydraulic redistribution and the sunlit/shaded photosynthesis parameterizations described in 

Baker et al. [2008]. Yet, both versions successfully reproduce the seasonal variation of net carbon 

exchange at K83 site. We believe this to be because our post-calibration results support the 

characteristics described by Baker et al. [2008]. For example, their deep soil modification (setting 

total soil depth to about 10 m) is reproduced by our calibrated estimate for the scalez parameter, 

and our estimate of wssp supports their value of 0.2 as being appropriate for this. According to 

their study, the additional parameterizations in the model that are not implemented in our version 
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of SiB3 (i.e., hydraulic redistribution and sunlit/shaded photosynthesis parameterizations) had 

only minor contributions to the seasonal signal of NEE at K83. 

f) Overall Model Performance: Our study addresses only uncertainties associated with parameter 

estimation; this of course does not reduce all important sources of uncertainty in the model 

[Abramowitz et al. 2005; Abramowitz 2007; Liu et al. 2003]. The total error in the system can be 

thought as an aggregation of model structure error, data measurement error, and parameter 

uncertainty [Gupta et al. 1998; Liu and Gupta, 2007]. A more comprehensive analysis should 

investigate other sources of uncertainties, such as those associated with the meteorological 

forcing data, model structure, initial conditions, and observed fluxes. For instance, the eddy 

correlation approach can fail to close the energy balance [Massman and Lee 2002; Wilson et al. 

2002; Baldocchi 2003; Finnigan et al. 2003] and fail to accurately detect and measure respiration 

fluxes at night during low wind conditions [Aubinet et al. 2002; Massman and Lee 2002; Saleska 

et al. 2003], hence limiting the overall accuracy of the data. Therefore, we do not expect to 

reduce the simulation errors to zero. 

g) Amount of Data: Through our analysis, we were unable to find significant relationships 

between degree of improvement achieved by calibration of the model and amount of available 

data or number of parameters that converge. However, given the limited number of combinations 

that were analyzed, we cannot generalize this result to other optimization studies. While Franks 

and Beven [1997] affirm that short-term field campaigns may not be adequate to specify 

parameter values characteristic of a site, because they do not necessarily incorporate obvious 

seasonal variation of calibration data, such is not true for our case. Other studies vary in their 

assessments regarding data length - Yapo et al. [1996] reported that eight years of data are 

required to calibrate a rainfall-runoff model, and Xia et al. [2004b] reported that only 1-year was 

sufficient to calibrate the Chameleon Surface Model (CHASM) to latent heat flux, while 
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Leplastrier et al. [2002] found little effect of data length on calibrations of CHASM models 

having different degrees of complexity. Our study lies in between these two estimates (two to six 

years of available data for a given site), and is supported by the fact that the LBA data collection 

period, at least for sub-regions located in the Amazon basin, is representative of the normal 

climatological modes observed in the region [Rosolem et al. 2008]. In general, we believe that a 

combination of both climatologically representative data and adequate data quality will matter 

when conducting calibrations of land surface models. 

h) Components of Model Performance: Overall, calibration resulted in significantly reduced 

RMSE errors compared to the default. However, this reduction is mainly a consequence of 

improvements in matching the signal mean and variability (almost completely removing these 

errors), without improvements in reproduction of timing and shape (system dynamics). 

Consequently, further improvements can only come from reducing cross-correlation error, and 

future studies will need to focus on this aspect. Since parameter adjustments made only small 

improvements to this component, future improvements will largely come from improvements to 

model structure and data quality. Meanwhile, improvements to the calibration procedure can 

come from identifying aspects of model performance that remain poor, and weighting the 

criterion of performance (e.g MSE or RMSE) to emphasize improvements in these aspects. Our 

future work will continue to investigate these issues. However, we encourage the scientific 

community to begin reporting magnitudes of the components of MSE or RMSE (suitably 

computed for different kinds of periods), so to improve understanding of aspects of model 

performance that need to be addressed and analyzed more carefully. 
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Table 1: Summary of the LBA flux tower sites used in this study. Biome types: Evergreen 

Broadleaf Forest (EBF), Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (DBF), Savanna (SAV), and 

Cropland/Pastureland (CROP). Site descriptions available in Araújo et al. [2002] for 

K34; Saleska et al. [2003] and Miller et al. [2004] for K67 and K83 respectively; Sakai 

et al. [2003] for K77; von Randow et al. [2004] for RJA and FNS; Borma et al. (2009) 

for BAN; and da Rocha et al. [2002] for PDG. Climatological information is available 

in Rosolem et al. [2008] and da Rocha et al. [2009]. For additional information please 

refer to Rosolem et al. [2010a]. 

Table 2: SiB3 parameters assigned as not sensitive based on sensitivity analysis results by 

Rosolem et al. [2010a]. These parameters are not calibrated in this study, hence they are 

set to their nominal value. All default parameters obtained from original look-up tables 

in Sellers et al. [1996a,b] based on biome type, except for those indicated with letter-

superscript: A based on empirical relationship with z2, following Stensrud [2007], B 

SiB3 original code based on biome type (no references available), C based on empirical 

relationship with sand/clay fractions, following Cosby et al. [1984], and D assumed no 

NEE bias at night. Although Description and Units columns refer to actual parameters 

in SiB3, parameter values highlighted in bold represent multipliers (instead of actual 

parameters). The coefficients for z1, z0d, and zp_disp multiply parameter z2; the 

coefficient for trdm multiplies parameter trop; and the coefficient of kroot multiples the 

inverse of parameter scalez. Parameters z2, trop, and scalez are among parameters to be 

calibrated in this study, and hence are defined in Table 3. 

Table 3: Definition of feasible ranges for each parameter optimized. Note that for some 

parameters (i.e., z2, vcovr, poros, and scalez) ranges are specified according to 
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individual characteristics of each site. All other parameter ranges are commonly 

assigned for any biome type. 

Table 4: Comparison between parameter values obtained with the default solution and those 

obtained with the post-calibration solution for all LBA-DMIP sites. Parameters are 

subdivided according to their influential ranks by Rosolem et al. [2010a], that is, the 

lower the influential rank, the higher the sensitivity of a given parameter. The values 

shown for hhti represent the multiplier describe in Equation 6. Parameter values shown 

within parentheses for hlti, hhti, and trop represent temperature values in oC while 

values shown within parentheses for scalez represent the total soil column depth in 

meters. For each site, parameters which have reached convergence at the end of the 

optimization are highlighted as bold, and the proportion of convergence to not-

convergence for each parameter is also shown as the right-end column.  
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List of Figures 

Figure 1: Normalized parameter range of all 20 parameters optimized using AMALGAM at all 

LBA-DMIP sites. A normalized parameter value of zero (one) corresponds to the 

minimum (maximum) parameter value described in Table 3. Parameters are ordered 

based on their decreasing degree of influence (i.e., high to low) based on sensitivity 

analysis results described by Rosolem et al. [2010a]. Color shading represents the 

percent fraction of the Pareto-optimum solution which occurs in a specific region of the 

normalized parameter space. The darker the color, the more clustered points are. This 

information is used to determine whether a parameter reaches convergence at the end of 

the optimization process. Parameters which have reached convergence are highlighted 

as bold whereas parameters which have not are shown as italic. The proportion of 

parameters which reached convergence to the ones which do not is shown at the top of 

each panel (i.e., for each site). Finally, the default and post-calibration solutions for 

each site are depicted as blue and red lines, respectively. 

Figure 2: Average diurnal cycle of sensible heat flux (H) calculated at all LBA-DMIP sites for the 

entire period (ALL) as well as representing the wet and dry seasons, respectively. 

Observations are shown as in black open circles. Site code names are showed in the y-

axis as subscript of the flux. The availability of observations at each period is shown as 

percentage in the bottom of each subplot. The blue and red lines correspond to the 

results obtained with the default and post-calibration solutions, respectively. Error bars 

and shading areas correspond to one standard-deviation. The Root-Mean-Squared-Error 

(RMSE) calculated at each period is also shown at the top of each panel following the 

same color coding for default and post-calibration solutions. Note that the “model 

improvement” defined in the text refers to the difference between the RMSE calculated 
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with the default solution and RMSE calculated with the post-calibration solution, 

normalized by RMSE calculated by the default solution. 

Figure 3: Same as Figure 2, but for latent heat flux (LE). 

Figure 4: Same as Figure 2, but for net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE). 

Figure 5: Decomposition of non-dimensional Mean-Squared-Error (MSEnd) computed for each 

LBA-DMIP site corresponding to the entire period of available data (ALL) as well as 

during the wet and dry seasons, respectively. The results from sensible heat flux (H), 

latent heat flux (LE), and net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE) are shown in the top, 

middle, and bottom panels, respectively. The total contribution to parameter 

uncertainty corresponds to the cumulative contribution of each individual component 

depicted using stacked bars. Contributions from signal mean, signal variability, and 

timing correspond to blue, yellow, and red bars. The results from the default solution 

are shown at the bottom of each panel, and total uncertainty increases downwards. The 

results from the post-calibration solution are shown at the top of each panel, and total 

uncertainty increases upwards. 
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Abstract 

Tropical rainforests contribute substantially to regional and global energy, water, and 

carbon exchanges between the land surface and the atmosphere, and better understanding of the 

mechanisms of vegetation response to different environmental stresses is needed. The Biosphere 

2 facility provides opportunity to link laboratory and plot-scale studies in a controllable 

environment. We compiled a consistent quality controlled time-series of climate data from 

Biosphere 2, and used it to drive the Simple Biosphere model (SiB3) to test how well it 

represented the behavior of soils and vegetation inside the tropical rainforest biome of Biosphere 

2 (B2-TRF). We found soil respiration parameterization in SiB3 was not suitable for use in B2-

TRF so several alternative parameterizations were tested. None gave outstanding results but a 

modified version of the parameterization originally proposed for SiB3 gave best results. With 

this modification, SiB3 well-simulated observed net ecosystem exchange (NEE) in B2-TRF but 

significantly, only after additionally modifying parameters describing thermal tolerance of plants 

so that photosynthetic capacity was reduced on average but maintained to higher temperatures. 

This implies that tropical rainforest species can either acclimate to higher temperatures than 

allowed for by vegetation models; or that the plant community assembly in B2-TRF has shifted 

to allow continued functioning at higher temperatures, and plants in natural ecosystems could 

also. In either case, this suggests the Amazon rainforest may be more resilient to climate change 

than hitherto thought. 
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1. Introduction 

Tropical forests account for about half of world’s forests and hold about as much carbon 

as all other terrestrial areas combined [Houghton, 2005]. The Amazon rain forest, in particular, is 

known to play a major role in the annual variability of carbon uptake by the terrestrial biosphere. 

Such variability may be enhanced by increased atmospheric CO2 [Tian et al., 2000; Potter et al., 

2001] or limited by water availability in the dry season and/or during El Niño events [Tian et al., 

1998; Botta et al., 2002]. Despite improvements in ecosystem modeling over the last few 

decades, uncertainty remains large when estimating carbon fluxes in Amazonia [Miller et al., 

2004; Saleska et al., 2003] because aspects of the soil-vegetation-atmosphere interaction 

(including soil water dynamics, CO2 uptake during the dry season, and their interrelationship) 

remain poorly defined locally [Bruno et al., 2006; Saleska et al., 2003] and regionally [Xiao et 

al., 2006; Saleska et al., 2007; Myneni et al., 2007, Samanta et al. 2010]. 

Biosphere 2 is a large-scale Earth science facility near Tucson (Arizona, USA) which 

houses five natural biomes [Nelson et al., 1993], including a tropical rainforest mesocosm with 

an area of about 1900 m2 that contains plant species from different tropical regions of South and 

Central America [Leigh et al., 1999]. Engineering aspects of this closed facility have been 

extensively discussed in the past [e.g., Allen and Nelson, 1999; Dempster, 1999; Zabel et al., 

1999] and this discussion is not reproduced here. Sealed off to the outside world [Osmond et al., 

2004], Biosphere 2 provides a unique controlled laboratory for carrying out experiments to 

investigate rainforest biome behavior in response to imposed stresses at plot-scale, thereby 

providing a link between the laboratory scale and the real world.  

Short-term drought and CO2 enrichment experiments have, for example, been 

successfully conducted on tropical forest vegetation inside the Biosphere 2 facility. These 
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showed that net carbon assimilation is inhibited when drought conditions are sustained for 4-6 

weeks but fully recovers after re-wetting [Rascher et al., 2004], while CO2 enrichment enhances 

net carbon assimilation by an amount that depends on the radiation available and so changes 

between winter and summer at this mid-latitude location [Lin et al., 1998, 1999]. Such studies 

arguably complement experiments in natural ecosystems such as throughfall exclusion 

experiments [Nepstad et al., 2002] and Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments [Norby et 

al., 2002; Nowak et al., 2004] in which field implementation is complicated by the need to 

maintain a sample of vegetation that is open to the atmosphere [Clark, 2004]. A few experiments 

have sought to assess the effects of warming on mature tropical forest trees [e.g., Doughty and 

Goulden, 2008], some by combining modeling with field data [e.g., Lloyd and Farquhar, 2008]. 

Such studies have suggested that tropical forests may be highly sensitive to temperature [Clark et 

al., 2003] and, because such ecosystems already operate at relatively high temperatures, they 

may be among the first class of vegetation to show negative impacts in response to atmospheric 

warming [Clark, 2004]. But acclimatization may modify the responses of the tropical rainforest 

ecosystem as temperature increases [Amthor and Baldocchi, 2001; Baldocchi and Amthor, 2001]. 

Clark [2004] concludes that available field data are inadequate to reach a firm conclusion on this 

topic, indicating that taking advantage of the unique characteristics of Biosphere 2 to reduce 

some of the uncertainties encountered in natural ecosystems is appropriate. 

Although environmental conditions in Biosphere 2 can be controlled to assess vegetation 

response to defined stress conditions [e.g., Adams et al., 2009] and to evaluate the interactions 

between different ecosystems [Huxman et al., 2009], lack of repetitions poses limitations on the 

analysis of experimental results (the facility contains only one mesocosm of each biome). 

Integration of experiments and modeling has been shown to advance scientific knowledge in 
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Earth Sciences [e.g., Sellers et al., 1997] and use of a well-established land surface 

parameterization scheme may mitigate for the lack of repetitions in Biosphere 2 by providing a 

reliable assessment of a specific biome under a variety of conditions, including simulation of 

imposed perturbations. Land surface models seek to describe biosphere-atmosphere interactions 

by implementing parameterizations that simulate the different exchanges (momentum, energy, 

water, and biogeochemical gases) in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum [Sellers et al., 1996a], 

the form of these parameterizations sometimes being calibrated or validated against real-world 

field data. But surface flux observations over natural ecosystems are prone to measurement 

errors. The eddy covariance measurement method is most accurate under steady atmospheric 

conditions over homogeneous vegetation on flat terrain [Baldocchi, 2003] - conditions which are 

not always met - and nighttime fluxes are particularly prone to error. Any uncertainty in 

measured fluxes will be transferred into to land surface models through calibration and 

validation. The B2-TRF has the positive aspects of a cuvette or chamber, including the ability to 

measure the diurnal variation in carbon flux and its response to imposed environmental 

conditions but applied at a much larger scale than conventional chambers, and in B2-TR 

unmeasured advection is practically none existent. Arguably the net carbon flux deduced using 

this large cuvette may be used to better test and validate models. 

In this study we take a land surface parameterization scheme which has been widely 

applied in natural ecosystems, namely version 3 of the Simple Biosphere model (SiB3) [Baker et 

al., 2003, 2008], and we challenge it to simulate the main aspects of the biosphere-atmosphere 

exchanges inside the Biosphere 2 tropical rainforest biome (B2-TRF). In order to run and 

analyze the model results, a comprehensive, high quality set of meteorological forcing data were 

first produced for B2-TRF. Using this, model simulations were then made which include B2-
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TRF operating under “normal operational” conditions and also when subject to short-term 

experimental perturbations, such as imposed drought conditions and/or exposure to different 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The main objectives of this study are (1) to provide a high-

quality database of the atmospheric forcing variables needed for land surface modeling inside 

B2-TRF; (2) to investigate whether SiB3 is capable of representing the vegetation’s response in 

the B2-TRF controlled environment; and assuming it is capable of providing such representation, 

(3) to use SiB3 to assess the responses of the tropical rainforest vegetation inside B2-TRF to 

potential environmental stress. 

 

2. Biosphere 2 Tropical Rainforest Biome (B2-TRF) 

The Tropical Rainforest (B2-TRF) biome is one of the five original ecological 

ecosystems built in Biosphere 2 (B2) in the early 1990’s. In the biome Amazonian plant species 

from Brazil and Venezuela dominate over species found in other rainforests such as in Puerto 

Rico and Belize [Leigh et al., 1999]. The total area of the rainforest biome is 1936 m2 and at its 

highest point to the roof is approximately 27 m above the lowest soil level in the biome [Arain et 

al., 2000]. The total volume of B2-TRF is 35,000m3 which is 17% of the total volume of B2 as 

a whole. The climate (rainfall, temperature, and humidity) inside B2-TRF is controlled to be 

broadly comparable to conditions in natural rainforests. 

Inside B2-TRF the temperature is regulated by air handlers located in the basement of B2 

which also create air movement. Tree growth is restricted to about 15 m by temperature stress 

due to the presence of a strong daytime inversion in temperature in the biome at this height 

which inhibits cooling at higher levels [Arain et al., 2000]. The structure is constructed of sealed 

glass and a supporting space frame both of which reduce the amount of incoming solar radiation 
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[Arain et al., 2000], as discussed in more detail later. The enclosed glass structure also prevents 

UV (UV-A and UV-B) radiation from reaching the inside of B2-TRF. For a detailed discussion 

about the lack of UV radiation in the Biosphere 2 facility, please refer to Cockell et al. [2000]. 

Arain et al. [2000] compared the meteorological characteristics in B2-TRF with three 

Amazonian sites, i.e., near Manaus and in the Brazilian states of Rondônia and Pará. They found 

substantial differences in the seasonal cycle of solar radiation because B2-TRF is located at mid-

latitude rather than in the tropics. The air temperature in B2-TRF increases substantially during 

the northern hemisphere summer and as a result, there is also significant seasonality in vapor 

pressure deficit (VPD). In addition, the glass sealed space frame greatly reduces incoming solar 

radiation so that only about half reaches inside B2-TRF. Because of this, monthly average solar 

radiation during the northern hemisphere summer is comparable (but still lower) to what is 

observed in Amazonia during the same period when the later is reduced by the greater cloud 

cover. Monthly average air temperature inside B2-TRF during the northern hemisphere winter is 

similar to that during the dry season in Amazonia, but it is much higher (5-7 oC higher) in the 

northern hemisphere summer (the yearly cycle in Amazonian air temperature is small), and at 

this time of year VPD can be three times higher in B2-TRF (~1.5 compared to ~0.5 kPa). 

Diurnal variations inside B2-TRF also differ greatly from those in the Amazon basin. 

According to Arain et al. [2000], during the northern hemisphere winter there is a much less 

pronounced diurnal variation in incoming solar radiation compared to during the equatorial 

solstice in the Amazon. However, in the northern hemisphere summer the reduction in radiation 

caused by the space frame compensates and the amount of radiation inside B2-TRF has a similar 

diurnal variation to that observed in the Amazon during the rainy season. But the same is not true 

for air temperature and VPD. Although the diurnal variations in these variables during the 
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northern hemisphere winter are comparable to that in the Amazon in the dry season, during the 

northern hemisphere summer the diurnal amplitude of air temperature and VPD is much higher 

relative to Amazonia. In the Amazon basin air temperature has a diurnal amplitude of about 5oC 

compared to ~15oC in B2-TRF. While VPD in the Amazon ranges from near zero to about 1.5 

kPa in the early afternoon, in B2-TRF this range is from ~0.5 to ~3.5 kPa. 

An interesting feature in B2-TRF is the occurrence of an inversion layer above mean 

canopy level which decouples the air above from that below. Hence, there are two very distinct 

temperature environments during the day. The air is comparatively cool and reasonably well-

mixed below 10 m (with a temperature broadly similar to that in the Amazon rain forest), with 

hot, stable air above canopy level. Arain et al. [2000] observed very little turbulence inside B2-

TRF except near the base of the canopy, which suggests the transfer of energy and mass more 

likely occurs by mass flow rather than turbulent mixing. The observed range of carbon dioxide 

concentration inside B2-TRF is also greater than for natural systems at both the daily and annual 

timescales because of the relatively small ratio of atmosphere to the vegetation biomass [Lin et 

al., 1998, 1999]. 

Overhead sprinklers mounted near the roof are the main mechanisms for providing 

artificial rainfall inside B2-TRF, usually applied at every 3-4 days. Other water reservoirs are the 

soil, water storage tanks, surface aquatic habitats, and plants and other biota [Leigh et al., 1999]. 

Major water flows include rainfall, subsoil drainage, reverse osmosis system flow, condensation 

mist, evapotranspiration, root uptake, and diffusion. B2-TRF receives an annual rainfall of 

approximately 1.3 m, 35% less than the average rainfall observed at some Amazonian sites such 

as near Manaus, Santarém, and Ji-Paraná, see Rosolem et al. [2008]. Given the observed 

differences in the meteorological characteristics of B2-TRF relative to the natural Amazonian 
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rainforest, it is tempting to speculate whether B2-TRF can be considered an analog of the 

Amazon rainforest exposed to the future climate predicted by climate models [e.g., Betts et al., 

2004]. It is warmer (by about 2oC), drier (the rainfall rate is ~ 3.5 mm day-1 compared to 5-5.5 

mm day-1 at Amazonian sites), and is exposed to much higher CO2 concentrations (~500 ppmv, 

with diurnal amplitudes ranging between 400 to 600 ppmv on average). But it is important to 

recognize that B2-TRF does not have pronounced seasonality in annual rainfall and the radiation 

regime is quite different to that predicted by climate models for the Amazon basin. 

At installation the soils in B2-TRF were designed to be deep enough to allow expansion 

of the roots needed to stabilize above ground canopy expansion, and separately added as topsoil 

and subsoil during construction [Scott, 1999]. The subsoil was extracted from a local quarry and 

is very sandy loam of uniform composition with rocky and pebbly characteristics and with a 

depth that varies from zero to five meters. The topsoil, which is approximately 0.9 m deep, is a 

mixture of local desert grassland silt loam with organic and/or gravelly sand amendments. Leigh 

et al. [1999] describe the topsoil as having pockets of pure clay soil mixed with sandy or rocky 

pockets. The bulk density for the first 60 cm varies in the range 1.1-1.32 g cm−3 in the lowland 

habitat of the biome [Scott, 1999] which is the largest and tallest region inside B2-TRF, and 

which is considered typical of a wet equatorial forest. In this region, the topsoil is 50% loam, 

25% gravelly sand, and 25% coarse organic material [Leigh et al., 1999]. 

 

3. Data 

Meteorological data relevant to the modeling studies described in this paper were 

intermittently available from both outside and inside the B2 tropical rainforest biome (B2-TRF). 

However, the physical environment of B2-TRF and the impact of this on the microclimate to 
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which the vegetation is exposed mean that care is required to optimally define the values of the 

variables needed to force the SiB3 model. This section describes the data available and how 

these data were combined and/or adapted to give the consistent and physically meaningful time 

series of forcing variables required.   

 

Available Data 

Some micrometeorological data, occasional surface flux data and surrogate flux data (in 

form of measured changes in concentrations inside B2-TRF) are available for the period 

November 1997 to October 1998 and for the years 2000, 2001, and 2002. However, these data 

are available with different sampling intervals (15 and 30 minutes, hourly, daily) and for 

different configurations of sensors and they include some periods when data were missing. The 

1997-1998 dataset [Arain et al., 2000] was collected when B2-TRF was following its normal 

operating procedure designed to maintain the forest biome (i.e., without planned manipulation of 

the environment). The available data during this period were taken with two automatic weather 

stations one outside and one inside B2-TRF, the later with sensors mounted just above the forest 

canopy at 15m. An eddy covariance system was also installed experimentally for about 3-4 

weeks in 1998 but the lack of turbulence inside B2-TRF meant the results obtained were of little 

value other than to provide some hourly measurements of CO2 and horizontal wind speed. Daily 

data on B2-TRF “rainfall” (i.e., the water supplied to the overhead sprinklers in the biome) were 

also available for the period November 1997 to October 1998. 

Data for the period 2000 through 2002 were obtained from diverse sources over different 

periods and they varied in nature. For additional information on the instrumentation deployed 

over this period, see Rosenthal et al. [1999] and Rascher et al. [2004]. Routine forest 
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maintenance operating procedures were used in B2-TRF most of the time over this period but in 

periods short-term drought experiments were performed [Rascher et al., 2004]. The data are 

available with 15 minute sampling intervals and comprise standard micrometeorological 

variables, CO2 concentration measured in four different locations inside B2-TRF. However, only 

the average data from the central and southeastern locations were used in this study in order to 

maintain consistency with the earlier 1997-1998 data which were acquired at a location near 

these two locations. For some periods data are also available from an automatic weather station 

located outside but nearby B2-TRF. Data measured outside B2-TRF during both periods for 

which data were available are hereafter referred to as Outside Weather Station (OWS) data. 

Net Ecosystem Exchange of CO2 (NEE) is derived from the rate of change of CO2 inside 

B2-TRF, originally estimated in 15-min intervals [Lin et al., 1998]. The CO2 budget inside the 

mesocosm can be written as: 

 

·  (1) 

 

where ⁄  is the rate of change in CO2 concentration in the air,  is the number of 

moles of air in the mesocosm per unit ground area (in square meter),  is the CO2 flux 

between the TRF mesocosm and neighboring mesocosm due to air leakage through the partition 

curtains, and  is the rate of CO2 uptake by the concrete structure due to the carbonation 

reaction between CO2 and calcium oxide. The values of NEE had been previously derived from 

Equation 1 prior to this study, but quality-control procedures were applied to identify outliers 

and any unrealistic hourly measurements removed from the analysis. 
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Deriving Realistic and Consistent Forcing Data 

This section describes the methods used to obtain hourly-sampled data for model forcing 

that were continuous, quality controlled, and representative of the meteorological conditions 

inside B2-TRF at a height of 15 m.  

 

(a) Temperature, Pressure and Humidity. Measurements inside B2-TRF include air temperature 

measured at 15 and 20 m (here referred to as Tair and T20, respectively), barometric surface 

pressure (Psurf), relative humidity (RH), and downward shortwave radiation (SWdown). Because 

these measurements were sometimes intermittent, interrelationships were developed to allow 

calculation of estimated values when missing data occurred. If Tair (an important driver in model 

studies) was missing (approximately 1.5% of the time) it was estimated from an empirical 

relationship with T20 that was derived when both were available, i.e. 

 

0.66 8.82 0.88  (2) 
   

 

The barometric surface pressure inside B2-TRF does not greatly differ from that outside and 

when a measurement of Psurf was missing (approximately 19.8% of the time, mainly in 2000), its 

value was estimated from the outside pressure, Psurf−OWS, using an interrelationship derived when 

both were available, i.e. 

 

1.00 3.57 0.99  (3) 
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Specific humidity was calculated from air temperature, relative humidity, and surface pressure 

whenever available using standard meteorological formulae [Stull, 1989; Wallace and Hobbs, 

1977]. 

  

(b) Downward Shortwave Radiation. The glass structure of B2 and metal supporting space frame 

greatly affect the downward shortwave radiation inside B2-TRF. A proportion g of both diffuse 

and direct components of solar radiation are absorbed by the (dirty) glass enclosing the biome 

and, on average, an additional fraction f of both diffuse and direct solar radiation is blocked out 

by the space frame. However, the blocking of diffuse and direct solar radiation by the space 

frame happens in different ways. The space frame blocks an additional fraction f of the 

distributed source of incoming diffuse solar radiation everywhere in the biome, but blocking of 

the incoming direct solar radiation occurs because at any point in time the space frame shades a 

fraction f of the biome from direct sunlight. As a result, there are intermittent rapid reductions in 

the measured value of shortwave radiation when a shortwave radiation sensor mounted in B2-

TRF is shaded from the direct beam of solar radiation, with reductions occurring in a 

superficially haphazard way and with timing that changes with season. For modeling studies it is 

SWin
biome, the time series of the biome-average (rather than the sensor location specific) value of 

shortwave radiation inside B2-TRF, that is required. For this reason, rather than using SWin, the 

measured point value inside B2-TRF, it is preferable to establish and use a time-average 

relationship between SWin and SWout, the value measured by the nearby external weather station 

outside B2, and to calculate SWin
biome from the relationship: 

 

·         (4) 
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where  and  are the time-average values of measured solar radiation inside and 

outside B2-TRF. On average,  is measured to be 50.15% of , hence the solar radiation 

used as model forcing is given by: 

 

0.5015 ·    (5) 

 

This is consistent with the estimate made by Arain et al. [2000] using the 1997-1998 data. The 

reduction in short wave radiation does not change the relative proportions of diffuse and direct 

radiation in the solar beam, see Appendix A. 

 

(c) Rainfall. Estimates of rainfall in B2-TRF are based on daily records of water flow to the 

overhead sprinklers. Daily total volume of water is converted to millimeters depth of rain by 

normalizing to the area of the tropical rainforest biome (1936 m2), and estimates were made for 

any days with missing water flow data in the 2000-2002 period using equivalent days of the year 

in the 1997-1998 data. Because no information is available on the timing of the rainfall in B2-

TRF, a visual inspection of the record of soil moisture measured at 30 cm depth was made (when 

available) to establish the approximate time of the day when rainfall occurred, and rainfall was 

assumed to have been applied at that time. When no soil moisture information was available on a 

particular day, rainfall was assumed to have occurred at the most frequent time suggested by soil 

moisture records on other days in each year. Typically this was between 10:00 and 12:00 local 

time, which is consistent with normal operation time of B2-TRF [van Haren, personal 

communication]. Despite these efforts to define the timing of hourly rainfall, it remains uncertain 
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in model simulations not only because detailed information on time of application is unavailable, 

but also because rainfall was applied via overhead sprinklers located in four quadrants of B2-

TRF and may not have occurred simultaneously in all of these. 

 

(d) Carbon dioxide concentration as forcing data. Because reliable observations of CO2 

concentration are available inside the B2-TRF [Rosenthal et al., 1999] it is not necessary to 

assume a constant concentration in model simulations. Consequently CO2 concentration 

(expressed in terms of partial pressure) is treated as forcing data in this study. On days when 

measurements of CO2 concentration were not available, the mean diurnal variation of B2-TRF 

was used.  

 

(e) Wind Speed. Horizontal wind speed inside B2-TRF is very low, with observed values 

typically below 1 m s-1. Arain et al. [2000] recorded mean wind speed for a few weeks in 1998 

using a centrally located sonic anemometer. The measurements showed an unusual diurnal 

pattern in which maximum wind speed at night and near zero values during the day. This 

anomalous behavior likely indicates that during the day the sensor was above the strong 

inversion layer which was known to occur above the canopy each day because there were no 

open air vents in the roof of B2-TRF at that time. In addition, wind speed measurements were 

made for about one month of using a standard cup anemometer in June 2009. Although the 

measured wind speed is low, the mean diurnal pattern of these latter data (Figure 1a) is more 

realistic, with greater wind speed during the day, little wind at night, and no evidence of the 

effect of a daytime inversion layer affecting the measurement. In the absence of any better 

alternative, this average diurnal cycle of wind speed was adopted and applied repeatedly each 
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day during modeling. However, because wind speed inside B2-TRF is so low, it was necessary to 

relax the constraint on minimum horizontal wind speed imposed in the model from 1.0 to 0.1 m 

s−1. Fortunately, in practice, the numerical consequences of the low measured wind speeds and 

the implausibility of using a logarithmic extrapolation of wind speed into the canopy inside B2-

TRF have less impact than may have been anticipated on modeled exchanges. This is because the 

measurement height is near the top of the canopy and in the model the calculated aerodynamic 

resistance between the measurement level and canopy air stream is much smaller than calculated 

leaf boundary layer and stomatal resistances. 

 

(f) Downward Longwave Radiation. Downward longwave radiation, LWdown, is required in the 

model simulations but measurements of LWdown are not available for the period over which 

simulations were made. Consequently, the value had to be estimated using an empirical 

relationship calibrated during the limited period when measurements were available in June 

2009. The approach used was based on that proposed by Idso [1981], but the specific empirical 

relationship Idso proposed relates to vertically integrated contributions to longwave radiation of 

an overlying atmosphere and is therefore inappropriate inside B2-TRF. Consequently, an 

expression with the same functional form was adopted, but with new empirical values assigned 

to the coefficients by optimization using the June 2009 data. The resulting equation is: 

 

1.0099 67.6901
3371.9

 (6) 
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where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.67 10−8W m−2 K−4),  is the air temperature at 

15m in Kelvin, and e is the measured vapor pressure deficit in hPa. A comparison between this 

calibrated version of Idso formula and observations is shown in Figure 1b. 

Although many of the gaps in the available data were removed by using the various 

interrelationships described above, some remained and to produce a continuous set of values the 

following data gap filling rules were applied: 

i. if the gap was less than 3 hours, it was filled by linear interpolation; 

ii. if the gap was greater than 3 hours, the missing hours were replaced by average value for 

the same hours averaged over the previous and subsequent 15 days; 

iii. if any additional gap-filling was needed, the missing data was replaced by the average 

value for the specific hour on the specific day of the year calculated from the entire multi-

year dataset. 

 

4. Version 3 of the Simple Biosphere Land Surface Model (SiB3) 

The Simple Biosphere model (SiB) [Sellers et al., 1986] was originally developed to 

represent biophysical aspects of the land surface in General Circulation Models (GCMs) [Sato et 

al., 1989]. The modeled physiology responds to atmospheric forcing with some features of the 

vegetation cover, including vegetation type and greenness, prescribed as a function of location 

and season. The second generation of the SiB model (SiB2) [Sellers et al., 1996a] was 

substantially modified to incorporate linkage between the energy/water and carbon exchanges of 

vegetation surfaces by including a more realistic photosynthesis-conductance sub-model [Sellers 

et al., 1992]. In this second version some important vegetation parameters were defined from 

remotely-sensed data [Sellers et al., 1996b] rather than from the literature. The SiB2 model was 
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recently modified (SiB2.5) to allow for simulations of mixed C3/C4 plants as discussed by 

Colello et al. [1998], and to incorporate prognostic modeling of canopy air space variables 

(temperature, vapor pressure, and CO2 partial pressure) in order to allow for in-canopy storage of 

heat, water, and carbon [Vidale and Stöckli, 2005]. Version 3 of the model (SiB3) used in this 

study, which is described by Baker et al. [2003], also includes a user-determined number of soil 

layers, the soil water stress parameterization described in Baker et al. [2008], and a soil 

representation based on the Community Land Model [Dai et al., 2003]. 

Observations in the top meter of soil in B2-TRF in 2009 [Dontsova, personal 

communication] report the soil porosity and saturated hydraulic conductivity as 0.444 and 14.73 

cm day−1, respectively, while the percentage of sand and clay are 45% and 20%, respectively. 

Other soil property parameters (e.g., the exponent b defined by Clapp and Hornberger, [1978]; 

and the soil tension at saturation) were prescribed in SiB3 following Cosby et al. [1984] using 

empirical relationships with sand and clay fractions. The leaf area index (LAI) was set to 5 m2 

m−2 [Rascher et al., 2004], the vegetation cover fraction to 85% [Lin et al., 1998, 1999], and 

canopy top height (ztop) to 14 m [Arain et al., 2000], with surface roughness length (z0) and zero 

plane displacement height (zpdisp) then calculated from ztop following Stensrud [2007], i.e., 

8⁄ 1.75   and 0.75 · 10.50  . All remaining parameters values 

were taken from the original SiB2 look-up tables for evergreen broadleaf forest [Sellers et al., 

1996a,b] unless otherwise specified below. 

In this study it was necessary to include some modifications to SiB3 to develop a more 

accurate conceptual model of B2-TRF biome. Specification of these modifications representing 

results of this study and they are therefore described in the next section. 
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5. Results 

 

Modifications to SiB3 Associated with Structural Characteristics of B2-TRF 

 (a) Radiation partitioning and estimated cloud fraction 

 The SiB3 model requires specification of the relative proportions of diffuse and direct 

radiation and visible to near infrared radiation in the short wave solar beam, these two ratios 

being calculated within the model using formulae that are based solely on the extent of cloud 

cover. As discussed in greater detail above and in Appendix A, the whole biome average value of 

the ratio of the diffuse to direct radiation inside B2-TRF is not altered by absorption of 

shortwave radiation by the glass that encloses the biome nor (as an area- and time-average) by 

the shading that results from the space frame which supports the glass. Similarly, the relative 

proportion of visible to near infrared radiation is also the same inside and outside B2-TRF. 

Consequently, the values of these two ratios for the shortwave radiation to which the vegetation 

inside B2-TRF is exposed can be calculated if the true extent of cloud cover can be calculated 

from the value of short wave radiation measured outside B2-TRF. 

The original SiB3 model included a simple and (it is assumed) empirical formula to 

calculate the effective cloud cover from the measured solar radiation, the origin of which was not 

defined. In practice using this formula gave poor simulations in this study because it 

systematically overestimated the cloud cover, which then affected radiation partitioning and the 

calculated net photosynthesis and NEE. Consequently a more realistic physically-based estimate 

of the cloud fraction, C, was implemented in SiB3 based on the methodology proposed by 

Deardorff [1978] and discussed in Crawford and Duchon [1999]. Using this approach: 
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1 1  (7)

 

where s is the ratio of the measured solar irradiance (SWout) to the clear-sky irradiance (fmSccosθ), 

i.e. the total amount of solar radiation incident at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) reduced by a 

fraction fm. The clear-sky irradiance is calculated from Sc, the solar constant (assumed to be 1367 

W m-2), θ  the solar zenith angle calculated for the latitude and longitude of B2-TRF (32o34’N, 

110o51’W), and fm the fraction of the solar radiation at the TOA which reaches the ground in 

clear sky conditions. 

The value of fm was estimated from the measured solar radiation during days when the 

daily pattern of solar radiation was consistent with clear sky conditions (totally clear skies are 

not uncommon in Arizona, regardless of time of year), i.e., applying the formula: 

 

 (8)

 

in clear sky conditions. On average fm, is about 0.72 with some seasonal variations, from 0.70-

0.75 throughout most of the year reducing to 0.60-0.65 during the monsoon months (July and 

August), the additional absorption arguably being related to the moister atmosphere in these 

months. To allow for the observed seasonality, monthly average values of fm were calculated and 

used in equation (7) to calculate cloud cover during model simulations. When calculated using 

this method, the cloud fraction is not overestimated and the resulting improvement in the 

calculated relative proportions of diffuse and direct radiation and visible to near infrared 
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radiation in the short wave solar beam reduced the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between 

modeled and measured NEE of by approximately 10% (see later). 

 

 (b) Subsoil drainage 

Unlike in natural tropical forest ecosystems where soils can be tens of meters deep and 

where trees can sometimes access the water table, the soils in B2 are of limited depth, on average 

between 3 to 5 meters [van Haren, personal communication], and they are free draining. Tubiello 

et al. [1999] reported that subsoil drainage in B2-TRF can be as high as 3,000 liters per day and 

to accommodate this in the model it is necessary to prescribe an artificially lower saturated 

hydraulic conductivity to the lowest soil layer in SiB3 (the total soil column prescribed in SiB3 is 

~3.4m). The value 0.158 cm day−1 for the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the lowest modeled 

soil layer was found by trial and error to give the best representation of the daily total subsoil 

drainage from the whole of B2-TRF and this value was therefore selected. Although using this 

value also influences the amount of soil water available in the deeper layers in the model, this 

does not have a major impact on the simulated energy, water, and carbon fluxes in simulations 

(not shown). Likely this is because few plants have roots at these depths (see below).  

 

(c) Rooting profile 

The default depths of the individual soil simulated layers in SiB3 are defined to increase 

exponentially rather than linearly with depth and a root fraction distribution is assigned to each 

soil layer following Jackson et al. [1996]. However, in B2-TRF the observed root distribution in 

the soil is limited to approximately 60cm and the default formulation in SiB3 is inappropriate. 

Scott [1999] made measurements of root density as a function of depth in B2-TRF and from this 
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information, root density values were defined for each level in SiB3 constrained by the 

conditions that there were no roots at the surface or below 60 cm in the soil. This soil root 

density profile was then converted to the root fraction profile required by SiB3 by normalizing 

by the soil density of the entire soil column. This approach produces root distribution which is 

arguably more realistic for B2-TRF (not shown) with, for example, 60% of the roots above 10 

cm depth rather than 45% as in the default distribution, and no roots below 60 cm depth rather 

than 45% as in the default distribution. 

 

Modifications to SiB3 when Modeling Vegetation Responses of B2-TRF 

(a) Parameterization of Soil Respiration 

The original formulation of soil respiration in SiB3 [Baker et al., 2003] was a slightly 

modified version of the submodel described by Denning et al. [1996] which was based on the 

approach of Raich et al. [1991] used in the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM). In this 

formulation the relative intensity of soil respiration ( ) is calculated from soil moisture fraction 

and soil temperature (in Kelvin) for each soil layer at each time step, as follows: 

 

  0.087547
298

10  
(9) 

 
where: 

 

0.8 0.2 (10)
 

with: 
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  (11)

 

In these equations the influence of soil moisture on decomposition is defined by f (M) which has 

a minimum value of 0.2. The percentage of pore space occupied by water in each soil layer is w, 

and zm defines the skewness of the curve relating relative respiration to soil moisture [see Raich 

et al. (1991) Figure A5]. The parameter wsat determines the value of f (M) when the soil pore 

space is saturated with water. Soil respiration is greatest when the soil moisture is wopt but less in 

drier or moister conditions. 

The original version of SiB3 assumes that carbon storage of terrestrial ecosystems is in a 

steady state on an annual basis, i.e., that the annual sum of respiration loss is equal to the annual 

sum of canopy net carbon assimilation, and the net annual flux of CO2 is zero. This assumption 

is implemented by calculating individual monthly scaling factors of relative soil respiration (i.e., 

the ratio of monthly  values to annual sum of ). The approach has been successfully used in 

a variety of ecosystems [Baker et al., 2003; Hanan et al., 2005; Stöckli and Vidale, 2005; Baker 

et al., 2008] and even in a global assessment of CO2 exchange between land surfaces and 

atmosphere [Randall et al., 1996]. But Denning et al. [1996] pointed out that the constraint of 

imposing an annual balance in carbon fluxes results in a loss of generality and is unsuitable to 

the assessment of sources and sinks of CO2 for periods longer than a year. 

In the controlled environment B2-TRF imposing an annual carbon balance is unrealistic, 

not least because perturbation experiments can be performed for periods longer than a year. 

Consequently, the original soil respiration formulation used in SiB3 is arguably not appropriate. 

A modified approach was therefore developed in which the total soil respiration Rs is calculated 

as the sum of layer by layer contributions  defined by applying Equation 9 to each layer, 
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weighted by the root fraction  in the i layers, then normalized to the observed long-term 

carbon balance of B2-TRF using a reference soil respiration rate ( ), i.e. 

 

 (12)

 

This approach is similar to the original formulation of soil respiration proposed by Raich et al. 

[1991] which also contained a scaling factor to be determined by model calibration on a 

vegetation-specific basis. However, the net flux is now envisioned as being a multilayer 

weighted sum assuming a link between decomposition rates and presence of roots in the soil, 

with a common scaling factor then applied for all layers. In TEM [Raich et al., 1991] monthly 

average rates were calculated, but in SiB3 they are calculated at each time step (i.e., hourly in 

this study.)  

The plausibility of this modified version of the SiB3 sub-model soil respiration after 

calibration against B2-TRF data was investigated relative to alternative calibrated sub-models of 

soil respiration. These alternatives included assuming a fixed respiration rate and sub-models 

that had been applied in earlier versions of SiB [Norman et al., 1992 described in Colello et al., 

1998], or developed for tropical rainforest ecosystems [Sotta et al., 2004; Chambers et al., 2004; 

da Rocha et al., 1996; and Malhi et al., 1998], see Table 1. In each case sub-model calibration 

was made against observed nighttime average values of NEE when photosynthesis does not 

occur, and assuming soil respiration to be the dominant component to CO2 flux as supported by 

Chambers et al. [2004], Malhi et al. [1999], and Meir et al. [1996]. Other studies in the Amazon, 

however, report soil respiration to be only about 30 to 40% of the total ecosystem respiration 
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[Hutyra et al., 2008; Saleska et al., 2003] and that may introduce some uncertainty in our 

calibration approach. Each of the eight different soil respiration parameterizations contains 

parameters that were calibrated against nighttime NEE by generating 1,000 parameter sets using 

the Latin Hypercube Random Sampling method, and then selecting the best set of parameters 

from among these using a multi-objective approach [Gupta et al., 1998]. Selection was made to 

minimize two objective functions simultaneously, i.e., the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and (1 - 

ρ), where ρ is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The first objective function is a measure of 

closeness to the observed nighttime NEE while the second is a measure of the timing of changes 

in soil respiration rates within the time series. The parameter set selected is here referred to as the 

compromise solution, this being the solution that tries to the minimize MAE and (1 - ρ) as much 

as possible by minimizing the normalized (i.e., ranging from zero to one; zero being the 

minimum observed objective value while one is the maximum) average of the two objectives. 

Typically, “mean-squared” quantities (e.g., Root Mean Squared Error – RMSE) are used when 

calibrating energy, water, and carbon fluxes with these models [Gupta et al., 1999; Liu et al., 

2004; Liu et al., 2005; Rosolem et al. 2005]. MAE and RMSE are all measures of dispersion of 

the model residual around zero and cannot therefore reasonably be considered as unrelated. The 

choice of MAE was made based on how we would like to weight small and large errors (i.e., 

deviations from measurements) in our simulation. We have decided to use MAE because we 

assume NEE values are reasonably good regardless of whether it is daytime or nighttime (an 

assumption not often met in natural ecosystems). Nighttime differences tend to be smaller (flux 

is more steady at night), but we would like to weight these differences equally relative to 

daytime errors (when NEE follows closely the diurnal cycle; see next subsection). 
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Figure 2 shows that the majority of soil respiration sub-models tested represent the 

observed B2-TRF nighttime soil respiration rates very poorly even after they had been calibrated. 

Note that after calibration the Malhi et al. [1998] and Sotta et al. [2004] submodels give a near 

constant soil respiration rate, which also translates into a near constant ecosystem respiration rate 

(i.e., soil plus canopy respirations) in Figure 2. Although we adopted a multi-objective approach 

when selecting SiB3 soil respiration submodels, ultimately our selection is a subjective and 

based on results shown in Figure 2. For example, although the correlation coefficient (ρ) 

measures the strength of a linear relationship between simulated and observed values, this does 

not necessarily reflect a 1:1 relationship in Figure 2. Thus, had our selection been solely based on 

the two objective functions with no subjective analysis, we would have selected the Chambers et 

al. [2004] model, but this does not represent the observed variation in nighttime NEE 

successfully (i.e., being as close as possible to the 1:1 line). On the basis of Figure 2, only three 

models, the SiB3 original formulation (Figure 2a), the Norman et al. [1992] sub-model (Figure 

2c), and the revised SiB3 formulation given as Equation (12) (Figure 2g) gave acceptable 

agreement with measurements. Although the performance from none of these three was 

outstanding, these three sub-models were selected for further consideration in the study of the 

thermal tolerance of B2-TRF plant species described next. 

 

 (b) Thermal tolerance 

 In SiB3 Sellers et al. [1992, 1996a] photosynthetic rates are calculated based on the 

Farquhar et al. [1980] model following the approach proposed by Collatz et al. [1991] scaled to 

canopy levels. Photosynthesis is calculated as the minimum of three potential limiting factors, 

namely the efficiency of the photosynthetic enzyme system (Rubisco), the amount of PAR 
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captured by the leaf chlorophyll, and the capacity of the leaf to export or utilize the products of 

photosynthesis. Dark respiration rates are also scaled to the leaf carboxylase content (Rubisco). 

The effect of temperature is included in each limiting factor, e.g., the Michaelis-Menten 

constants for CO2 and O2 in the case of the catalytic capacity of Rubisco. For a detailed 

description of the temperature stress functions used in SiB, the reader should see Sellers et al. 

[1996a, Appendix C]. 

 A previous study [Rosolem et al., 2005] using observed surface flux data taken in the 

Amazon basin showed that simulated surface fluxes were not sensitive to the parameter values in 

temperature stress functions used in the SiB model and that the default values given by Sellers et 

al. [1996b] for evergreen broadleaf forests were therefore acceptable. More recently, Baker et al. 

[2008] showed good agreement between simulated and observed NEE at a Tapajós National 

Forest site (KM83) using a slightly modified version of SiB3. However, none of their 

modifications relate to the parameterization of temperature stress suggesting that the 

parameterization currently used in SiB3 is appropriate for Amazon rainforest sites. Further 

analyses on SiB3 parameters at Amazon sites are being made under the LBA Data Model 

Intercomparison Project (LBA-DMIP) [Rosolem et al., in preparation]. As previously discussed, 

temperatures inside B2-TRF differ substantially from those in the Amazon. Annual mean 

temperature inside B2-TRF is on average about 1.9 oC warmer than observed above the forest at 

the Manaus, Tapajós, and Reserva Jarú LBA eddy covariance towers forest sites in the Amazon 

and, on average, also has a larger diurnal amplitude (12.2 oC) in air temperature than observed 

above the canopy at these Amazon forest sites (4.6 oC) (LBA-DMIP database; de Gonçalves et 

al., 2010). When compared to climatological data from weather stations nearby these Amazon 
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sites (Rosolem et al., 2008), the mean annual temperature inside B2-TRF is less warm, i.e., about 

+0.7 oC. 

 The lack of sensitivity of SiB3 to temperature stress parameters in simulating forests in 

the Amazon, as reported by Rosolem et al., [2005], presumably means that current conditions in 

natural tropical forest does not activate an internal mode in SiB3 which allows these parameters 

to play a major role. But it seems that the large diurnal amplitude and higher air temperatures 

inside B2-TRF triggers sensitivity to these parameters, and it is therefore of interest to 

investigate the model's temperature stress sensitivity in these conditions. The parameters directly 

related to temperature stress functions in SiB3 were therefore calibrated against data from B2-

TRF using a calibration procedure similar to that used to evaluate soil respiration 

parameterizations (see above), but with MAE and (1 - ρ) now calculated for hourly 

measurements of NEE measured during daylight hours when the photosynthesis is the dominant 

component of CO2 exchange and likely to be most influenced by temperature stress. 

 In fact when the three sub-models of soil respiration retained after the analysis described 

in the last section were used to calculate hourly daytime NEE there was little discernible 

differences in their performance relative to hourly daytime observations, see Figure 3a,b,c. 

However, the cumulative NEE for hours when observations are available is much better 

simulated when the revised SiB3 formulation given as Equation (12) is used to describe soil 

respiration rather than either the original SiB3 formulation or the Norman et al. [1992] 

submodel, see Figure 3d. This is also reflected in the calculated mean bias for each submodel. 

The original SiB3 formulation and Norman et al. [1992] submodel have mean biases of -0.35 

and 0.48 μmol m-2 s-1, respectively, while the revised SiB3 formulation mean bias of just -0.07 

μmol m-2 s-1. The revised SiB3 submodel is therefore preferred and at this stage was adopted and 
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used during the calibration of temperature stress related parameters in SiB3 although, in practice, 

this submodel selection had little influence on the calibrated values of temperature stress 

parameters since these are mainly determined by the ability of SiB3 to simulate daytime 

photosynthesis. 

 In SiB3 the maximum catalytic capacity of Rubisco ( ) is calculated by: 

 

· ·  (13)
 

where  is defined by:  

 

· 2.1  (14)
 

and  is defined as the  for top of canopy leaves, and Qt is calculated as: 

 

10  (15)

 

where  is a prescribed coefficient in the model (see Table 2). In SiB3 the temperature stress 

function, , is calculated as follows: 

 

1
1

 

                       
1

1
 

, for C3  
 
 
, for Rd  

(16) 
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and the leaf respiration rate (Rd) is calculated as a fraction (fd) of :  

 

·  (17)
 

The soil water stress function ( ) is calculated based on the formulation proposed by Baker et 

al. [2008]. All temperature variables are calculated in Kelvin. 

The parameters nomenclature used in Sellers et al. [1996a,b] was adopted in this study 

and is used in Table 2 to summarize the calibration results for the seven parameters that 

determine temperature inhibition functions in SiB3. The calibrated value of the maximum 

Rubisco capacity at canopy top (Vmax0) is 61 μmol m-2 s-1 in B2-TRF, much lower than the 

default value. For comparison, da Rocha et al. [1996] calibrated SiB2 using Amazon data and 

found Vmax0 = 81 μmol m-2 s-1 while [Rosolem et al., 2005] report values in the range 83-101 in 

a similar calibration using data from the LBA Tapajós KM83 site in eastern Amazonian. Upper 

leaf values of Vmax reported by Meir et al. [2002] for Manaus site in the Amazon were in the 

range 35-50 μmol m-2 s-1 and, using slightly different temperature sensitivity functions to 

describe Vmax of an Amazonian rainforest site, Lloyd et al. [1995] estimated a leaf-level (as 

opposed to canopy top) value of 68 μmol m-2 s-1 at 25°C. In fact Lin et al. [1998] successfully 

used this last value when analyzing plant response to CO2 enrichment inside B2-TRF and in 

unpublished data, also report similar estimates of Vmax from gas exchange measurements on 

upper leaves of two canopy trees in B2-TRF which suggests Vmax0 may have a similar value.  

The low value of Vmax0 found by calibration in this study may be associated with 

nitrogen available in leaves: the leaf nitrogen profile observed in B2-TRF [Lin et al., 1998] is 

similar to the profile reported by Lloyd et al. [1995]. But the reduced radiation levels that result 
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of artificial space frame shading inside B2-TRF may also be significant. According to Bonan 

[2002], plant species growing in a shaded environment achieve no photosynthetic gain by 

investing in energetically expensive Rubisco and so have low values of Vmax, while low leaf 

nitrogen content is directly related to low photosynthetic capacity in low radiation environments 

[Meir et al., 2002; Carswell et al., 2000]. 

Curvature of the exponential temperature stress functions are described by the several 

“s” terms in Eq. 16 and these are presented in Table 2. s1 and s2 specify the temperature stress 

function that affects Vm for the photosynthetic process in C3 plants (hereinafter referred to as C3 

Vm), whereas s5 and s6 specify the function associated with Vm when calculating dark respiration 

(Rd) (hereinafter referred to as Rd Vm). Small (large) values of s1 and s5 correspond to a more 

gradual (abrupt) change in the curvature of these functions, while s2 and s6 define the half-

inhibition points associated with high temperature. The temperature stress functions for C3 Vm 

calculated using parameters before and after calibration are shown in Figure 4a. There is a 

marked difference in the change from default to calibrated values for parameters associated with 

function curvature (s1 and s5), but the half-inhibition temperatures for both the C3 Vm and Rd Vm 

temperature functions (s2 and s6) are higher, by 6 K and 11 K, respectively, suggesting that plants 

inside B2-TRF have a higher thermal tolerance than that given with default parameter values. 

The fraction of Vm that characterizes canopy respiration, fd, and the temperature parameter (Topt) 

associated with Qt in the model are little changed by calibration, as are canopy respiration rates, 

which are around ~1 μmol m-2 s-1 at 25oC and in excellent agreement with estimated rates from 

Lloyd et al. [1995]. The range of air temperature typical of both B2-TRF and the Amazon 

tropical rainforest are also shown in Figure 4a. These ranges are the observed minimum and 

maximum temperature recorded in B2-TRF (Tmin = 20.4 oC, and Tmax = 46.9 oC) and in the 
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Amazon (i.e., Tmin = 17.2 ± 3.7 oC, and Tmax = 33.6 ± 1.4 oC), respectively, the values for the 

Amazon being the mean value of minimum and maximum temperatures for the Manaus K34, 

Tapajós K67 and K83, and Reserva Jarú LBA rainforest sites (LBA-DMIP database; de 

Gonçalves et al., 2010). 

The effect of canopy temperature on the model parameter Vm before and after calibration 

is shown in Figure 4b. There is a marked difference between the two curves. Vm is systematically 

lower after calibration compared to the default value for the range where air temperature 

commonly observed both in the Amazon and inside B2-TRF coincide with each other 

(i.e.,22    ∆   34 ). Over this range, the mean value of Vm calculated prior to 

calibration is 136 ± 19 μmol m-2 s-1 but it is 104 ± 20 μmol m-2 s-1 after parameters are calibrated. 

With the default parameter values, Vm reaches a maximum value at about 36oC and then declines, 

a result that is consistent with the idea that tropical rainforest plant species are near a high-

temperature threshold. But after calibration, Vm increases substantially up to around 43oC and 

then sharply declines to near zero before 50oC which suggests that this high-temperature 

threshold appears to occur at a much higher temperature not yet observed in natural tropical 

rainforests. Within the range of air temperatures observed inside B2-TRF but not in the Amazon 

(i.e., 34     ∆   47 ), the mean value of Vm calculated post calibration is 174 ± 38 

μmol m-2 s-1  compared with the mean value calculated with default parameter of 156 ± 26 μmol 

m-2 s-1. While the mean Vm calculated over the entire range of air temperature observed inside 

B2-TRF (i.e., 22     ∆   47 ) is 125 ± 41 μmol m-2 s-1 after calibration, representing 

the higher end of the Vm range reported by Wullschleger [1993] for tropical forest species. 

Net assimilation calculated as photosynthesis minus canopy respiration is shown in 

Figure 4c. The overall effect of using calibrated (as opposed to default) parameters is to reduce 
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the modeled net assimilation rate but then to maintain this rate to higher temperatures. But note 

SiB3 simulates leaf but not stem respiration, and stems will experience a different temperature 

regime from soil, and net assimilation and stomatal conductance are strongly related [Collatz et 

al., 1991; Wong et al., 1985a,b,c]. Soil respiration, which is about an order of magnitude less 

than net assimilation, is little altered by the calibration of temperature stress parameters (Figure 

4d). Figure 4e shows comparison between observed and modeled NEE for default and calibrated 

temperature stress parameters. There is substantial variability in this figure associated with the 

effect of other controls on NEE but the generally improved description given with the calibration 

of temperature stress parameters is still apparent. NEE measurements were available for 

approximately 63% of the time, but unfortunately no measurements were available in the 

summers of 2000 and 2002 (the two hottest years compared to 2001), hence the range of canopy 

temperature presented in Figure 4e is slightly smaller relative to those shown in Figures 4a-d. 

As discussed by Arain et al. [2000], radiation has a strong seasonal signal inside B2 

because of its mid-latitude location, and Figure 5 shows the average observed and model-

calculated diurnal cycle of NEE (prior to and after calibration of temperature stress parameters) 

in the winter (left panels) and summer (right panels), winter months being centered on December 

and summer months on June. Overall the simulated results after calibration (red lines) shows 

remarkable agreement with observations (black lines), especially when the percentage of 

observations available in a month is high (percentage availability is given in the figure). In 

winter (see Figure 5, left panels) SiB3 simulations prior to calibration calculate unrealistically 

higher assimilation (more negative NEE) during daylight hours compared both to observations 

and simulated values after calibration. Nighttime fluxes confirm the improvement obtained when 

using the new soil respiration parameterization and also exhibit good agreement relative to 
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observations. We suspect the quality of the observations made in December 2001 when the 

nighttime and to a less extent daytime fluxes agree less well, but given a lack of evidence for 

discarding these data we retained them in the calibration and comparison.  

In the morning during summer (see Figure 5, right panels) the results are similar to those 

found in winter, but there is observed and correctly simulated reduction in assimilation in the 

afternoon (i.e. NEE is less negative). This is consistent with a limitation on Rubisco activity 

starting around midday, as reported by Lloyd et al. [1995]. There is also an abrupt fall in 

simulated assimilation, that is, an abrupt increase in NEE during morning to afternoon transition 

in the summer months caused by the substantial increase in temperatures, and this is more 

pronounced in the two hottest summers (2000 and 2002). Unfortunately summertime 

observations were only available for 2001 to confirm this modeled behavior, but the agreement 

in the summer of 2001 suggests that the simulated fluxes are arguably realistic in this respect. 

Again nighttime NEE fluxes are simulated well by SiB3 during the summer confirming the 

improvement obtained with the revised parameterization soil respiration. 

The time variation of the soil water stress factor in SiB3 indicated that the vegetation 

inside B2-TRF was never under significant water stress during the period of this simulation (not 

shown) and B2-TRF released approximately 4850 kg C ha-1 during this three year period (2000-

2002), which on a per unit area basis is comparable to values reported for sites in the eastern 

Amazon [Saleska et al., 2003]. 

 

6. Discussion 

In order to compile a set of forcing data adequate for land surface modeling, assumptions 

and simplifications were needed which are described in detail in section 3. Measurements made 
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in 1997-1998 and 2000-2002 in central and southeastern portions of B2-TRF were selected as 

being of sufficiently consistency, but observations with dubious quality made elsewhere in the 

biome in 2000-2002 were discarded. In order to produce a continuous input data, some gap-

filling was also needed, most notably in the case of wind speed when a mean diurnal cycle based 

on measurements taken for only a short period of time was used. However, using a daily average 

variation in wind speed (rather than a fixed value) did improve the quality of the simulations 

relative to observations (not shown), as did using measured (rather than an assumed fixed) CO2 

concentration (also not shown). Arguably the biggest uncertainty in the model input data is in 

rainfall which was derived from records of daily water flow to overhead sprinklers, with visual 

inspection of 30 cm depth soil moisture used to estimate the approximate time of the day when 

watering occurred. Fortunately a variety of micrometeorological and soil sensors are now being 

installed in B2-TRF biome to give forcing data with high temporal and spatial resolution and this 

should facilitate future modeling of the biome. 

 One methodological aspect of this study of general relevance is that when using 

observations to optimize parameters in models of CO2 exchange, it is helpful to use nighttime 

and daytime NEE separately to provide distinctive information on contributing processes that 

dominate at these different times of day. In this study we were able to make largely independent 

calibrations of model parameters that influence soil respiration rates using nighttime data and of 

model parameters that influence photosynthetic uptake using daytime data. But the separation of 

daytime and nighttime NEE measurements which is feasible in an enclosed environment such as 

B2-TRF may not be feasible in natural ecosystems. 

 In general, SiB3 successfully simulated the behavior of B2-TRF,  after modification of 

model formulation and parameter values. The modifications required to simulate the observed 
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NEE reveal important aspects of ecosystem function in B2-TRF, especially in three areas: CO2 

concentration, soil respiration, and photosynthesis in this high-temperature environment. 

 First, with regard to CO2 concentrations, we found that a fixed value of 375 ppmv for 

CO2 concentration, conventionally assumed in SiB3, gave poor results because the concentration 

and diurnal variation of CO2 inside B2-TRF routinely differ from this value. Discrepancies in 

model simulations relative to observations were reduced when CO2 was allowed to follow the 

actual measured concentration (not shown). 

 Second, we evaluated seven different submodels of soil respiration in addition to the 

original SiB3 formulation. These included empirical parameterizations, assuming a constant rate, 

and a sub-model which is a revision of the original formulation but with normalization to 

observed nighttime values of NEE rather than forcing an annual equilibrium in carbon exchange. 

All but three of these submodels provided very poor simulations of observed variations in 

nighttime-average NEE. Most of the unsuccessful submodels relate soil respiration to soil 

temperature in a single layer and were developed for the Amazon rainforest where variations in 

soil temperature are not large. Both the original SiB3 submodel and the differently normalized 

form of this submodel gave better results, perhaps because soil respiration is calculated for each 

soil layer in these two models. The third reasonably successful model was originally developed 

by Norman et al. [1992] for grassland where variations of soil temperature may be larger than in 

the tropics. 

 It is reassuring that the calculated percentage contribution of soil respiration to total 

ecosystem respiration given by the modified form of the SiB3 submodel ultimately adopted as 

the preferred formulation during this study is comparable with that observed in the Amazon (60-

84%) as reported by Chambers et al., [2004], Malhi et al., [1999], and Meir et al., [1996]. A 
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reduction in nighttime NEE rates was sometimes observed during the summer which may be 

associated with drier soils, suggesting it is a combination of soil temperature and soil moisture 

which determines variations in soil respiration inside B2-TRF. But our results suggest soil 

respiration rate is not sensitive to changes in CO2 concentration, a result consistent with 

observations made during CO2 enrichment experiments in B2-TRF [Lin et al., 1998, 1999]. 

 Third, we found that for SiB3 to accurately simulate the observed behavior of plant 

photosynthetic assimilation in the high temperature environment of B2-TRF, the parameters 

describing temperature stress in SiB3 had to be adjusted from the default values that had 

previously been found adequate when modeling the behavior of Amazonian forest [Rosolem et 

al., 2005; Baker et al., 2008]. The required half-inhibition point of the temperature stress curve 

for photosynthetic capacity (i.e., C3 Vm) in B2-TRF (in Table 2) is ~6 K degrees higher than 

originally proposed for tropical forests in SiB3 [Sellers et al., 1996a,b]. This modification 

represents vegetation whose photosynthetic capacity has greater tolerance for high temperature 

environments. 

 At the same time, we found that the overall photosynthetic capacity (Vmax0) for plants in 

B2-TRF had to be adjusted downward. This may be associated with a reduction in leaf nitrogen 

concentration [Bonan, 2002] in this space frame shaded, lower radiation environment, or may 

represent an intrinsic trade-off for the simultaneously increased thermal tolerance. 

 The photosynthesis modifications, required to accurately represent the B2 tropical forest 

(but not to represent natural Amazon tropical forests) are perhaps the most intriguing result of 

this study. They suggest that: (a) tropical rainforest vegetation can acclimate to higher 

temperatures than previously thought, and this is revealed when they are grown in the warmer 

environment of B2-TRF, (b) the species composition of plants in B2-TRF has shifted to 
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disproportionately represent those species able to  function at higher temperatures, or (c) some 

combination of (a) and (b). Over half the plant species originally in the B2-TRF in the early 

1990’s had died off by the time of the observations used in this study (Ty Taylor, personal 

communication), representing a significant opportunity for selection to shift species composition 

towards a community with higher aggregate thermal tolerance. Shifts in community assembly or 

relative abundance can control ecosystem response to environmental change in some systems 

[Shaver et al., 2001; Saleska et al., 2002; Bradley and Pregitzer, 2007], but this mechanism has 

so far not been seen in large-stature long-lived tropical forests. Whether they can explain the 

aggregate thermal tolerance of the B2-TRF remains to be tested by further work in Biosphere 2. 

 The thermal tolerance of tropical rainforest communities remains a subject of debate. 

Some field experiments suggest that Amazon rainforests are near their maximum temperature 

threshold [Doughty and Goulden, 2008], a suggestion that is consistent with a SiB3 simulation 

using the default parameters (compare the default temperature stress function and the typical 

range for Amazon rainforests in Fig. 4a), while other studies that combine observations and 

modeling suggest they have significant capacity to acclimate to higher temperatures [Lloyd and 

Farquhar, 2008]. However, the two studies just cited and the present study all suggest reductions 

in carbon assimilation for leaf temperatures greater than ~35 oC, which might be explained by 

stomatal closure in response to increased evaporative demand. 

 Evidence for ability of species in B2-TRF to acclimate was presented by Adams and 

Berry [1999], who used chlorophyll fluorescence measurements to determine critical 

temperatures for lower-, mid-, and upper-canopy leaves inside B2-TRF during winter and 

summer. They found that upper-canopy species increased their critical temperature during the 

summer, but neither the mid-canopy nor lower-canopy species did so because seasonal 
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temperature differences are less pronounced at these two levels. The observed range of critical 

temperature for upper-canopy species (Ceiba pentandra and Hura crepitans) was from 47.2oC to 

50.7oC, consistent with the temperature range we obtained in this modeling study (see Figures 

4a,b,c).  

 Photosynthetic temperature response has generally been found to be very plastic and to 

vary seasonally and among ecotypes within a species [Baldocchi and Amthor, 2001], implying 

that acclimation to increased temperature should be expected. But it has also been suggested that 

tropical plant species may be less capable of acclimating to a changing climate because they 

have evolved in tropical climates with lower seasonal variability than have temperate forests 

[Janzen, 1967; Hogan et al., 1991]. However, our modeling results suggests that the tropical 

plant species inside B2-TRF, which are exposed to a much greater diurnal fluctuations in 

climatic variables, may well be capable of adjusting to higher temperatures than those currently 

observed in natural tropical rainforests such as in Amazon basin. 

 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

 This study implemented and challenged a land surface parameterization scheme widely 

used in natural ecosystems to simulate the behavior of vegetation inside the closed tropical 

rainforest biome in Biosphere 2 (B2-TRF). In order to accomplish this, data from different 

sources with different availability and temporal resolution were pooled to create a time series of 

quality-controlled forcing data appropriate for land surface modeling application inside B2-TRF. 

In particular, the methods used to make an allowance for the unique radiation and wind speed 

environment of B2-TRF were major challenges. These methods represent an important enabling 
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component of this study that is potentially likely to be of value in future modeling studies in B2-

TRF. 

SiB3 proved capable of simulating the observed behavior of NEE for plants in B2-TRF, 

but some modifications to model formulation and parameter values were required that are 

important. Most significant were two modifications: a revised  parameterization of soil 

respiration, and the modification of the parameters describing thermal tolerance of vegetation. 

The preferred representation of soil respiration was a modified version of the formulation 

originally used in SiB3 in which soil respiration is calculated as the sum of layer by layer 

contributions weighted by root fraction in each layer, all normalized to match the observed long-

term carbon balance of B2-TRF rather than being forced to assume a zero carbon balance as in 

the original form. 

To adequately simulate NEE in B2-TRF, the model parameters describing thermal stress 

in SiB3 had to be modified by calibration in such a way as to reduce the modeled net 

assimilation rate but then to maintain this rate to higher temperatures. This result suggests that 

tropical rainforest species can acclimate to higher temperatures than previously thought; or that 

the plants in B2-TRF have shifted their composition to allow the aggregate community to 

function at higher temperatures, and plants in natural ecosystems could also. Given that 

environmental conditions in B2-TRF (warmer, drier, with higher CO2 concentration) are broadly 

comparable to those for forecast by climate models, it is tempting to speculate that the Amazon 

rainforest may be more resilient to climate change than hitherto thought. 

The motivation for the present investigation was the belief that the Biosphere 2 tropical 

rainforest biome can potentially provide a currently missing bridge between laboratory-based 

studies and regional/large-scale experiments in natural tropical ecosystems. This study shows 
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that land surface modeling in combination with available in situ observations can enhance 

understanding of physical and physiological aspects of an enclosed tropical rainforest ecosystem 

maintained in controlled meteorological conditions. Because the land surface model used has 

been widely applied in natural ecosystems around the globe, the study also establishes a direct 

link between controlled and natural ecosystems. Thus, B2-TRF may serve not only to provide a 

consistency test of models derived from real world field experiments, but also as a basis for 

advancing modeling strategies and new parameterizations in an environment with well defined 

boundary conditions. We invite the scientific community to challenge other ecosystem models 

inside Biosphere 2 to test their universality. 
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Appendix A: Contributions to reduction in Shortwave Radiation in B2-TRF 

 Figure A1 is a schematic diagram of the time series of downward solar radiation 

measured at a single point in B2-TRF on a cloud free day when the space frame shaded the 

sensor once. For most of the day (for example for the time period A) the sensor is not shaded 

from the direct beam and the measured solar radiation during these periods is given by: 

 

  1 1 1  (A1) 
 

where  and  are respectively the diffuse and direct components of the solar beam 

outside B2. However, for a fraction f of the time, i.e., for the period B the sensor is shaded and 

the measured total solar radiation is therefore only the diffuse component and given by: 

 

1 1  (A2) 
 

Because the sun is not a point source, the transition between these two values is not 

instantaneous, consequently the period B is in fact the "effective" period of total shading which 

comprises a period with total shading and two periods with partial shading. The biome average 

value of solar radiation inside B2 is the time-average sum of these non shaded and shaded single 

point measured values, i.e., the weighted average: 

 

1  (A3) 
 

Substituting Equations (A1) and (A2) into Equation (A3) it can be shown that: 
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1 1 1 1  (A4) 
 

thus confirming that the ratio of diffuse to direct shortwave radiation is the same inside B2-TRF 

as it is outside and not altered by the glass and space frame shading because, when averaged 

across the whole biome, both components are reduced by the common factor 1 1  . 

 Figure A2 shows the cumulative downward solar radiation measured inside and outside 

B2-TRF on days that were selected to have clear sky together with the cumulative value for these 

same days of the downward shortwave radiation that would have been measured inside B2-TRF 

had there been no shading by the space frame. The latter is estimated from the measured value of 

solar radiation outside B2 reduced by a factor which is calculated as the time-average ratio of the 

measured components inside and outside during periods when the sensor was not shaded on 

these days (e.g. the ratio during the period A in Figure A1). On these selected clear sky days 

Figure (A2) shows that the time average fractional reduction in measured shortwave radiation 

inside B2-TRF relative to that outside is by a factor 0.485 (i.e., ⁄ ), whereas the time 

average fractional reduction in measured shortwave radiation inside B2-TRF relative to that 

outside would be by a factor 0.515 had there been no shading by the space frame (i.e., 

⁄ ). From Equation (A4) it therefore follows that: 

 

1 1 0.485 (A5)
 

and from Equation (A1) that: 

 

1 1 1 0.515 (A6) 
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Substituting Equation (A5) into (A6) and rearranging gives: 

 

· 0.485 0.515  (A7) 

 

On cloud free days the average ratio of diffuse to total solar radiation (i.e., ) and 

direct to total solar radiation (i.e., ⁄ ) outside B2 are, respectively, 0.19 and 0.81, 

hence, from Equation (A6) it follows that g = 0.48, and substituting this value of g into Equation 

(A5) gives f = 0.07. In summary, on average the (dirty) glass therefore reduces solar radiation by 

48% and the space frame by a further 7%, but neither reduction alters the ratio of diffuse to 

direct sunlight. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 Soil respiration submodels tested in this study including the original formulation 

used in SiB3 based on Denning et al. [1996], a constant soil respiration rate, and the 

alternative of the original approach introduced in this paper (see Eq. 12). The β 

coefficients are empirical values appropriate for each submodel and do not 

necessarily represent the same quantity. LAI is Leaf Area Index (m2 m-2), θ is the 

volumetric soil moisture (m3 m-3), and Ts,z soil temperature at depth z. To maintain 

consistency with SiB3 soil layers, soil moisture and/or soil temperature specified to 

be at 1, 5, and 10 cm depth in some models are assumed to be those modeled at 0.7, 

6, and 12 cm. 

 

Table 2 Description of the parameters associated with temperature stress functions in SiB3 and 

their default and calibrated values. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 (a) Mean diurnal cycle of horizontal wind speed calculated for June 2009. The error 

bars indicate the standard errors. (b) Comparison of the downward longwave radiation 

estimated using equation 6 with observations. The 1:1 line is shown as a black line. 

Figure 2 Comparison between nighttime averages of simulated and observed NEE inside B2-

TRF (μmol m-2 s-1) for each soil respiration submodel tested in SiB3. The Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE) and correlation coefficient (ρ) are also shown. The 1:1 line is 

shown as a black line. 

Figure 3 Comparison between simulated and observed hourly NEE (μmol m-2 s-1) for (a) the 

original soil respiration model in SiB3, (b) the soil respiration model of Norman et al. 

[1992], and (c) and the alternative soil respiration model in SiB3 introduced in this 

paper (see Eq. 12). In each case the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and correlation 

coefficient (ρ) are also shown. Daytime data are shown in green, nighttime data in red. 

(d) Cumulative NEE (g m-2) calculated by summing available observations, or 

summing only those simulated values that correspond to available observations. The 

blue line is for the original soil respiration model in SiB3 and the red line for the 

model of Norman et al. [1992]. Simulation results with the alternative of the original 

approach introduced in this paper are shown as green line and observed NEE as black 

line. All the results shown are for each model after calibration of soil respiration 

submodel parameters using observed nighttime NEE and after calibration of 

temperature stress parameters using hourly observed daytime NEE. Note that 

cumulative NEE shown in (d) does not correspond to seasonal or interannual 

variations in NEE because results shown are constrained to periods when 
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observational data were available. The 1:1 line is shown as a black line in (a), (b), and 

(c).  

Figure 4 (a), (b), (c), and (d) are respectively, the relationships of the Vm temperature stress factor 

(applied to photosynthesis in C3 plants), the maximum catalytic capacity of Rubisco, 

net assimilation, and soil respiration modeled by SiB3 during daytime hours versus 

modeled canopy temperature using default parameters (black circles) and calibrated 

parameters  (red crosses). (e) shows the difference between the modeled NEE given by 

SiB3 and the observed value during daytime hours as a function of modeled canopy 

temperature before (black circles) and after (red crosses) calibration, respectively. The 

ranges of air temperature (ΔTair, in oC) typical of B2-TRF (solid red line) and natural 

Amazon rainforest (solid black line) are shown in (a). Units are in μmol m-2 s-1, except 

for (a) which is unitless. 

Figure 5 Average diurnal variation of NEE (μmol m-2 s-1) inside B2-TRF simulated prior (blue 

lines) and after calibration (red lines) of the temperature stress parameters in SiB3 

compared to observations (black circles), calculated for winter (i.e., December-

January-February) (left panels) and (b) summer (May-June-July) (right panels). Error 

bars and shading correspond to one standard deviation calculated for observations and 

simulations, respectively. 

Figure A1 Schematic diagram of the diurnal cycle of downward solar radiation measured at a 

single point on a cloud free day when the space frame shaded the radiation sensor 

just once. 

Figure A2  Cumulative downward solar radiation measured inside (SWin) and outside (SWout) 

B2-TRF on days that were selected to have clear sky, together with the 
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cumulative value for these same days of the downward shortwave radiation that 

would have been measured inside B2-TRF had there been no shading by the space 

frame (SWin
*). 
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